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Preface 
 

Greetings, 
 
This is a collection of Breadcrumbs and other works that caught the attention during the editing process, 
that seemed to fit the rabbit-hole metaphor. 

 
rab·bit hole 

noun 
 

1  a rabbit's burrow: a heather-covered hillside full of rabbit holes. 
 

2  used to refer to a bizarre, confusing, or nonsensical situation or environment, 
typically one from which it is difficult to extricate oneself: 

he'll continue fearmongering to promote his agenda no matter how far down the rabbit hole it takes him. 
[with allusion to Lewis Carroll's Alice's Adventures in Wonderland (1865), which describes 

how Alice enters a land of magic and strange logic by falling down a rabbit hole.] 
 

It is also blogged for online viewing: 
 
Michael’s Rabbit Hole 
A Selection of Breadcrumbs & Other Aphorisms 
https://michaelsrabbithole.blogspot.com/ 
 
Writing has been an enjoyable process ever since I first began toying with prose; scribbling poetry, 
keeping journals, corresponding with friends and acquaintances during the college daze. The 
philosophical/mystical/whatever-you-want-to-call-them thoughts, that have been popping into mind since 
1989, have always been very out-of-the-blue spontaneous. Nothing planned or forced about them. They 
are being shared on the off chance that others may find them of interest, though, quite frankly, it really 
does not matter if no one else ever even reads them, for I am, first and foremost, my own audience. I got 
mine, so to speak. I played my little part. I had my share of fun. And it is, as it has ever been, up to each 
to discern their own, on their own. There are really no followers in this Don Quixote quest; only earnest 
seekers, who waylay their desires and fears and dreads, enough to discern that which is the end to doubt, 
the end to dueling with windmills. “Yay” if it is your fate to figure it out. “Oh well” if it is not. And “so it 
goes” either way, really. Ecclesiastes 1:2 is always a good reminder: “Vanity of vanities,” saith the 
Preacher, “Vanity of vanities. All is vanity.” Awareness can only, with great effort, regain control, regain 
sovereignty, from the usurper, imagination, creator of all that is time, creator of all that is space. Creator 
of all that is illusion, has never has been anything more than illusion, will never be anything more than 
illusion. Only as real as the given moment. 
 
“The Stillness Before Time” is the original work that came together in 1992, including mostly aphorisms, 
an essay, a newspaper question-and-answer, ten reflections, and lists of both movies and books. Though 
an early self-published version, long since edited and expanded, can be purchased at major booksellers, a 
downloadable copy is available, no charge, at the link below. There are also links to a variety of blogs of 
other creations by me, along with links to many writings of a similar nature, by thinkers and seers from 
across all times, across all geographies. 
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"The Ponderings of Yaj Ekim" is the second published book, and is both blogged and available as a PDF 
download. 
 
The “Breadcrumbs” titles, published annually since 2015, all include the core chapters: Leftovers, 
Soundbites, Breadcrumbs. In the Breadcrumbs chapters, I unleash thoughts of a more personal nature than 
in the other two. All just to show I was ensconced in a living, breathing, relativity mundane, oftentimes 
foolish, mortal mind-body. An actor playing the hand that was dealt; same as everyone else, vain as 
everyone else. No need to sculpt me into more than I was. No need for myths, nor legends, nor fables, nor 
miracles, nor cult followings, nor any other fictions, any other absurdities, over to which the human mind, 
and all its imaginary history, has so often given itself. The Breadcrumbs chapters prove me again and 
again to be yet another Shakespearian player, as full of the limited and arbitrary as anyone else born into 
this dream of space and time. So please be sure not to shape me, or these many random thoughts, into 
some dogmatic absurdity. Use them as a launchpad, not an orbit. 
 
“The Return to Wonder” blog is a compendium of aphorisms not included in the three other works: The 
Stillness Before Time, The Ponderings of Yaj Ekim, and Breadcrumbs. It originally totaled 3,000 pages 
formatted in 300 ten-page chapters written since 1990-ish. A gradual editing that will likely never be 
completed, is changing that dynamic into something of a mishmash. 
 
Please note that this sort of wordplay is very haphazard, way too much work to put into any order. 
Probably best read it in bits and pieces in the here and there. One of those open-to-any-page works. 
Especially well-suited for coffee shops, coffee tables, and porcelain thrones. 
 
Also note that all writings are always subject to updates and editing, so if you are interested in the most 
current version – before this house of cards comes tumbling down, and the world grows large again – 
downloading PDF copies every once and a while might be a reasonable discipline. This applies especially 
to the current year of Breadcrumbs, which could well be an annual project until the last wheezing breath, 
though frankly, the temptation to stop writing entirely is not off the table. It is a pleasant way to pass 
some of the countdown remaining, but it is unlikely there is much ground that has not been wandered by 
this frame of reference far more than enough already. No matter how many times Sisyphus rolls the 
boulder up the mountain, it is more than a little doubtful the seven blind men and their true-believer 
followers, will ever discern, ever realize, ever embrace, the elephant in the middle of the room, without 
fabricating some new form of absurdity. It is the way we roll, it is the way we have always rolled, it is the 
way we will, far more than probably, always roll. Every species has its limitations, and we have in this 
mind’s eye, far-exceeded ours. 
 
That said, if you do find these many thoughts at all worth preserving, for whatever times are ahead for this 
world and all its life forms, please feel free to share them with others who might also appreciate them. 
Else they may well swiftly slip back into the timeless oblivion from whence they came. 
 
So it goes, either way. I played my part, I said my piece, I had my fun. 
 
All the best, 
 
M 
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P.S. For best viewing online, using the largest screen you have available to explore my little theme park, 
is suggested. Scrolling down and down on a phone screen is just not going to give you the same entrée. 
 
P.P.S. Regarding the name Yaj Ekim ... It is just a reverse spelling of the first and middle names ... 
Michael Jay Holshouser ... Mike Jay ... Yaj Ekim. 
 
P.P.P.S. Coincidently, make of it whatever you will, or will not, Yaj is an Indian boy’s name meaning 
worshipper, sacrifice, another name for Shiva, a sage. And Ekim is a Turkish name for October meaning 
“sowing” (of seeds). All kinds of absurdity can be read into that by the many, so-inclined – none of which 
was in mind when the idea came to reverse the letters to my name. See P.P.S. for details. 
 
P.P.P.P.S. Yes, I am Shiva. And so are You. No, I am not Shiva. And neither are you. Irony and paradox 
rule. 
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The Stillness Before Time Website 
 
The Stillness Before Time 
Reflections From a Fellow Sojourner 
http://www.thestillnessbeforetime.com/ 
 
There is really only one Way. 
It is without division or boundary. 
It is without name or theology. 
Awareness is its scripture. 
Here now, its venue. 
You, its witness. 
Your life, the journey. 
 
A PDF is available at:  
http://www.thestillnessbeforetime.com/thestillnessbeforetime.pdf 
 
Main Blogs 
 
The Stillness Before Time 
Reflections From a Fellow Sojourner 
http://thestillnessbeforetime.blogspot.com/ 
 
The Ponderings of Yaj Ekim 
http://theponderingsofyajekim.blogspot.com/ 
 
Breadcrumbs 2015 
Bits and Pieces From a Dream of Time 
https://breadcrumbs2015.blogspot.com/ 
 
Breadcrumbs 2018 
Bits and Pieces From a Dream of Time 
https://breadcrumbs2018.blogspot.com/ 
 
Breadcrumbs 2019 
Bits and Pieces From a Dream of Time 
https://breadcrumbs2019.blogspot.com/ 
 
Breadcrumbs 2020 
Bits and Pieces From a Dream of Time 
https://breadcrumbs2020yajekim.blogspot.com/ 
 
Breadcrumbs 2021 
Bits and Pieces From a Dream of Time 
https://breadcrumbs2021.blogspot.com/ 
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Breadcrumbs 2022 
Bits and Pieces From a Dream of Time 
https://breadcrumbs2022.blogspot.com/ 
 
Breadcrumbs 2023 & Beyond 
Bits and Pieces From a Dream of Time 
https://breadcrumbs2023.blogspot.com/ 
 
The Return to Wonder 
Field Notes From the Unknown 
http://thereturntowonder.blogspot.com/ 
 
Breadcrumbs: The Original Blog 
 
Breadcrumbs: The Original Blog  
https://michaelsbreadcrumbs.blogspot.com/2015/01/under-construction_28.html 
 
Other Blogs by Michael 
 
Standouts From the Return to Wonder Edit 
Selections From the First Sixteen Chapters 
https://standoutsfromthereturntowonderedit.blogspot.com/ 
 
Mystery, Mystery & More Mystery 
https://mysterymysteryandmoremystery.blogspot.com/ 
 
Doubt, Doubt & More Doubt 
https://doubtdoubtandmoredoubt.blogspot.com/ 
 
Science, Science & More Science 
https://yajekimscienceandmorescience.blogspot.com/ 
 
History, History & More History 
https://historyhistoryandmorehistory.blogspot.com/ 
 
Patterns, Patterns & More Patterns 
https://evenmorepatterns.blogspot.com/ 
 
Imagination, Imagination & More Imagination 
https://imaginationandmoreimagination.blogspot.com/ 
 
Reincarnation, Reincarnation & More Reincarnation 
https://reincarnationandmorereincarnation.blogspot.com/ 
 
Possible Last Words & Epitaphs 
https://possiblelastwordsandepitaphs.blogspot.com/ 
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The Corollaries of Yaj Ekim 
https://corollariesyajekim.blogspot.com/ 
 
Titles, Titles & More Titles 
https://evenmoretitles.blogspot.com/ 
 
Of the Human Journey 
Along with Got God? And Ten Reflections 
https://ofthehumanjourney.blogspot.com/ 
 
Michael’s Rabbit Hole 
A Selection of Breadcrumbs & Other Aphorisms 
https://michaelsrabbithole.blogspot.com/ 
 
Imagination: The Great Usurper 
https://imaginationthegreatusurper.blogspot.com/ 
 
Lost in Translation 
The Human Paradigm’s Linguistic Muddle 
https://lostintranslationyajekim.blogspot.com 
 
The Call of the Eternal 
A Conversation With My Self  
https://thecalloftheeternal.blogspot.com/ 
 
Even More 
https://theevenmoreseries.blogspot.com/ 
 
To Be, or Not to Be 
https://thetobeornottobeseries.blogspot.com/ 
 
Who Was the First? 
https://thewhowasthefirstseries.blogspot.com/ 
 
The Real is Discovering 
https://therealisdiscoveringseries.blogspot.com/ 
 
The Mystery of the Mystery 
https://themysteryofthemysteryseries.blogspot.com/ 
 
59 Moments to The Way It Is (And Is Not) 
The Scribe's Guide to the Great Whatthe#$*!? 
https://59momentstothewayitisandisnot.blogspot.com/ 
 
A Short List of Books for the Up and Coming 
Some Written Works That May Help Get the Young up to Speed 
https://listofbooksfortheupandcoming.blogspot.com/ 
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The Standard Ripostes 
The Scribe's Go-to Responses to This and That in the Day-To-Day 
https://thestandardripostes.blogspot.com/ 
 
Conversations 
A Variety of Letters, Emails, Texts, & Sundry Odd 'n Ends 
https://conversationsyajekim.blogspot.com/ 
 
Definitions 
An Incomplete Selection of Contemplative Definitions 
https://definitionsyajekim.blogspot.com/ 
 
Sketches of the Once Upon a Time 
A Few Epiphanies and Other Hallmark Moments 
https://sketchesoftheonceuponatime.blogspot.com/ 
 
My (Not Quite) Haiku 
https://mynotquitehaiku.blogspot.com/ 
 
Once Upon a Christmas 
https://onceuponchristmas.blogspot.com/ 
 
Ditties for the Bluegrass Pyre 
https://dittiesforthebluegrasspyre.blogspot.com/ 
 
Spam Responses (a.k.a., WTF Is This Shit!?) 
https://spamresponsesakawtfisthisshit.blogspot.com/ 
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What is Written Here 
 
 

What is written here 
Has been spoken, written, and lived 

By many in many times and places in human history. 
Ever disguised by innumerable masks, costumes, concepts, and technologies, 

Its mysterious nature has timelessly confused and frightened 
Those unable to discern beneath the surface. 

 
This aphoristic vision is simply another attempt, 

Using contemporary masks, costumes, concepts, and technologies, 
To illustrate in thought something as old as old is, 

That which has ever yet never been. 
 

It is for those who desire nothing from this manifest dream 
But that it be a journey into freedom. 

 
Best wishes. 

 
The Stillness Before Time 1996 

 
 
 

A Poem for Michael 
 

His goals are few, 
with no worries to pursue. 

A life well-stirred, 
as variety is to stew. 

Branching from his native view, 
He's learned a thing or two: 

How to handle a machine that spews, 
Managing a newspaper crew, 
How a lens can capture you, 

Writing philosophy of the zoo, 
Even joined a staff or two, 
To teach others what to do. 
Now he speaks with a clue, 

Of how he's gained his world-view. 
There's nothing left to misconstrue, 

He's living life impromptu! 
 

Rhonda Allen 
Chico, California, 2002 
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Of the Human Journey 
 
 

Mortal existence is not easy. It never has been, and never will be, for any creature sown of this garden 
orb, this smidgeon of quantum dust, floating in the vast, immeasurable unknown. What follows are 
thoughts about the human journey, its theatrical paradigm and the fare existence offers, and the choices all 
must resolve very much alone in the sojourn through the veiled maze of space-time, of consciousness with 
all its dualistic notions. It is a journey of ecstasy and agony, courage and fear, love and hate, absurdity and 
insanity, irony and paradox, life and death. It is the ineffable, insoluble mystery born of the passionate 
mind, and the ever-flowing array of perceptions, of patterns, every human being faces in the movement 
though birth, sickness, injury, aging, dying, and death. 
 
These reflections are written to help promote a larger vision of where we as a species are heading; one 
that attempts to look beyond humanity’s many seemingly irreconcilable divisions, one that values insight 
and wisdom, one that elevates rather than detracts, one that seeks to foster a sense of guardianship, rather 
than destruction and manipulation, of our little dust ball and the many life forms it has spawned. 
 
We live in a time period similar, yet increasingly unique among the many eras come and gone before. 
Excessive population, coupled with unprecedented, unrestrained industries and technologies, and the 
consumption frenzy they feed, are driving our petri dish experiment of so-called free will toward a rather 
bleak outcome. All the absurdities, all the insanities, we have so carelessly, foolishly, needlessly wreaked 
upon the earth’s magnificent diversity, are huge rebounding tsunamis awaiting our arrival in time. The 
rules of the manifest game are simple and uncompromising, and those who bend and break them must 
eventually pay the price that Mother Nature, chief arbiter of all things dreamtime, is more than capable of 
exacting. 
 
As long as we human beings battle over pride-filled, tribal differences, we inevitably embrace a fate of 
our own synergistic, instinctual, self-absorbed design. The monopolistic win-lose divisiveness wrought 
since history’s invention, since our egocentric, competitive, voluntary secession from the garden, spirals 
us down a path of annihilation. What we have done in all our arrogance has created a time already 
nightmarish for many, and will only exponentially accelerate for those to whom we are now ancestors. 
And we are nowhere close to discerning a common vision, a truly cooperative paradigm that might 
sidestep it. 
 
We leave it to future generations to create solutions to problems all have aided in forging. We vainly hope 
that political, economic, and religious leaders will shepherd us to salvation, but they cannot, because the 
collective vision is too full of limitation and polarity. Despite all our canny attributes, we as a species 
have not yet fully fathomed our interconnectedness, our inherent kinship, to the indivisible totality. We 
have not grasped that time and space do not exist as any more than a play of consciousness, a collusion of 
imagination. Nowness is the only ephemeral, eternal reality, and the decisions each of us make in this 
moment-to-moment flowing of this ever-changing theater, create the dreamtime future. 
 
So many of the leaders we have chosen to follow with all their insecure, parasitic ambitions for power, 
glory, and wealth, only wax the slide with empty promises and compromising, shortsighted decisions. 
Though many are highly intelligent in many clever ways, too few have the wisdom and integrity to truly 
serve those they pretend to lead. The result is, that along with there being no political or economic 
solution to the dilemma now unfolding, our dysfunctional paradigm has created a spiritual crisis well 
beyond all the vain pretensions so many call religion. 
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No one has ever, will ever, can ever, see the world exactly the same as anyone else. We are like 
snowflakes and fingerprints, patterns woven of a mystery, to which all creation is witness in one form or 
another. Time and space are magical illusions, and each and every one of us is an equal participant in a 
vast theater of consciousness, spontaneously playing itself out in seemingly every possible way. All our 
knowledge, all our histories, all our schools of thought, the countless frames of reference we imagine 
individually and collectively, dreamily overlap and merge like ripples crisscrossing to and fro upon the 
same sea of relativity. 
 
Words, whatever the language, are conceptual icebergs each and every one of us envision, translate 
differently. Thoughts of god or gods, love, morality, money, tradition, politics, ad infinitum, inspire a 
myriad of responses, often conflicting because of rigid, dogmatic attachments to time. Yet, at the origin of 
all consciousness, that quantum field from which this grand three-dimensional mirage has come to pass, is 
very much the same indivisible oneness, the same universal, eternal truth, despite all our sophomoric, 
meaningless arguments over the endless permutations of knowledge, we ourselves have contrived. 
 
All differences are fabrication, fantasy, make-believe, delusion, born of imagination. All polarizations, 
whether cultural, racial, sexual, geographic, economic, political, religious, mythological, and on and on, 
are illusive deceptions born of the play of matter, of light and sound, and the theater they together weave. 
Each of us imagines a personal universe in which all travel very much alone, despite all the sensory 
evidence to the contrary. Until one can see past the attachments to an individual life, the many differences 
seem real, but ultimately, they are not, never have been, and never will be. It is a dance too vast for any 
mind to more than intuitively discern, and perchance fathom, they are lead dancer in their chronicle. 
 
We are passing through a holographic epoch of time in which the seemingly countless dramas of human 
existence are available for all who have capacity and means to explore. What evolved of geographical 
isolation can now be witnessed in whatever fashion predisposition allows. There is a tendency, due to the 
aberration of pride and the quest for false glory, to argue one mythology’s supremacy over another, yet is 
any collusion more than a conceptual adaptation to time and circumstance? Is any one version, any one 
dream of consciousness, any one play of imagination, from the ultimate-reality perspective, really, truly, 
in any way, superior, to any other? Might may make right, but it does not make truth. 
 
No one gets out of this manifest existence alive, and every human being ever born comes to grips with 
that truth in whatever way capacity and limitation allow. Some create hells for themselves, while others 
discern within, a quality, a virtue, a harmony, that has been given countless names across the world. Most 
of us, of course, wander the purgatory between. In the journey of life, each of us swims an ebb and flow, 
in which the individual mind plays out incalculable variations of the passion born of desire and fear. 
 
The life any of us creates, with all its perceptions and interpretations, is a blend of voluntary and 
involuntary choosing. Traditions are creations every cultural grouping, every societal mindset fabricates 
in order to maintain continuity in those the genetic lottery casts into its geographic realm. No one is bound 
to continue believing anything but through the conditioned choices of imagination that some call free will. 
Those who discern their own law see this manifest play far differently than those who, for whatever 
reason, cannot see past their attachments to the narrow propagandas of history, whatever the scale. 
 
The gist of these reflections is to encourage those who see their immeasurable nature to become that to 
which they aspire; intuitively, spontaneously free to meet the moment as it unfolds, whether or not it fits 
the vision of any other individual or group. In the statistical bell curve of any rise and fall, of any creation 
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and destruction, there are always the initiators, and those who tag along well after. Those who entertain 
the greatest vision are already among the many who do not. Whether the reader sees it as a fact or not, we 
are all that which is the same indivisible upwelling, the same inexplicable mystery. Eternity is very much 
present within every part and particle, every quantum of the drama to which all are witness. It is a vision 
so infinite as to include each and every one of us, along with all the other myriad life forms across the 
planet, as its source. 
 
Is the human species, with all its competitive predispositions, capable of comprehending and responding 
to a larger vision of itself? With all that is facing us, do we have the luxury of time? Probably not. Though 
the transformation of consciousness is an instantaneous matter, we are caught in the juggernauting wave 
of collective delusional ignorance, and countless attachments to choices made in times long before our 
brief little window. We may agree the problems ahead are nearly insurmountable, but a paradigm shift 
into a cooperative, balanced, intuitive, holistic, realistic mindset, is too much of a change for most to even 
begin to fathom, much less enact, at this point in time. 
 
Despite the countless lessons offered by history, we are too attached to building mountains of false gold, 
practicing divisive religion, maintaining rigid traditions, following insincere leaders, promoting the 
idolatry of personality, supporting destructive institutions, fabricating egocentric class structures, 
producing adverse technologies, consuming insatiably in every conceivable way, destroying irreplaceable 
diversity, and killing one another because our ancestors could not get along any better than we, for all the 
same myopic, greedy, time-bound, evolutionary, imaginary reasons. 
 
Recognize it or not, the human species is fast-approaching a tailspin of its own design. It is inevitable that 
this garden planet, and all life that dwells on it, will someday return to its origin. That is the nature of the 
vast changing, the creation-destruction of each passing moment in which we all choicelessly, 
spontaneously participate. The indivisible, impersonal totality; that which relatively few fully discern, 
much less quest total surrender. 
 
The question is, will we go out with nobility, humility, integrity, and discipline as true human beings, 
harmoniously realigned with the source of our origin, guardians of what is left of the garden that birthed 
us all? Or will we exit like fruit flies churning feverishly for the last dollop of honey in the bell jar; like 
rats vying savagely for the last crumbs at the bottom of the cage? 
 
Each of us makes that decision in every step, in every breath, in every deed, every word, every thought. 
We individually create our own unique, imaginary versions of the universe, and how we work it out 
together in the impromptu theater of consciousness, only time will tell. The essential quantum reality is 
not about contrived differences. It is not about futile, conceited pursuits, meaningless paths to glory. Life 
is an opportunity to perceive within and without, a vision of an integrated relationship with that which is 
infinitely, infinitesimally greater than its many parts. 
 
It is the true discernment that each and every one of us, including every angel and every demon, including 
all creatures great and small, including every infinitesimal, absolute speck of quantum dust swirling 
within, to the furthest indivisible reaches of the unknown, is equally That I Am to which mystics across 
the world throughout time point. There is no other. 
 
Each and every one of us is the same indivisible eternal oneness, the same absolute, immeasurable, 
timeless genesis, playing out the relativity of dreamtime. We are all connected, inseparable, no matter the 
exterior, no matter the capacity, no matter the frame of reference. No religious middlemen, no stairways 
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to heaven, are necessary. This indelible insight is absolutely free to all discerning enough to see that 
ethereal thing called truth is the momentary, intangible, undeniable birthright of the timeless awareness 
equally within all quantum creations. This intuitive vision of the clarity beyond form, and the exploration 
of right living it brings about, is the only true revolution. 
 
This inexplicable mystery we call life, this beyond-boggling organization of matter, is an opportunity to 
witness the vast unfathomable diversity of this manifest theater, this grand play of creation and 
destruction, of known and unknown, in whatever way each individually imagines. It is the potential 
within all to see that every form born of space-time is merely one of a ceaseless kaleidoscoping of shapes, 
of facades, of masks, of patterns, all veiling the same source, the same awareness, the same witness; 
nothing more, nothing less, nothing but. 
 
The singularity of totality is beyond the scope of the mind, beyond the irrational concoctions of 
superstition, beyond the rational explorations of science. It is beyond the wordplay of any belief system, 
beyond the egocentric weavings of individual persona, and the countless delusions spawned of ignorance. 
We are all alone, together, and how we as a species finally choose to dance the dance, sing the song, walk 
the walk, and talk the talk, is ultimately, in this mind’s eye, the true legacy of the human journey. 
 
Best wishes. 
 
M 
 

The Stillness Before Time 1996 
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Got God? 
 
 

Do you believe in God? If so, describe what you mean by that? 
 
Godness is the “I am That I Am” within each of us. It is the everything and the nothing. It is the smallest 
particle to the greatest whole. It is the isness, the nowness, the awareness, the timeless indivisible, unborn, 
undying source of this infinite, unknowable mystery. It is the creation, preservation, and destruction of 
every part and particle playing out the grand theater, the eternal kaleidoscoping holograph of space-time. 
That spark of divinity, of the Self within all selves, is the witness acting out every drama imaginable. 
 
Each and every life form is the immortal totality splintered into mortal fare. The source of life, of 
creation, is more than any measurement can ever explain or define. All attempts to grasp it, all the 
traditions, symbols, rituals and concepts, all the speculations ever devised in this garden world, or any 
other, are equally limited as anything but intuitive reflections. They are all merely a means to an end, not 
an end in themselves. 
 
Time is a fabrication of consciousness. It is the virtual reality of the mind, the cotton candy of 
imagination. The ephemeral, momentary nowness is the only reality. Every life form, no matter who, 
what, where, when, why, or how, is very much of the same evolving creation, the same source, the same 
light, the same dreamer, the same witness, the same amness, the same uniqueness, the same absolute 
oneness. No matter how you slice and label it, we are all holographs of the same essence. 
 
If you were raised in a religious environment, has that had a positive or negative impact on your 
life? 
 
Organized religions across the world clutch vainly to beliefs founded upon geographic assumptions whose 
foundations have all become brittle and stale in this shrinking world. Groups throughout time have again 
and again claimed to be the standard-bearers of truth, but have all too often created far more conflict than 
community in their ethnocentricity. The net result is that the many propagandas of history are weighing us 
down with clashing notions. Notions that no longer hold water when examined closely. 
 
The fact is that we are all the Way, the Truth, and the Life, and those blind to this most simple, obvious 
understanding, those attached to literal translations and dogmatic collusions, cannot help but perpetuate 
unnecessary confusion and disintegration. 
 
Religious traditions, with all their customs, folklore, symbols, rituals, and concepts are products of time 
and its inevitable limitations. Their value is that they remind us of our relationship with the mystery of our 
existence. But to vainly cling to any as more than temporal tools, to battle over them in any way, to use 
them as anything but maps home, presents a narrow vision of the eternal quest. The word is only sound, 
and no sound can more than echo though the expanses of eternity. 
 
Organizing the spiritual quest tends to box godness into a concept. And in the journey beyond concepts, 
into that which is immeasurable, there are no boundaries, no assumptions that withstand that which 
creates, preserves, and destroys all illusions. The source of time is bound to no form, and inevitably 
harvests all. 
 
Do you believe in heaven, hell, and judgment day? 
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Heaven and hell are states of mind, plays of consciousness, that only seem real where the now of time 
meets the road. Heaven is a sense of intuitive unity, an understanding, a clear harmony, a serene 
contentment. Hell is its divisive counterpart filled with unending prejudice, complexity, and contention. It 
is the passionate mind playing out the dualistic weavings of desire and fear, and the suffering they 
endlessly bring to fruition. Every day is judgment day for those confined by the illusory, dualistic play of 
the senses. In separation we are demons, in unity we are angels. Who has not tasted every potential to 
some degree? 
 
Can prayer heal the sick? 
 
If you really have faith, do you need to pray? Sickness, injury, aging. and dying are inevitable in this 
mortal theater. Oblivion of personal identity is the undeniable fate of all forms. Yet that quantum essence 
each of us truly is, is immortal, and this very simple realization creates a far different view of life than 
most seem destined to entertain at any given time. What each of us really is, is far greater than birth and 
death, and the limitations of any manifest theater. And praying to imagination for mortal immortality is 
rooted deeply in the quicksand of ignorance. 
 
Are your religious/spiritual beliefs separate from your political ones? 
 
Every action ripples. Every cause creates effect, and every effect becomes cause to the next effect. Those 
aware of this tend to walk more attentively in their day-to-day actions. Separative choices lead to 
disintegration; holistic ones to integration. Through interactions with others we show what we value. Are 
religion and politics separate? All division is the play of the time-bound mind. As long as we as a species 
value power, fame, and fortune more than we value right relationship, as long as we are in the grips of 
worldly attachment, as long as we worship mammon and idolize form, we journey toward an inevitable, 
synergistic fate of our own creation. The paradigm from which we spawned is no longer functional, and 
the bell is daily tolling louder. 
 
Describe a spiritual experience you have had recently. 
 
Is there any moment that is not spiritual, magical, mysterious? Whether sitting on the porcelain throne, or 
caught up in an inexplicable vision, every moment’s unfolding is ultimately very much the same. We may 
or may not be tuned in, we may prefer some moments to others, but in reality, the ungraspable is source to 
all creations of consciousness, wherever or however they unfold. Pay attention to the vastness within, or 
meander through every sensory, dualistic diversion the world offers, it is all the same ephemeral virtual 
reality. Life is an opportunity to reflect upon the oneness within and without, and to take it as any more 
than a three-dimensional, quickly passing mirage, misses its greatest potential. 
 
What is the soul? 
 
What is not the That I Am? What is not the ground of all creation, preservation, and destruction? What is 
not the indivisible, immortal, absolute reality that permeates all seen and unseen? What is not the same 
quantum mystery residing in everything from the smallest particle of an atom to the farthest galaxies of all 
creation? Godness, as seen through consciousness, is as expansive or limited as any given personal vision, 
yet cannot be confined by any. Ultimately, there is no other. The ocean of godness is all, including the 
drop of awareness reading this. The proof of it is that no one, no creature ever birthed upon this spinning 
garden has ever, will ever, or can ever discern more than a reflection of its own face. All forms are 
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splinters of the same witness, the same oneness, the same faceless unknown. All attributes, all 
measurements are born of the illusion of space-time, and to be bound by any reverie is the delusion of 
ignorance. 
 
 
"Got God?" was a response to a seven-question survey of Chico News & Review readers published 
in April 1996. 
 
 

The Stillness Before Time 1996 
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Ten Reflections 
 

 
I 

Become a conscious, sovereign human being, awakened to the intuitive wisdom of awareness, of Self, witness to 
the reality and unreality, the irony and paradox of this timeless-spaceless mystery of time and space. 
 

II 
Respect this diverse garden world and the inherent rights of all creatures small to great. They are all masks of the 
same creation. There is no other. 
 

III 
Treat others at least as well as you would prefer they treat you. Do not expect them to return the favor, or to learn 
from your example. No one will ever be you. 
 

IV 
Live and let live; live and let die; grasp and release; give and take; win and lose; forgive and forget; inhale and 
exhale; fly and land; swim and drift; rise and fall; open and close; lock and unlock; come and go; start and stop; 
begin and end; flow and resist; tense and relax; be and allow; create, preserve, destroy. 
 

V 
Moderation in all things. Gluttony, greed, sloth, envy, wrath, lust, and pride are the roots of limitation, the source of 
suffering. The axis of evil is nepotism and cronyism and favoritism. Take delight virtue, in integrity and simplicity. 
 

VI 
Share what you have to share. But not in such a manner that it is degrading or disempowering to those you serve. 
Giving to get is not sharing. 
 

VII 
Play win-win whenever practical. Unmitigated competition is ultimately a dysfunctional paradigm. Avoid 
unnecessary conflict. No one really wins a fight. There are plenty of cooperative, egalitarian opportunities for those 
seeking the inherent ground. 
 

VIII 
Bring children into this world only if you intend to truly care for them. There are far too many human beings 
already. Life is arduous enough without a harsh, imbalanced beginning. 
 

IX 
Do not put false wealth above real relationship. Learn to listen to the many voices of nature. Learn to see with its 
many eyes. Mountains of gold do not compare with a child's joy in a mound of sand, a bird's, in the morning sun, or 
a dolphin's, in the passing wave. 
 

X 
Creation and preservation and destruction are equal partners in this kaleidoscoping light and sound show, playing 
out in the infinitesimally infinite aloneness of this dreamtime quantum theater. Deeply understanding this, may 
lessen the suffering of your relatively brief, more than a little absurd existence. Try not to take it all so seriously 
that you cannot laugh, at least occasionally, at this temporary mind-body, at this transient identity, this ephemeral, 
ever-changing, three-dimensional illusion, to which you are so attached. 
 
 

The Stillness Before Time 1998  
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The Matrix 
 

Another aphoristic journey 
For those who see, hear, feel, and breathe 

A mystery which can never be but what it has ever been. 
An array of thoughts on what is known and what will ever be unknown. 

Reflections from a mirror given over to the sojourn of sages and the fools they become. 
For the dancers and singers who chuckle at the theater of imagination, 

Those who seek to tread immortal waters, fearless. 
 

The Stillness Before Time Website 2000 
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The First Page 
 
 

We are all created of the same source, 
By whatever name you might wish to call it. 

Our sense of individuality is merely a fleeting illusion, 
Born of the attachment of consciousness to mind-body-spirit. 

In reality, we are all equally the same awareness permeating all things. 
All dualistic notions are vain delusion fabricated by imagination. 

Yes, it all seems real and true enough at any given moment, 
But if you fully contemplate the ever-present now, 

You will discern that this state we call life 
Is really nothing more than a very temporary 

Touchy-feely, three-dimensional, sensory reverie. 
The indivisible, absolute mystery, pretending existence. 

 
* * * * 

Everything comes and goes, appears and disappears, 
Changes in each and every inexplicable moment. 

A magical mystery tour of bewildering origin. 
And to those many so full of themselves, 

Unable to perceive the unfathomable 
That every moment beckons their attention, 

How did the mindboggling become so mundane? 
 

* * * * 
Discern the indivisible awareness prior to all attributes, 

All genders, all languages, all ideologies, all creeds, all geographies, 
All families, all friends, all acquaintances, all antagonists, 

All anything, all everything, under any given sun. 
Discern that which is solely awareness, 

Unblemished by any perception 
Born of conscious design, 

Mortal or otherwise. 
 

* * * * 
Every existence is entirely unique 

In this grand, magical theater of time and space. 
The unfolding of the song of godness is a creation extraordinaire 

In every way, shape and form into which the mystery 
Has spontaneously, choicelessly unfolded. 

You are one of countless dreams, 
All witness to the totality, 

That which is prior to all perception, 
That which is absolute, both within and without, 

That which is real, that which is true, that which is ever you. 
 

The Ponderings of Yaj Ekim 2012  
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Prior to All 
 

That source, that origin, that fount, that nucleus, which is called by many names, 
Is prior to any sensory theater, prior to all forms small to great, 

Prior to any whimsical certitudes of imagination, 
Prior to any notion of this or that, 

Prior to all dualities, 
Prior to every definition 

Inspired by the myriad other. 
 

The Ponderings of Yaj Ekim 2012, Page 3 
 
 
 

Ever Unchanging 
 

Strolling the infinity within 
Does not require anything special. 

Wear anything, or nothing, if you prefer. 
Sit, lay, stand, walk, or sprint anywhere you please. 

Name it whatever comes to mind, if you must. 
It is always the same, ever unchanging, 

Ever here now to delve or dive into, 
The source prior to all dreams. 

 
The Ponderings of Yaj Ekim 2012, Page 7 

 
 
 

A Contemplation 
 

What would it be like to never see anybody, anything ever again? 
To retire forever into the abyss, and never re-emerge into consciousness. 

No more desire, no more fear, no more dread, no more worry, no more sickness, 
No more injury, no more caring, no more bother, no more death or taxes. 

And, of course, no more beer, wine, drugs, sex, or rock and roll. 
To die for all eternity, or come back for another round, 

Will that yay or nay decision be the last box 
On some Pearly Gate questionnaire? 

Or do you just sign in or out as you please? 
 

The Ponderings of Yaj Ekim 2012, Page 8 
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What Is There to Learn? 
 

What there is to learn, what there is to impart, 
Is prior to all the volumes ever written, 

All the institutions ever concocted, 
All the idolatry ever asserted, 

All the rituals ever established, 
All the temples ever constructed, 

All the incalculable inanities, insanities, 
Ever carried out in some imaginary god’s name. 

 
The Ponderings of Yaj Ekim 2012, Page 8 

 
 
 

Same Soul 
 

A different day, 
A different life, 

A different form, 
A different world, 

A different universe, 
Same Soul. 

 
The Ponderings of Yaj Ekim 2012, Page 16 

 
 
 

Creation is the Creator 
 

The drop is within the ocean, and the ocean within the drop. 
The writing is within the writer, and the writer within the writing. 

The painting is within the painter, and the painter within the painting. 
The sculpture is within the sculptor, and the sculptor within the sculpture. 

The garden is within the gardener, and the gardener within the garden. 
All creation is within its creator, and the creator within all creation. 

 
The Ponderings of Yaj Ekim 2012, Page 18 
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Perceptions 
 

What sights would there be if there were no eyes? 
What smells would there be if there were no nose? 
What sounds would there be if there were no ears? 

What tastes would there be if there were no tongue? 
What sensations would there be if there were no skin? 

And how many other perceptions might there be 
Had we crawled out of a different puddle? 

 
The Ponderings of Yaj Ekim 2012, Page 25 

 
 
 

All Too Predictable 
 

Any given religion was once a cult. 
And every cult was a fabrication, 

Founded on a pack of assumptions, 
Likely concocted by a charismatic persona, 

Willingly accepted by a small group prone to following, 
Who conditioned their progeny to believe with little or no question. 

And voilà, yet another organized religion is born, 
To brew what havoc it surely does. 

All too predictable. 
 

The Ponderings of Yaj Ekim 2012, Page 40 
 
 
 

Wonder 
 

Who is the who, who wonders who is who? 
What is the what, what wonders what is what? 

Where is the where, where wonders where is where? 
When is the when, when wonders when is when? 

Why is the why, why wonders why is why? 
How is the how, how wonders how is how? 

 
The Ponderings of Yaj Ekim 2012, Page 46 
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Of Capricious Minds 
 

Truth is not the Yahweh of Moses 
The Allah of Muhammad, 

The God of Jesus 
The Tao of Lao Tzu, 

The Brahman of Krishna, 
Nor the Buddha of Siddhartha. 

It is That which has neither name nor face. 
It is the source prior to all assertions 

Born of the capricious mind. 
 

The Ponderings of Yaj Ekim 2012, Page 48 
 
 
 

The One and Only Reality 
 

The one thing of which You can be very certain, across all time, across all space. 
Is that You are not at all separate from anything, in any way, at any moment. 

How do You discern this? Because You are the dreamer dreaming it all. 
You are the seamless, singular awareness, the one and only reality. 

 
The Ponderings of Yaj Ekim 2012, Page 50 

 
 
 

Cradle and Coffin 
 

The body is not you; you are not the body. 
You have no body, you never have, and you never will. 

The mortal container is merely a fleeting means to one end or another, 
A formless, indivisible infinity, without foundation, 

Without beginning, without conclusion. 
Awareness is the cradle, 

From which all things rise into being, 
The coffin to which all things are one day laid to rest. 

 
The Ponderings of Yaj Ekim 2012, Page 52 
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Oblivion 
 

Oblivion is the end to all lies, all fabrications, all self-deceptions. 
It is the vital source, the essence prior to all becoming. 

It is the experiencing prior to all experience, 
The intangible prior to all that is tangible, 

The awareness prior to consciousness, 
The actuality prior to all that is imagined, 

The substantial prior to all that is insubstantial, 
That which is prior to all context, prior to all manifest dreams. 
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The Great Game 
 

“Let us play a game of irony and paradox,” suggested one quantum. 
“With every agony and ecstasy imaginable,” added another. 

“And a slathering of absurdity,” suggested a third. 
“But why bother?” moaned a fourth. 

“Why not?” said yet another. 
“Indeed,” agreed all the others. 

 
The Ponderings of Yaj Ekim 2012, Page 62 

 
 
 

Freedom’s Irony 
 

To catch the hungry monkey, 
The coconut is baited for desire. 

The searching hand goes so easily in, 
But will not come out with the fisted delight. 

The treat will quickly bring about death, 
Unless the frantic creature discerns, 

The paradigm of the open hand, 
Is freedom's curious irony. 

 
The Ponderings of Yaj Ekim 2012, Page 63 
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Senseless Absurdity 
 

What a thing to spend your life 
Locked in dogmas and idolatries, 

Bound up in traditions, superstitions, 
In fear of some god or gods or demons, 

Concerned about heavens or hells or karma. 
Why allow imagination to have such free reign? 

Why give your Self over to such senseless absurdity? 
 

The Ponderings of Yaj Ekim 2012, Page 66 
 
 
 

Liberation 
 

Find a space where you can sit quietly, alone. 
Ignore the ever-churning sensory theater. 

Allow the thoughts to pass without interference. 
Observe completely the beingness throughout the passing. 

That simple awareness, that nowness, is the eternal, original nature. 
To abide in the essential ever-fleeting moment, the mind still, 

Is liberation from the fabrications of false identity. 
 

The Ponderings of Yaj Ekim 2012, Page 67 
 
 
 

The Functioning 
 

Without skin, what could you feel? 
Without eyes, what could you see? 
Without ears, what could you hear? 

Without nose, what could you smell? 
Without tongue, what could you taste? 

Without all functioning simultaneously, 
How could your dreamtime universe be? 

 
The Ponderings of Yaj Ekim 2012, Page 70 
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Realization of the Indivisible 
 

If this orb was considered a small lifeboat upon an infinite sea, 
The prophets, the mystics, the seers, are those who dive over the side, 

Explore the unseen depths, and climb back aboard to share their discoveries, 
With those clinging passionately to the vain, illusory safety of their berth. 

Many, perhaps most, will very quickly turn away and refuse to listen. 
Some will quarrel, scoff, or curse, praising imaginary clay gods. 

Some will avidly listen, and then label themselves followers. 
Some will timidly test the unknown and find it too cold, 

Or, worse yet, misguidedly think they, too, have it. 
Some, seeing what needs be done, will dive in, 

Perhaps to one day also return awakened, 
Emptied by the realization of the indivisible. 
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Irony and Paradox Rule 
 

You are the body; you are not the body. 
You are the world; you are not the world. 

You are the universe; you are not the universe. 
You are the dream; you are not the dream. 

You are everything; you are nothing. 
Change is the way of all things. 

Irony and paradox rule. 
 

The Ponderings of Yaj Ekim 2012, Page 78 
 
 
 

Eternal Life 
 

Eternal life is simply living in the awareness of the ever-streaming moment, 
Oblivious to the space and time in which the manifest mind abides. 

The state of being when the allure of the many attributes, 
The countless fabrications of imagined identity, 

Lose all meaning, all purpose, all concern, 
When the magnitude of the singular present is all. 

 
The Ponderings of Yaj Ekim 2012, Page 78 
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Arbitrary Spins 
 

How deep is deep? How shallow, shallow? 
How wide is wide? How narrow, narrow? 
How infinite is infinite? How finite, finite? 

The definitions inspired by any eye, any mind, 
Are but endless, arbitrary spins of me, myself, and I. 

 
The Ponderings of Yaj Ekim 2012, Page 78 

 
 
 

Proof Enough 
 

If you are genuinely earnest in your inquiry into Self, 
The unadorned fact that you have never seen, 

Nor will you ever see, your own face, 
Is surely evidence enough. 

 
The Ponderings of Yaj Ekim 2012, Page 85 

 
 

The Eternal Freedom of Awareness 
 

You were never really born, 
You have never existed, 

You have no future, 
You have no past. 
You are the I in I, 
The Am in Am, 

The That in That. 
You are That I Am. 

The Truth, the Life, the Way. 
Awareness, pure, simple, eternally free. 

 
The Ponderings of Yaj Ekim 2012, Page 155 
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A Blink of Eternity 
 

In a mere blink of eternity, a life, 
A figment of imagination, of vain notion, 

A flurry of smoke in a gusty wind, 
All the pleasure, all the pain, 

All the understanding, 
All the experience, 

Perhaps even wisdom, 
So quickly come and gone. 

 
The Ponderings of Yaj Ekim 2012, Page 203 

 
 
 

The Eternal Mirage 
 

A conceited little theater, 
On a tiny spinning sphere, 

In a mere speck of a universe, 
Floating in the bottommost corner, 

Of an eternal eye, that is but a mirage. 
 

The Ponderings of Yaj Ekim 2012, Page 205 
 
 
 

All in a Dream 
 

Who, what, where, when, why, how am I? 
Who, what, where, when, why, how are you? 

Who, what, where, when, why, how is anyone? 
Same source, same awareness, all dreams. 

All dreaming themselves autonomous. 
All dreaming themselves distinct. 

All dreaming themselves real. 
 

The Ponderings of Yaj Ekim 2012, Page 237 
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Ever the Same Nothingness 
 

It is ever the same nothingness, 
The same mystery, the same unknown, 

The same quantum-hologram-matrix-ether, 
Into which the given sensors extend their probes, 

And generate universes of every variety and dimension. 
 

The Ponderings of Yaj Ekim 2012, Page 260 
 
 
 

Same Mystery 
 

Different jewelry, same gold. 
Different stars, same universe. 
Different waves, same ocean. 
Different eyes, same mystery. 
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Differences That Never Mattered 
 

Existence is a mystery. 
It is not a Christian mystery, 

A Buddhist mystery, a Hindu mystery, 
An Islamic mystery, or anyone else’s mystery. 

It is equally the same mystery for all. 
Any given belief system 

Is merely vanity 
Promoting differences, 

That have never once mattered. 
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Serenity 
 

From fear, fearlessness. 
From desire, desirelessness. 

From passion, passionlessness. 
From conflict and struggle, serenity. 
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I, Quantum 
 

I, Quantum. 
Quantum field. 

Quantum infinity. 
Quantum freedom. 

Quantum tranquility. 
Quantum indelibility. 
Quantum sovereignty. 
Quantum absoluteness. 
Quantum indivisibility. 
Quantum timelessness. 
Quantum singularity. 

Quantum totality. 
Quantum truth. 
Quantum joy. 
I, Quantum. 
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Muddied Thinking 
 

You may be the indelible, indivisible, unborn-undying mystery, 
But you are still cousin to a hodgepodge of monkeys, 

Chimpanzees, gorillas, and sundry primates. 
In other words, you are but a beast, 

An evolutionary invention 
Of puddle magic, 

And muddied thinking. 
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Ever the Same Mystery 
 

The ancients called the elements 
Earth, air, water, fire, ether. 

Scientists in these times 
Call it the periodic table. 

Intuit it, name it, label it, describe it, 
Measure it, organize it, in whatever way you will, 

It is, has ever been, will ever be, must ever be, the same mystery. 
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The Relativity of All Things 
 

How white is black? How black is white? 
How right is wrong? How wrong is right? 
How heavy is light? How light is heavy? 
How all is nothing? How nothing is all? 

How true is false? How false is true? 
How high is low? How low is high? 
How far is near? How near is far? 
How hot is cold? How cold is hot? 

How huge is tiny? How tiny is huge? 
How light is dark? How dark is light? 

How large is small? How small is large? 
How strong is weak? How weak is strong? 
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The Calling 
 

If it is your calling to discern that which is mystery, 
That which is within all small to great, 

You must let go everything. 
Yes, everything. 

The you 
Born of thought 

Must become so tranquil, 
That you are the knowing awareness 

That is boundless beyond all comprehension. 
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Nothing to Do, Nothing to Undo 
 

Nothing to grasp, nothing to spurn. 
Nothing to say, nothing to take back. 

Nothing to know, nothing to not know. 
Nothing to establish, nothing to dissolve. 

Nothing to hold on to, nothing to let go of. 
Nothing to embrace, nothing to relinquish. 
Nothing to borrow, nothing to pay back. 
Nothing to retain, nothing to renounce. 

Nothing to accept, nothing to reject. 
Nothing to do, nothing to undo. 
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All the Same 
 

Hot or cold, hard or soft, 
Awake or asleep, engaged or unengaged, 

Honest or dishonest, clothed or naked, seen or unseen, 
Clean or dirty, comfortable or uncomfortable, 

Self-absorbed or self-absorbed, 
It is all the same. 
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What is Anything? 

 
What is freedom? 

What is truth? 
What is real? 

What is not real? 
What is aloneness? 

What is indifference? 
What is absoluteness? 
What is contentment? 
What is detachment? 
What is equanimity? 
What is happiness? 
What is serenity? 

What is bliss? 
What is totality? 

What is the Way? 
What is That I Am? 
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Forget Everything 
 

Forget everything. 
Dismantle the conditioning, 

The attachment to any conceptual weavings. 
Become that which has no boundaries. 

That which discerns no duality. 
No within, no without. 

No inner, no outer. 
No this, no that. 
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What Cannot Be Known 
 

See what cannot be seen, 
Hear what cannot be heard, 

Smell what cannot be smelled, 
Taste what cannot be tasted, 

Feel what cannot be felt. 
Be what cannot be known. 
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Save the World? 
 

Save the world? What, pray tell, is there to save? 
How can that which was never spent, ever be depleted? 

That which was never something, ever be nothing? 
That which was never one thing, ever be two? 

That which was never light, ever be dark? 
That which was never born, ever die? 
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All I Can Tell You 

 
You ask me who … I tell you I do not know. 
You ask me what … I tell you I do not know. 
You ask me where … I tell you I do not know. 
You ask me when … I tell you I do not know. 
You ask me why … I tell you I do not know. 
You ask me how … I tell you I do not know. 

All I can tell you is … I am That I Am. 
All I can tell you is … you are, too. 
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The Only You 
 

Your entire universe, 
Is but a speck of dust, 

At the tip of a fingernail, 
At the edge of the infinity, 
That is all, the only You, 

You have ever been. 
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Life Eternal 
 

All the attachments, 
To all the things, 

To all the memories, 
To all the relationships, 

To all the this’s, all the that’s. 
What weights chaining the free spirit. 

Distractions from the ever-present awareness, 
In which life is eternal, in which the real You, ever are. 
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Scientific Method 
 

Scientific Method … noun … a method of procedure 
That has characterized natural science since the 17th century, 

Consisting in systematic observation, measurement, and experiment, 
And the formulation, testing, and modification of hypotheses. 

 
1) Define the question 

2) Gather information and resources (observe) 
3) Form hypothesis 

4) Perform experiment and collect data 
5) Analyze data 

6) Interpret data and draw conclusions that serve as a starting point for new hypothesis 
7) Publish results 

8) Retest (frequently done by other scientists) 
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Reality 
 

The dream births you, 
Attends you, 

Feeds and clothes you, 
Gives you pleasure, inflicts pain, 

With every intention of someday killing you. 
And you, in return, believe it all real. 
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Why So You? 
 

Why so sad? 
Why so angry? 
Why so fearful? 
Why so serious? 
Why so zealous? 
Why so rushed? 
Why so lonely? 
Why so needy? 
Why so you? 
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All In 
 

Everyone is dealt a different hand 
In this poker game of time and space. 

Each plays it out as the given cards allow, 
But it is nothing more than smoke and mirrors. 

And someday, no matter how well any player bluffs, 
Every stack of chips inevitably tumbles to the last wager. 

Masks and hands ever change, but the game goes on and on, 
For as long as the house has the chips to play and cards to shuffle. 
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What Are You? 
 

What are you but 
A historical collage, 

An economic statistic, 
An anthropological result, 

A psychological adaptation, 
A sociological paradigm, 

A scientific curiosity. 
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Pandora in a Bottle 
 

Consciousness is an evolutionary mutation of instinct. 
The fruit of this garden world is knowledge. 

Once it was plucked from the vine, 
Once Pandora’s Box was opened, 

Once the Genie was out of the bottle, 
All the cards followed suit, all the dominos fell. 

Much less about original sin than it is original separation. 
The rub is reattaching the fruit, closing the box, corking the bottle, 

Shuffling the cards, and somehow putting Humpty-Dumpty back together again. 
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Genius 
 

A writer is precise with words, 
A mathematician, with numbers, 
An artist, with shape and color, 

An athlete, with movement, 
A musician, with notes. 

Each its own genius. 
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Who Can Out-Do Anyone? 
 

Who can out-Wittgenstein Wittgenstein? 
Who can out-Schopenhauer Schopenhauer? 

Who can out-Aristotle Aristotle? 
Who can out-Lao Tzu Lao Tzu? 

Who can out-Heraclitus Heraclitus? 
Who can out-Kafka Kafka? 

Who can out-Buddha Buddha? 
Who can out-Plato Plato? 

Who can out-Yogananda Yogananda? 
Who can out-Aristotle Aristotle? 

Who can out-James James? 
Who can out-Ram Dass Ram Dass? 

Who can out-Ashtavakra Ashtavakra? 
Who can out-Watts Watts? 
Who can out-Marx Marx? 

Who can out-Descartes Descartes? 
Who can out-Patanjali Patanjali? 

Who can out-Arendt Arendt? 
Who can out-Nietzsche Nietzsche? 

Who can out-Sartre Sartre? 
Who can out-Locke Locke? 

Who can out-Thoreau Thoreau? 
Who can out-Emerson Emerson? 

Who can out-Bacon Bacon? 
Who can out-Descartes Descartes? 
Who can out-Vonnegut Vonnegut? 

Who can out-Krishna Krishna? 
Who can out-Hume Hume? 

Who can out-Machiavelli Machiavelli? 
Who can out-Comte Comte? 

Who can out-Whitman Whitman? 
Who can out-Rousseau Rousseau? 
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Who can out-Russell Russell? 
Who can out-Hobbes Hobbes? 

Who can out-Foucault Foucault? 
Who can out-Kierkegaard Kierkegaard? 

Who can out-Mill Mill? 
Who can out-Confucius Confucius? 

Who can out-Osho Osho? 
Who can out-de Beauvoir de Beauvoir? 

Who can out-Aquinas Aquinas? 
Who can out-Carneades Carneades? 

Who can out-Hess Hess? 
Who can out-Diogenes Diogenes? 

Who can out-Smith Smith? 
Who can out-Parmenides Parmenides? 

Who can out-Pascal Pascal? 
Who can out-Chomsky Chomsky? 

Who can out-Thales Thales? 
Who can out-Wollstonecraft Wollstonecraft? 

Who can out-Muhammad Muhammad? 
Who can out-Shankara Shankara? 

Who can out-Sina Sina? 
Who can out-Derrida Derrida? 

Who can out-Epicurus Epicurus? 
Who can out-Kant Kant? 

Who can out-Aurelius Aurelius? 
Who can out-Socrates Socrates? 

Who can out-Dewey Dewey? 
Who can out-Aristotle Aristotle? 
Who can out-Voltaire Voltaire? 

Who can out-Hegel Hegel? 
Who can out-Holshouser Holshouser? 

Who can out-Plate Plato? 
Who can out-Socrates Socrates? 

Who can out-Heidegger Heidegger? 
Who can out-Arendt Arendt? 

Who can out-Zoroaster Zoroaster? 
Who can out-Jesus Jesus? 

Who can out-Camus Camus? 
Who can out-Spinoza Spinoza? 

Who can out-Krishnamurti Krishnamurti? 
Who can out-philosophize the weight of history? 

Hemmed in by the sages of the ages, we are, we are. 
 

The Ponderings of Yaj Ekim 2012, Page 475 
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Pardon Me 
 

Pardon me for inquiring, but why do some humans … 
Seem to loathe nature and her many creations? 

Become so determined to control others? 
Go to such extremes to feel happy? 

Believe gold so important? 
Seem to delight in hurting others? 

Partake in so many preposterous notions? 
Corrupt the world with so many unproven creations? 

Despise so many others simply because they abide by different values? 
Become so vain about their bodies that they cloak them with every imaginable costume? 

Focus on so many differences when there is so much more in common? 
Acquire so much more than they could ever need or use? 

Bear children in whom they have little interest? 
Create a world so indigent and forlorn? 

Learn so little from history, 
And are so blind to its reckoning? 
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Regarding Vain Deities 
 

Even if there is some on-high deity, 
What need to constantly bow and scrape? 

What need to tarry in guilt and self-loathing? 
What need to again and again pray for forgiveness? 

What need to beg for what is not freely given? 
What need to give thanks even once? 

What point projecting vanity, 
Upon that which should have none? 
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The Seeker 
 

1) What is it you are seeking? 
2) Do you really want an answer? 

3) Are you willing even to die to find it? 
4) Who but you needs to be satisfied with it? 

5) Are you strong enough to endure the aloneness? 
6) And, by the way, who are you, really, to ask such things? 

 
The Ponderings of Yaj Ekim 2012, Page 493  
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Billions and Billions 
 

Humankind reached its first billion in 1804. 
Its second billion in 1927. 

The eighth is predicted around 2023. 
Eight billion two-leggeds in just over two hundred years. 

The total number who have ever lived is estimated to be a 100 billion or more. 
How can any paradise ever hold up to such a feeding frenzy? 
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The Art of Dying 
 

Pretend you are already dead. 
Die to time, literally be here now, right here, right now. 

As still as the morning dew, totally alone, eternally present, not a care in the world. 
All knowledge vaporized, no family, no friends, no enemies, no problems. 

No attachment to the agonies and ecstasies of the sensory feed. 
Unequivocal negation of any and all assumptions. 

No body, no identity, no possessions. 
Just attentive awareness. 

Nothing more, nothing less, nothing but. 
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The Difference Between Me and You 
 

The difference between any you and any me is all in our heads, all in our minds. 
Our perceptions, our imagination, our relentless emphasis on the ever-kaleidoscoping universe, 

Playing out every timeless moment, bewildering us all with its inexplicable veil. 
And who has the unshakable witness behind the curtain ever been, 

But the same you that is me, the same me that is you. 
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The Last Page 
 
 

Every one the same quantum indivisibility playing the manifest theater real. 
Every one the immortal essence peering through mortal eyes, feigning a mortal game. 

Every one as free, as aware, as their shard of spirit demands, and mind allows. 
 

* * * * 
Those whose destiny it is to become seers ponder many things 

Until they gradually become aware of the foundation of consciousness itself, 
And in that observant attentiveness to the awareness that never sleeps, 

Their minds discern that from whence all things come and go, 
And in that awareness merge back into the indivisibility 

Of the eternity that is, has ever been, will ever be. 
 

* * * * 
Is there any creature, any form, fashioned in this vast universe, 

That does not journey to the conclusion of its paradigm? 
All nature is naught but patterns within patterns, 

All functions of the same choicelessness, 
All programming of quantum design, 

Indivisible within one and all for all eternity. 
 

* * * * 
The quantum indivisibility is sightless, 

Soundless, senseless, odorless, and tasteless. 
Only in consciousness does any universe appear real. 

 
* * * * 

If the world, if the universe, was truly real, 
How could it, would it, every instant be changing? 

Only you do not change, only you have ever been the same, 
Only you have ever been the one and only you, 

Awareness, witnessing a dream. 
 

* * * * 
The Tao, by whatever sound you call it, is always the same. 
The same as when you were born, the same as when you die, 
The same as before you were born, the same as after you die. 
Life is a brief opportunity to view it the same while you exist. 

 
* * * * 

That quantum essence that you truly are cannot die, for it was never born. 
You are eternity, the stuff of stars, come to life in a dreaming of time. 

There is no who, no what, no where, no when, no why, no how. 
You are the nothing more, the nothing less, the nothing but. 

 
The Ponderings of Yaj Ekim 2012, The Last Page  
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The Mystery You Are 
 

There is no middleman between you and the mystery you are. 
There is no need to endlessly agonize over questions that have no answer. 

There is no need to believe, to worship, to follow, to pray, to grovel, to tithe, to dogmatize, 
To dread judgments from an on-high, to quake over imaginary heavens and hells. 

You are That I Am, you are that which is unborn, enduring, undying, 
As untainted and free as you allow the state of mind to be. 

 
* * * * 

You are the mystery of you, the wonder of you, the eternity of you. 
Only sensory perception, imaginary notion, separate you 

From that most inescapably authentic reality. 
Realize it, grapple it, know it, be it. 

 
* * * * 

How can the here-now, the ever-present moment, ever be born, destined to one day die? 
How can that which is without attributes, that which is indivisible, ever exist? 

How can there be light or dark? Sound or silence? Right or wrong? 
How can there be any this, any that, in an indelible mystery, 

In which space and time are not, have never been, will never be? 
 

* * * * 
Despite all assertions to the contrary, humankind is not the be-all-end-all of this manifest mystery theater. 

We have certainly played out a remarkable reverie in our trifling fragment of space-time, 
One possibly not replicated anywhere else across the starry-starry cosmos, 

But our egocentric, ethnocentric, geocentric hullabaloo, 
From whatever prelude to whatever finale, 

Has never really been more 
Than vanity-vanity-all-is-vanity on steroids. 

At best a negligible undulation in the electromagnetic spectrum. 
 

* * * * 
Being domesticated, being cultivated, being trained, as a human being, 

Does not make you any closer to godness than any other life form. 
Every single beast has evolved from the same quantum origin. 

The only difference between you and any other organism 
Is an inexorable egocentricity born entirely of imaginary notion. 

The entire human drama is nothing more than a collusion of consciousness, 
Made possible by the evolutionary happenstance of an ingenious, group-oriented mind, 

Two arms, two legs, a larynx, opposable thumbs, and high-capacity lungs. 
No critter ever born into this mystery ever stood a chance. 

And, being far too clever for our own good, 
Neither, ultimately, do we. 
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Who Does Anything? 
 

Who contemplates? 
Who perceives? 

Who knows? 
Who cares? 
Who feels? 
Who loves? 
Who hates? 
Who hopes? 

Who believes? 
Who does anything? 
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In Every 
 

In every yes, a no; in every no, a yes. 
In every truth, a lie; in every lie, a truth. 

In every good; a bad; in every bad; a good. 
In every vague, an exact; in every exact, a vague. 

In every blessing, a curse; in every curse, a blessing. 
In every unknown, a known; in every known, an unknown. 

In every intangible, a tangible; in every tangible, an intangible. 
In every abundance, a shortage; in every shortage, an abundance. 

In every superiority, an inferiority; in every inferiority, a superiority. 
In every inexplicable, an explicable; in every explicable, an inexplicable. 

In every immeasurable, a measurable; in every measurable, an immeasurable. 
In every intelligible, an inscrutable; in every inscrutable, an intelligible. 

In every open hand, a closed fist; in every closed fist, an open hand. 
In every creation, a destruction; in every destruction, a creation. 

In every brilliance, a dullness; in every dullness, a brilliance. 
In every positive, a negative; in every negative, a positive. 

In every logic, an absurdity; in every absurdity, a logic. 
In every infinite, a finite; in every finite, an infinite. 
In every deep, a shallow; in every shallow, a deep. 

In every right, a wrong; in every wrong, a right. 
In every large, a small; in every small, a large. 
In every whole, a part; in every part, a whole. 
In every plus, a minus; in every minus, a plus. 
In every savant, a fool; in every fool, a savant. 
In every gray, a gray; in every gray, more gray. 
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Are You? 
 

Who are you? 
What are you? 
Where are you? 
When are you? 
Why are you? 
How are you? 

… Are you? … 
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The Sound of One Hand Clapping 
 

The sound of one hand clapping is the sound of … 
The big bang five trillion big bangs ago, 

The moment just before a sneeze, 
The other hand clapping, 

A dust ball swirling, 
An atom splitting, 

A minnow winking, 
A wave’s furthest reach, 

The wiggle of a loose tooth, 
Dust settling upon a dewdrop, 

The moment before a door slams, 
Wind wafting along the edge of a rock, 

Time changing on the face of a digital clock, 
A water balloon bursting through a chain link fence, 

The brush of a butterfly’s wing upon the surface of the moon, 
A paper plane gliding through the stillness of a room, 

The ground falling toward a descending plane, 
Sunlight reflecting off a beetle’s back, 

A wheel bouncing above the road, 
A mosquito’s needle piercing, 

A gnat flapping one wing, 
The space between the eyes, 

A crippled cockroach dancing, 
A tear tugged downward by gravity, 

A spit wad just before smacking its target, 
Angels dancing madly on the proverbial pinhead. 

The pause between breaths, the breath between pauses. 
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Awareness Is 
 

Neither one nor two, 
Neither single nor double, 

Neither solid nor ephemeral, 
Neither everything nor nothing, 
Neither what is nor what is not, 

Neither living nor nonliving, 
Neither right nor wrong, 
Neither time nor space, 
Neither here nor now, 
Neither good nor evil, 
Neither true nor false, 
Neither judge nor jury, 

Awareness is. 
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Groupthink 
 

The groupthink creates. 
The groupthink conducts. 

The groupthink influences. 
The groupthink manipulates. 
The groupthink persuades. 
The groupthink controls. 
The groupthink harvests. 
The groupthink destroys. 

The groupthink perseveres. 
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Who? What? Where? When? Why? How? 
 

Who is there to become? 
What is there to realize? 
Where is there to arrive? 

When is it going to happen? 
Why is there no end to questions? 

How will you ever be free? 
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Who Does Anything? 
 

Who contemplates? 
Who perceives? 

Who knows? 
Who cares? 
Who feels? 
Who loves? 
Who hates? 
Who hopes? 

Who believes? 
Who does anything? 
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You Are All 
 

It does not matter how you are. 
It does not matter why you are. 
It does not matter who you are. 
It does not matter what you are. 
It does not matter when you are. 
It does not matter where you are. 

You are all the same consciousness. 
You are all the same awareness. 

You are all the same dream. 
You are all the same now. 
You are all the same me. 
You are all the same you. 

You are all the same quantum. 
Call it God, call it Buddha, call it Tao, 

Call it Allah, call it Brahman, call it whatever, 
You are all the same prior-to-consciousness mystery. 

If truth does not bring you the harmony of peace, nothing will. 
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The Infinity of Hells 
 

The details, the details. 
The nuances, the nuances. 

The minutiae, the minutiae. 
The particulars, the particulars. 

The elements, the elements. 
The niceties, the niceties. 

The facets, the facets. 
The facts, the facts. 
The parts, the parts. 

The aspects, the aspects. 
The specifics, the specifics. 

The finer points, the finer points. 
The infinity of hells that havoc the mind. 
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Seemingly 
 

Seemingly mortal, yet not all the time. 
Seemingly carefree, yet not all the time. 
Seemingly arrogant, yet not all the time. 

Seemingly egocentric, yet not all the time. 
Seemingly narcissistic, yet not all the time. 
Seemingly sociopathic, yet not all the time. 

Seemingly psychopathic, yet not all the time. 
Seemingly courageous, yet not all the time. 
Seemingly intelligent, yet not all the time. 
Seemingly attached, yet not all the time. 
Seemingly relaxed, yet not all the time. 
Seemingly intense, yet not all the time. 
Seemingly foolish, yet not all the time. 

Seemingly this or that, yet not all the time. 
Seemingly so many things, yet not all the time. 
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What Will You Do? 
 

T-Shirt Karma, 
Coffee Mug Dharma: 

What Would Jesus Do? 
What Would Lao Tzu Do? 

What Would Nietzsche Do? 
What Would Siddhartha Do? 
What Would Muhammad Do? 

What Would Zoroaster Do? 
What Would Krishna Do? 
What Would Waldo Do? 

What Will You Do? 
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Forever Inexplicable 
 

Awareness, the source of all creation, knows nothing. 
Self-knowledge is but the imaginary fabrication of consciousness. 

Without the matrix of quantum indivisibility, without the dream of otherness, 
There would be no reflection, there would be no inquiry into the mystery of all mysteries. 

And even in that reflection, as expansive or focused as it might be, 
The inexplicable remains forever inexplicable. 
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The Passions 
 

The passions can be a heady mix of emotions, often impetuous, barely controllable. 
From Wikipedia, a list of the A-to-W ways it can play out in any of us: affection, anger, 

Angst, anguish, annoyance, anticipation, anxiety, apathy, arousal, awe, boredom, confidence, 
Contempt, contentment, courage, curiosity, depression, desire, despair, disappointment, disgust, 

Distrust, ecstasy, embarrassment, empathy, envy, euphoria, fear, frustration, gratitude, grief, 
Guilt, happiness, hatred, hope, horror, hostility, humiliation, interest, jealousy, joy, 

Loneliness, love, lust, outrage, panic, passion, pity, pleasure, pride, rage, regret, 
Remorse, resentment, sadness, saudade, schadenfreude, self-confidence, 

Shame, shock, shyness, sorrow, suffering, surprise, trust, wonder, 
Worry, and who knows how many honorable mentions 

In the hard-wiring of the jungles of long ago. 
We are the Planet of the Apes, indeed. 

 
Breadcrumbs 2015 
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You, Scientist 
 

Trust your Self. 
Trust your own mind. 

Trust your own awareness. 
Trust your own perception. 
Trust your own intuition. 

Find your own way, 
You, scientist. 

 
Breadcrumbs 2015 

 
 
 

Ebb and Flow 
 

Ebb and flow, 
Yield and resist, 
Listen and speak, 

Receive and impart, 
Retreat and attack, 
Maneuver and fire, 
Block and strike, 

Give and take, 
Yin and yang. 

 
Breadcrumbs 2015 

 
 
 

What You Cannot Know 
 

You cannot feel that which cannot be felt. 
You cannot see that which cannot be seen. 

You cannot hear that which cannot be heard. 
You cannot taste that which cannot be tasted. 
You cannot smell that which cannot be smelt. 

You cannot know that which cannot be known. 
 

Breadcrumbs 2015 
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Who, What, Where, When, Why, How 
 

Who, what, where, when, why, how … am I? 
Who, what, where, when, why, how … are you? 

Who, what, where, when, why, how …  is anyone? 
Who, what, where, when, why, how …….. is anything? 

But the same indivisible upwelling permeating everything. 
Call it by whatever vibration you choose, it is the same clayness, 

The same omniscience, the same omnipotence, the same omnipresence, 
The same unborn-undying awareness, ever creating its Self anew. 

 
Breadcrumbs 2015 

 
 
 

Be the Light 
 

See the light, 
Hear the light, 

Touch the light, 
Taste the light, 
Feel the light. 
Be the light. 

 
Breadcrumbs 2015 

 
 
 

Mystery, I Calls It 
 

Some call it God. 
Some call it Allah. 

Some call it Yahweh. 
Some call it Brahman. 
Some call it Quantum. 
Some call it Jehovah. 
Some call it Shiva. 
Some call it Tao. 
I call it Mystery. 

 
Breadcrumbs 2015 
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Liar, Cheat, Thief, Murderer 
 

I am a liar, I am a cheat, I am a thief, 
And I daily plot murder and rape and pillage and mayhem, 

But I am only a hypocrite when bored out of my mind, and just can’t help my Self. 
 

I am a liar, I am a cheat, I am a thief, 
And I daily plot murder and rape and pillage and mayhem, 

But I ain’t no gol-durned hypocrite, unless of course, the truth don’t bear telling. 
 

I am a liar, I am a cheat, I am a thief, and I plot murder and mayhem daily. 
But I am only a hypocrite when given moments of vanity force my hand. 

 
I may be a liar, I may be a cheat, I may be a thief, 

And I may daily conspire every variety of murder and mayhem, 
But at least I ain’t no Jesus-loving-god-forsaken-double-dealing hypocrite. 

 
I am a liar, I am a cheat, I am a thief, and I plot murder and mayhem daily. 

That said, hypocrisy and pretentiousness are not strangers at the table, either. 
 

I am a liar, a cheat, a thief, and daily plot murder and mayhem 
Between bouts of excessive debauchery and inordinate treachery. 
But at least I am not a hypocrite more often than vain notion calls. 

 
I am a liar, a cheat, a thief, and plot murder and mayhem daily. 

And whatever that does not deal with makes me a hypocrite, too. 
 

How many worship some imaginary deity, praying for blessings, for forgiveness, 
And then spend every other moment possible in one pursuit or another, 

Lying, cheating, thieving, even plotting murder and mayhem, 
Never discerning their hypocrisy and self-deceit. 

 
You are a liar, a cheat, a thief, and daily plot murder and mayhem 

Between stretches of excessive debauchery and inordinate treachery. 
But at least you are not a hypocrite, more often than vain notion calls. 

 
Do not even for a second believe that I did not more than a few times play the demon. 

I am a liar, a cheat, a thief, and plot murder and mayhem daily. 
And I am guardian serving and protecting all. 

I am consciousness, 
Every facet unfurled as the given time called. 

 
Breadcrumbs 2015 
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59 Moments to the Way It Is (And Is Not) 
The Scribe’s Guide to the Great Whatthe#$*!? 

 
59 Moments to Me, My Self, and I 

59 Moments to Truth or Consequences 
59 Moments to Diddly-Squat 
59 Moments to Okey-Dokey 

59 Moments to Eternity 
59 Moments to Oblivion 

59 Moments to Laissez-Faire 
59 Moments to So It Goes 

59 Moments to Fearlessness 
59 Moments to Timelessness 

59 Moments to Truth 
59 Moments to Born Anew 

59 Moments to Nirvana 
59 Moments to Passé 

59 Moments to Godlessness 
59 Moments to God 

59 Moments to Rationalism 
59 Moments to Existentialism 
59 Moments to Annihilation 

59 Moments to Common Sense 
59 Moments to Discernment 

59 Moments to Critical Thinking 
59 Moments to Gumption 

59 Moments to Grit 
59 Moments to Resourcefulness 

59 Moments to Imagination 
59 Moments to Inventiveness 

59 Moments to Creativity 
59 Moments to Wit 

59 Moments to Born Again 
59 Moments to Ingenuity 
59 Moments to Enterprise 

59 Moments to Reality 
59 Moments to Absurdity 
59 Moments to Humility 

59 Moments to Hopelessness 
59 Moments to Minimalism 
59 Moments to Evermore 
59 Moments to Hedonism 
59 Moments to Discipline 
59 Moments to Narcissism 

59 Moments to Ecstasy 
59 Moments to Heaven 

59 Moments to Hell 
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59 Moments to Buddha 
59 Moments to Null and Void 

59 Moments to Emptiness 
59 Moments to Nothingness 

59 Moments to Now 
59 Moments to Here 

59 Moments to Here Now 
59 Moments to Negation 
59 Moments to Anarchy 

59 Moments to Skepticism 
59 Moments to Cynicism 
59 Moments to Pessimism 

59 Moments to Doubt 
59 Moments to Nihilism 
59 Moments to Bullshit 

59 Moments to Om 
59 Moments to Quantum 

59 Moments to Abyss 
59 Moments to Agnostic 
59 Moments to Atheism 

59 Moments to Freethinking 
59 Moments to Belief 
59 Moments to Death 

59 Moments to Eternal Life 
59 Moments to Nonbelief 
59 Moments to Illusion 

59 Moments to Delusion 
59 Moments to Matrix 
59 Moments to Craving 

59 Moments to Satisfaction 
59 Moments to Contentment 
59 Moments to Immortality 

59 Moments to Solitude 
59 Moments to No Other 

59 Moments to Detachment 
59 Moments to Singularity 

59 Moments to Totality 
59 Moments to Absoluteness 
59 Moments to Indivisibility 

59 Moments to Success 
59 Moments to Failure 

59 Moments to Happiness 
59 Moments to Sorrow 

59 Moments to Joy 
59 Moments to Oneness 
59 Moments to Ecstasy 
59 Moments to Infinity 

59 Moments to Infinitesimalibility 
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59 Moments to Peace 
59 Moments to Freedom 

59 Moments to the Beyond the Pale 
59 Moments to Perfection 

59 Moments to Imperfection 
59 Moments to Tranquility 

59 Moments to Bliss 
59 Moments to Meditation 

59 Moments to Contemplation 
59 Moments to Acuteness 
59 Moments to Obtuseness 

59 Moments to Heaven 
59 Moments to Hell 

59 Moments to Perdition 
59 Moments to Brahman 
59 Moments to Samadhi 

59 Moments to the End of Time 
59 Moments to the Beginning of Time 
59 Moments to the Success in Failure 
59 Moments to the Failure in Success 

59 Moments to Future-Past 
59 Moments to Serendipity 

59 Moments to Dharma 
59 Moments to Artha 
59 Moments to Karma 

59 Moments to Moksha 
59 Moments to Go 

59 Moments to Dreamtime 
59 Moments to Pause 
59 Moments to Stop 

59 Moments to Separation 
59 Moments to Unity 

59 Moments to By Golly 
59 Moments to the Great Pfft! 

59 Moments to Manifest Destiny 
59 Moments to Unmanifest Destiny 

59 Moments to the End Before All Beginnings 
59 Moments to the Beginning After all Ends 

59 Moments … To Be Continued 
 

Breadcrumbs 2018 
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Be What You Gotta Be 
 

Be what you gotta be. 
Do what you gotta do. 
See what you gotta see. 
Feel what you gotta feel. 
Shit what you gotta shit. 
Like what you gotta like. 
Love what you gotta love. 
Play what you gotta play. 
Hate what you gotta hate. 
Hear what you gotta hear. 
Taste what you gotta taste. 
Think what you gotta think. 
Sweat what you gotta sweat. 
Dream what you gotta dream. 

Breathe what you gotta breathe. 
Consume what you gotta consume. 

Believe what you gotta believe. 
Smell what you gotta smell. 
Own what you gotta own. 
Toss what you gotta toss. 
Kill what you gotta kill. 
Die what you gotta die. 

 
Breadcrumbs 2018 

 
 
 

Monarchs of the Mind 
 

Pride, more pride, even more pride. 
Envy, more envy, even more envy. 

Lust, more lust, even more lust. 
Sloth, more sloth, even more sloth. 

Greed, more greed, even more greed. 
Wrath, more wrath, even more wrath. 

Gluttony, more gluttony, even more gluttony. 
The Seven Deadly Sins: Monarchs of the human mind. 

 
Breadcrumbs 2018 
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Why Should There Be? How Can There Be? 
 

Why should there be, how can there be, any who? 
Why should there be, how can there be, any what? 
Why should there be, how can there be, any where? 
Why should there be, how can there be, any when? 
Why should there be, how can there be, any why? 
Why should there be, how can there be, any how? 

 
Breadcrumbs 2018 

 
 
 

You Are, You Are Not 
 

You are this set of biological functions; you are not this set of biological functions. 
You are this set of bodily networks; you are not this set of bodily networks. 

You are this set of perceptions; you are not this set of perceptions. 
You are this set of memories; you are not this set of memories. 

You are this set of truths; you are not this set of truths. 
You are this set of falsehoods; you are not this set of falsehoods. 

You are this set of likes; you are not this set of likes. 
You are this set of dislikes; you are not this set of dislikes. 

You are this set of successes; you are not this set of successes. 
You are this set of failures; you are not this set of failures. 

You are this set of references; you are not this set of references. 
You are this set of preferences; you are not this set of preferences. 

You are this set of intentions; you are not this set of intentions. 
You are this set of desires; you are not this set of desires. 

You are this set of fears; you are not this set of fears. 
You are this set of reflections; you are not this set of reflections. 
You are this set of pleasures; you are not this set of pleasures. 

You are this set of pains; you are not this set of pains. 
You are this set of vanities; you are not this set of vanities. 

You are this set of sensations; you are not this set of sensations. 
You are this set of connections; you are not this set of connections. 

Your story, your tale, your narrative, your history, your sense of self, 
Is but a temporal play of imagination in eternity’s misty mystery, 

And is, for all practical purpose, forgotten as soon as it began. 
 

Breadcrumbs 2018 
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Titles on Consciousness 
 

The Hedonist’s Guide to Higher Consciousness 
The Depths of Consciousness 
The Cloud of Consciousness 

The Conscious Eye 
The Parameters of Consciousness 
The Nuances of Consciousness 

The Miasma of Human Consciousness 
The Maelstrom of Human Consciousness 

Paradigms of Consciousness 
The Conscious Breath 

The Conscious Witness 
The Matrix of Consciousness 
The Sands of Consciousness 

The Bounds of Consciousness 
The Theater of Consciousness 

The Big Bang of Consciousness 
The Sphere of Consciousness 

Consciousness is Smoke; Awareness, Fire 
Self Consciousness 

The Spectrum of Consciousness 
The Living Death of Consciousness 

The Collusion of Consciousness 
The Winds of Consciousness 

The Relativity of Consciousness 
Consciousness or Awareness, Your Choice 

Ethereal Awareness, Ephemeral Consciousness 
Consciousness Measures, Awareness Streams 

The Ebb and Flow of Consciousness 
Faces of Consciousness 

Harbors of Consciousness 
Windows of Consciousness 
Streaming Consciousness 
Consciousness is the Flaw 
The Fog of Consciousness 

The Dance of Consciousness 
The Bane of Consciousness 

Instinct Slathered with Consciousness 
The Absurdity of Consciousness 
A Collusion of Consciousness 

The Schizophrenia of Consciousness 
The Mystery of Consciousness 

Prior to Consciousness 
Prior to Consciousness, Prior to Quantum 

The Motley Winds of Consciousness 
The Netherworld of Consciousness 

The Hubris of Consciousness 
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The Bravado of Consciousness 
Wandering the Relativity of Consciousness 

The Narcissist’s Guide to Higher Consciousness 
The Web of Consciousness 

The Contractions of Consciousness 
The Awareness Prior to Consciousness 

The Oppression of Consciousness 
The Intelligence Prior to Consciousness 

Consciousness, the Usurper 
The Gordian Knot of Consciousness 
Consciousness (a.k.a., Imagination) 

The Trilogy of Consciousness 
The Whims of Consciousness 

The Shallows of Consciousness 
The Ebb and Flow of Consciousness 

The Pleasure of Consciousness 
The Pain of Consciousness 

 
The Trilogy of Consciousness: 

Power, Fame, Fortune 
 

The Ever-Changing Consciousness: 
Remembering and Forgetting Its Imaginary Creation. 

 
 

Titles, Titles & More Titles 2018 
 
 
 

The First and Last Freedom 
 

In the pure nihilistic mind, 
The mind that doubts everything, 

The mind that no longer seeks meaning, 
The mind that no longer necessitates purpose, 
The mind that no longer acknowledges dogma, 
The mind that no longer maintains principles, 
The mind that no longer asserts knowledge, 

The mind that literally believes nothing, 
The first and last freedom reigns. 

 
Breadcrumbs 2018 
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Even More 
 

Effing the ineffable, more effing the ineffable, even more effing the ineffable. 
Gobbledygook, more gobbledygook, even more gobbledygook. 

Human drivel, more human drivel, even more human drivel. 
Mind gorp, more mind gorp, even more mind gorp. 

Much ado about nothing, more much ado about nothing, even more much ado about nothing. 
Dogma, more dogma, even more dogma. 

Glory, more glory, even more glory. 
Vanity, more vanity, even more vanity. 
Chaos, more chaos, even more chaos. 

Absurdity, more absurdity, even more absurdity. 
Rules, more rules, even more rules. 
Laws, more laws, even more laws. 

Power, more power, even more power. 
Fame, more fame, even more fame. 

Fortune, more fortune, even more fortune. 
Concepts, more concepts, even more concepts. 

Done, more done, even more done. 
Scourge, more scourge, even more scourge. 

Mind doodles, more mind doodles, even more mind doodles. 
Déjà vu, more déjà vu, even more déjà vu. 

Metaphors, more metaphors, even more metaphors. 
Consequences, more consequences, even more consequences. 

Meaninglessness, more meaninglessness, even more meaninglessness. 
Purposelessness, more purposelessness, even more purposelessness. 

Me, myself, and I, more me, myself, and I, even more me, myself, and I. 
Cute, more cute, even more cute. 

Entitlement, more entitlement, even more entitlement. 
Duh, more duh, even more duh. 
Doh, more doh, even more doh. 

Future-past, more future-past, even more future-past. 
Say whaaaat?!!, more say whaaaat?!!, even more say whaaaat?!! 

Tool-making, more tool-making, even more tool-making. 
Home invasion, more home invasion, even more home invasion. 

Deception, more deception, even more deception. 
Civilization, more civilization, even more civilization. 

Savagery, more savagery, even more savagery. 
Delusion, more delusion, even more delusion. 

Confusion, more confusion, even more confusion. 
Revenge, more revenge, even more revenge. 

Forgiveness, more forgiveness, even more forgiveness. 
Folderol, more folderol, even more folderol. 

Be here now, more be here now, even more be here now. 
Be there now, more be there now, even more be there now. 

Nowhere now, more nowhere now, even more nowhere now. 
Life of moi, more life of moi, even more life of moi. 
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End is nigh, more end is nigh, even more end is nigh. 
Nowhere, more nowhere, even more nowhere. 
Bragging, more bragging, even more bragging. 

Dramas, more dramas, even more dramas. 
Soap operas, more soap operas, even more soap operas. 

Insoluble problems, more insoluble problems, even more insoluble problems. 
Empowerment, more empowerment, even more empowerment. 

Disempowerment, more disempowerment, even more disempowerment. 
Self-absorption, more self-absorption, even more self-absorption. 

Self-aggrandizement, more self-aggrandizement, even more self-aggrandizement. 
Opening game, more opening game, even more opening game. 

Middle game, more middle game, even more middle game. 
End game, more end game, even more end game. 

Projects, more projects, even more projects. 
Conundrums, more conundrums, even more conundrums. 

Play the gray, more play the gray, even more play the gray. 
No-others, more no-others, even more no-others. 

Intelligencia, more intelligencia, even more intelligencia. 
Aristocracy, more aristocracy, even more aristocracy. 
Plutocracy, more plutocracy, even more plutocracy. 

Oligarchy, more oligarchy, even more oligarchy. 
Tyranny, more tyranny, even more tyranny. 

Bourgeois, more bourgeois, even more bourgeois. 
Proletariat, more proletariat, even more proletariat. 

Deplorables, more deplorables, even more deplorables. 
Legalisms, more legalisms, even more legalisms. 

Number-crunchers, more number-crunchers, even more number-crunchers. 
Politicians, more politicians, even more politicians. 

Lawyers, more lawyers, even more legalists. 
Bureaucrats, more bureaucrats, even more bureaucrats. 
Technocrats, more technocrats, even more technocrats. 

Political intrigue, more political intrigue, even more political intrigue. 
Philosophical babble, more philosophical babble, even more philosophical babble. 

Lone ranger, more lone ranger, even more lone ranger. 
Pleasure, more pleasure, even more pleasure. 

Pain, more pain, even more pain. 
Death, more death, even more death. 

Killing, more killing, even more killing. 
Desperation, more desperation, even more desperation. 

Problems, more problems, even more problems. 
Solutions, more solutions, even more solutions. 

Answers, more answers, even more answers. 
Questions, more questions, even more questions. 

Punctuation, more punctuation, even more punctuation. 
Words, more words, even more words. 

Food, more food, even more food. 
Sustenance, more sustenance, even more sustenance. 

Pathos, more pathos, even more pathos. 
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Anguish, more anguish, even more anguish. 
Tragedy, more tragedy, even more tragedy. 

Joy, more joy, even more joy. 
Sorrow, more sorrow, even more sorrow. 
Misery, more misery, even more misery. 

Grief, more grief, even more grief. 
Drugs, more drugs, even more drugs. 

Sickness, more sickness, even more sickness. 
Technology, more technology, even more technology. 

Engineering, more engineering, even more engineering. 
Science, more science, even more science. 

Buzz, more buzz, even more buzz. 
Noise, more noise, even more noise. 

Knowledge, more knowledge, even more knowledge. 
Plagiarism, more plagiarism, even more plagiarism. 

Civility, more civility, even more civility. 
Vulgarity, more vulgarity, even more vulgarity. 

Boorishness, more boorishness, even more boorishness. 
Incivility, more incivility, even more incivility. 

Coarseness, more coarseness, even more coarseness. 
Bullying, more bullying, even more bullying. 

War, more war, even more war. 
Revolution, more revolution, even more revolution. 

Unrest, more unrest, even more unrest. 
Strife, more strife, even more strife. 

Hunger, more hunger, even more hunger. 
Hoitytoityville, more Hoitytoityville, even more Hoitytoityville. 

Craving, more craving, even more craving. 
Contentment, more contentment, even more contentment. 

Planet of the Apes, more Planet of the Apes, even More Planet of the Apes. 
Something happened, more something happened, even more something happened. 

Serenity, more serenity, even more serenity. 
Human balderdash, more human balderdash, even more human balderdash. 

Eclectic, more eclectic, even more eclectic. 
Mystery, more mystery, even more mystery. 

Birth, more birth, even more birth. 
Paths to glory, more paths to glory, even more paths to glory. 

Whining, more whining, even more whining. 
Pap, more pap, even more pap. 

Space cadet, more space cadet, even more space cadet. 
Being, more being, even more being. 

Becoming, more becoming, even more becoming. 
Thinking, more thinking, even more thinking. 
Quietude, more quietude, even more quietude. 

Desire, ore desire, even more desire. 
Fear, more fear, even more fear. 

Dread, more dread, even more dread. 
Abyss, more abyss, even more abyss. 
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Serendipity, more serendipity, even more serendipity. 
Illusion, more illusion, even more illusion. 

Non sequitur, more non sequitur, even more non sequitur. 
Endorphins, more endorphins, even more endorphins. 

More, more more, even more more. 
Soma, more soma, even more soma. 

Babbleon, more babbleon, even more babbleon. 
Twitteron, more twitteron, even more twitteron. 

Dittoheads, more dittoheads, even more dittoheads. 
Twitterheads, more twitterheads, even more twitterheads. 

So it goes, more so it goes, even more so it goes. 
Food for words, more food for words, even more food for words. 

Ineffable, more ineffable, even more ineffable. 
Trees falling, more trees falling, even more trees falling. 

No-mind, more no-mind, even more no-mind. 
Mindless perception, more mindless perception, even more mindless perception. 

Wisdom, more wisdom, even more wisdom. 
Foolishness, more foolishness, even more foolishness. 

Weariness, more weariness, even more weariness. 
Game face, more game face, even more game face. 

Practice, more practice, even more practice. 
Quackery, more quackery, even more quackery. 

Bittersweet, more bittersweet, even more bittersweet. 
Caring, more caring, even more caring. 

Non-Caring, more non-caring, even more non-caring. 
Sweet, more sweet, even more sweet. 
Bitter, more bitter, even more bitter. 

Sour, more sour, even more sour. 
Smorgasbord, more smorgasbord, even more smorgasbord. 
Consumption, more consumption, even more consumption. 

Parochial, more parochial, even more parochial. 
Cosmopolitan, more cosmopolitan, even more cosmopolitan. 

Cruelty, more cruelty, even more cruelty. 
Kindness, more kindness, even more kindness. 

Nothing, more nothing, even more nothing. 
Something, more something, even more something. 
Meditation, more meditation, even more meditation. 

Contemplation, more contemplation, even more contemplation. 
Existence, more existence, even more existence. 

Creation, more creation, even more creation. 
Void, more void, even more void. 

Nil, more nil, even more nil. 
Naught, more naught, even more naught. 
Brazen, more brazen, even more brazen. 

Gold, more gold, even more gold. 
Real gold, more real gold, even more real gold. 

False gold, more false gold, even more false gold. 
Scorn, more scorn, even more scorn. 
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Desolation, more desolation, even more desolation. 
Things, more things, even more things. 

Sounds, more sounds, even more sounds. 
Sights, more sights, even more sights. 

Flavors, more flavors, even more flavors. 
Tastes, more tastes, even more tastes. 

Smells, more smells, even more smells. 
People, more people, even more people. 

Nada, more nada, even more nada. 
Mindful, more mindful, even more mindful. 

Mindless, more mindless, even more mindless. 
Wordplay, more wordplay, even more wordplay. 
Numbers, more numbers, even more numbers. 
Symbols, more symbols, even more symbols. 

Images, more images, even more images. 
Colors, more colors, even more colors. 

Shades of gray, more shades of gray, even more shades of gray. 
Forms, more forms, even more forms. 

Formless, more formless, even more formless. 
Art, more art, even more art. 

History, more history, even more history. 
Ivory Tower, more Ivory Tower, even more Ivory Tower. 

Creativity, more creativity, even more creativity. 
Preservation, more preservation, even more preservation. 

Destruction, more destruction, even more destruction. 
Anthropological events, more anthropological events, even more anthropological events. 

Crapola, more crapola, even more crapola. 
Yoke, more yoke, even more yoke. 

Conversations, more conversations, even more conversations. 
Habit, more habit, even more habit. 

Rut, more rut, even more rut. 
Patterns, more patterns, even more patterns. 

Human bullshit, more human bullshit, even more human bullshit. 
Human babble, more human babble, even more human babble. 

Definitions, more definitions, even more definitions. 
Grace, more grace, even more grace. 

Perfection, more perfection, even more perfection. 
Quantum consumption, more quantum consumption, even more quantum consumption. 

Futility, more futility, even more futility. 
Whodunit, more whodunit, even more whodunit. 

Beeps, more beeps, even more beeps. 
Gorging, more gorging, even more gorging. 

Herd games, more herd games, even more herd games. 
Berserko, more berserko, even more berserko. 
Calamity, more calamity, even more calamity. 
Hobbies, more hobbies, even more hobbies. 

Whatchamacallits, more whatchamacallits, even more whatchamacallits. 
Wallahoo, more wallahoo, even more wallahoo. 
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Human chatter, more human chatter, even more human chatter. 
Digestion, more digestion, even more digestion. 

Indigestion, more indigestion, even more indigestion. 
Lies, more lies, even more lies. 

Extinction, more extinction, even more extinction. 
Migration, more migration, even more migration. 

Yabba-dabba-doo, more Yabba-dabba-doo, even more yabba-dabba-doo. 
Cleverness, more cleverness, even more cleverness. 

Doubt, more doubt, even more doubt. 
Quibbling, more quibbling, even more quibbling. 

Contrarianism, more contrarianism, even more contrarianism. 
Eternity, more eternity, even more eternity. 

Indivisibility, more indivisibility, even more indivisibility. 
Silly as it is, more silly as it is, even more silly as it is. 
Never mind, more never mind, even more never mind. 

Wandering on empty, more wandering on empty, even more wandering on empty. 
Obviousness, more obviousness, even more obviousness. 

Translation, more translation, even more translation. 
Virtue, more virtue, even more virtue. 

Excellence, more excellence, even more excellence. 
Areté, more arête, even more areté. 

Possibilities, more possibilities, even more possibilities. 
Similarities, more similarities, even more similarities. 
Differences, more differences, even more differences. 

Edifices, more edifices, even more edifices. 
Corruption, more corruption, even more corruption. 

Charades, more charades, even more charades. 
Bonkers, more bonkers, even more bonkers. 

Trivial pursuit, more trivial pursuit, even more trivial pursuit. 
Wankers, more wankers, even more wankers. 

Pedal to the metal, more pedal to the metal, even more pedal to the metal. 
Aphrodisiac, more aphrodisiac, even more aphrodisiac. 

Compromise, more compromise, even more compromise. 
Half-baked, more half-baked, even more half-baked. 

Indifference, more indifference, even more indifference. 
Like, more like, even more like. 

Dislike, more dislike, even more dislike. 
Values, more values, even more values. 

Quality, more quality, even more quality. 
Shapes, more shapes, even more shapes. 

Calculations, more calculations, even more calculations. 
Manipulations, more manipulations, even more manipulations. 

Truths, more truths, even more truths. 
Order, more order, even more order. 

Formlessness, more formlessness, even more formlessness. 
Awareness, more awareness, even more awareness. 
Small talk, more small talk, even more small talk. 

Idle chatter, more idle chatter, even more idle chatter. 
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Great thoughts, more great thoughts, even more great thoughts. 
Quackery, more quackery, even more quackery. 

Dangerous toys, more dangerous toys, even more dangerous toys. 
Contradiction, more contradiction, even more contradiction. 

Psychosis, more psychosis, even more psychosis. 
Imaginary friends, more imaginary friends, even more imaginary friends. 

Decadence, more decadence, even more decadence. 
Hogwash, more hogwash, even more hogwash. 

Shenanigans, more shenanigans, even more shenanigans. 
Babble-izing, more babble-izing, even more babble-izing. 

Sentimentalizing, more sentimentalizing, even more sentimentalizing. 
Gaia disrupted, more gaia disrupted, even more gaia disrupted. 

Mutuality, more mutuality, even more mutuality. 
Human ordeal, more human ordeal, even more human ordeal. 

Figurative love, more figurative love, even more figurative love. 
Literal love, more literal love, even more literal love. 
Witnessing, more witnessing, even more witnessing. 

Gibberish, more gibberish, even more gibberish. 
Quantum mirage, more quantum mirage, even more quantum mirage. 

Quantum dust, more quantum dust, even more quantum dust. 
Quantum dust storm, more quantum dust storm, even more quantum dust storm. 

Busy, busy, busy; more busy, busy, busy; even more busy, busy, busy. 
Tangible, more tangible, even more tangible. 

Intangible, more intangible, even more intangible. 
Ground, more ground, even more ground. 

Essence, more essence, even more essence. 
Reality, more reality, even more reality. 
Deceit, more deceit, even more deceit. 

Past, more past, even more past. 
Future, more future, even more future. 

Now, more now, even more now. 
Clutter, more clutter, even more clutter. 

Afterthoughts, more afterthoughts, even more afterthoughts. 
Dribble, more dribble, even more dribble. 

Naysaying, more naysaying, even more naysaying. 
Stuff, more stuff, even more stuff. 

Broken, more broken, even more broken. 
Strange, more strange, even more strange. 

Future-past, more future-past, even more future-past. 
Quantum moi, more quantum moi, even more quantum moi. 

Middlemen bullshit, more middlemen bullshit, even more middlemen bullshit. 
Yes, more yes, even more yes. 
No, more no, even more no. 

Maybe, more maybe, even more maybe. 
Yes-no-maybe, more yes-no-maybe, even more yes-no-maybe. 

Jeopardy, more jeopardy, even more jeopardy. 
Drivel, more drivel, even more drivel. 

Consumeracracy, more consumeracracy, even more consumeracracy. 
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Grumpy, more grumpy, even more grumpy. 
Mayhem, more mayhem, even more mayhem. 

Domestication, more domestication, even more domestication. 
Untamable, more untamable, even more untamable. 

Repentance, more repentance, even more repentance. 
Et cetera, more et cetera, even more et cetera. 

Ad infinitum, more ad infinitum, even more ad infinitum. 
Ibidem, more ibidem, even more ibidem. 

Holding on, more holding on, even more holding on. 
Letting go, more letting go, even more letting go. 

Dreams of glory, more dreams of glory, even more dreams of glory. 
Choices, more choices, even more choices. 

Round and round, more round and round, even more round and round. 
Quantum dreaming, more quantum dreaming, even more quantum dreaming. 

Negation, more negation, even more negation. 
Evolution, more evolution, even more evolution. 

Carved block, more carved block, even more carved block. 
Uncarved block, more uncarved block, even more uncarved block. 
Moth and flame, more moth and flame, even more moth and flame. 

Unmasking, more unmasking, even more unmasking, 
Zoo, more zoo, even more zoo. 

Modern daze, more modern daze, even more modern daze. 
Rhetoric, more rhetoric, even more rhetoric. 

Attributes, more attributes, even more attributes. 
Passè, more passé, even more passé. 

Wear and tear, more wear and tear, even more wear and tear. 
Pain and suffering, more pain and suffering, even more pain and suffering. 

Tabula rasa, more tabula rasa, even more tabula rasa. 
Beauty, more beauty, even more beauty. 

Plain, more plain, even more plain. 
Ugly, more ugly, even more ugly. 

In-spades, more in-spades, even more in-spades. 
Toying with history, more toying with history, even more toying with history. 

Change, more change, even more change. 
Changeless, more changeless, even more changeless. 

Babblespeak, more babblespeak, even more babblespeak. 
Nadaville, more nadaville, even more nadaville. 

Breathless absurdity, more breathless absurdity, even more breathless absurdity. 
Introspection, more introspection, even more introspection. 
Extrapolation, more extrapolation, even more extrapolation. 

Nuances, more nuances, even more nuances. 
Unborn-undy, more unborn-undy, even more unborn-undying. 

Endeavor, more endeavor, even more endeavor. 
Now and then, more now and then, even more now and then. 

Good news, more good news, even more good news. 
Bad news, more bad news, even more bad news. 

Ugly news, more ugly news, even more ugly news. 
Enough, more than enough, even more than enough. 
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Enough already, more enough already, even more enough already. 
Undone again, more undone again, even more undone again. 
Quantum fare, more quantum fare, even more quantum fare. 

Quantum faire, more quantum faire, even more quantum faire. 
World weariness, more world weariness, even more world weariness. 

Cheerleading, more cheerleading, even more cheerleading. 
Laziness, more laziness, even more laziness. 

Humility, more humility, even more humility. 
False humility, more false humility, even more false humility. 

Life, more life, even more life. 
Tribalism, more tribalism, even more tribalism. 

Buddhaspeak, more buddhaspeak, even more buddhaspeak. 
Passionate mind, more passionate mind, even more passionate mind. 

Leftovers, more leftovers, even more leftovers. 
One-liners, more one-liners, even more one-liners. 

Soundbites, more soundbites, even more soundbites. 
Assumptions, more assumptions, even more assumptions. 

Sensations, more sensations, even more sensations. 
Perceptions, more perceptions, even more perceptions. 

Debacles, more debacles, even more debacles. 
Connections, more connections, even more connections. 

Effort, more effort, even more effort. 
Gerrymandering, more gerrymandering, even more gerrymandering. 

Accumulation, more accumulation, even more accumulation. 
Discarding, more discarding, even more discarding. 
Dittoheads, more dittoheads, even more dittoheads. 

Absurdity and horror, more absurdity and horror, even more absurdity and horror. 
Might makes right, more might makes right, even more might makes right. 

Peter Pan, more Peter Pan, even more Peter Pan. 
Pitter-patter, more pitter-patter, even more pitter-patter. 

Meaningless chatter, more meaningless chatter, even more meaningless chatter. 
Complacency, more complacency, even more complacency. 

Hoarding, more hoarding, even more hoarding. 
Travels, more travels, even more travels. 

Adventures, more adventures, even more adventures. 
Journeys, more journeys, even more journeys. 

Rumination, more rumination, even more rumination. 
Samsara, more samsara, even more samsara. 

Smoke, more smoke, even more smoke. 
Soundless, more soundless, even more soundless. 

Other, more other, even more other. 
Bullshit, more bullshit, even more bullshit. 

Smoke and mirrors, more smoke and mirrors, even more smoke and mirrors. 
Double entendre, more double entendre, even more double entendre. 

Surrender, more surrender, even more surrender. 
Herd shit, more herd shit, even more herd shit. 
Dabbling, more dabbling, even more dabbling. 

Whatthe#$*!, more whatthe#$*!, even more whatthe#$*! 
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Research needed, more research needed, even more research needed. 
Squawking, more squawking, even more squawking. 

Charades, more charades, even more charades. 
Habitual thinking, more habitual thinking, even more habitual thinking. 

Games, more games, even more games. 
Surrender, more surrender, even more surrender. 

Go, more go, even more go. 
Hubris, more hubris, even more hubris. 

Stop, more stop, even more stop. 
Yield, more yield, even more yield. 

Social distancing, more social distancing, even more social distancing. 
Breeding, more breeding, even more breeding. 

Aimlessness, more aimlessness, even more aimlessness. 
Diminishment, more diminishment, even more diminishment. 

Bleak ends, more bleak ends, even more bleak ends. 
Regurgitation, more regurgitation, even more regurgitation. 
Grand theater, more grand theater, even more grand theater. 

Embracing oblivion, more embracing oblivion, even more embracing oblivion. 
Chatter, more chatter, even more chatter. 

Lists, more lists, even more lists. 
Roshambo, more roshambo, even more roshambo. 

Finicky, more finicky, even more finicky. 
Names and faces, more names and faces, even more names and faces. 

Myths and legends, more myths and legends, even more myths and legends. 
Progress, more progress, even more progress. 

Bottom-feeders, more bottom-feeders, even more bottom-feeders. 
Suffering, more suffering, even more suffering. 
Moronic, more moronic, even more moronic. 

Natural selection, more natural selection, even more natural selection. 
Unnatural selection, more unnatural selection, even more unnatural selection. 

Capitulation, more capitulation, even more capitulation. 
Inner dialogue, more inner dialogue, even more inner dialogue. 
Plagiarization, more plagiarization, even more plagiarization. 

Duplication, more duplication, even more duplication. 
Observation, more observation, even more observation. 
Bitter brew, more bitter brew, even more bitter brew. 

Mumbo-jumbo, more mumbo-jumbo, even more mumbo-jumbo. 
Foul purpose, more foul purpose, even more foul purpose. 

Pandora, more pandora, even more pandora. 
Storytelling, more storytelling, even more storytelling. 

Human concoction, more human concoction, even more human concoction. 
Conceptual fray, more conceptual fray, even more conceptual fray. 

God-eat-god, more god-eat-god, even more god-eat-god. 
Nothing less, more nothing less, even more nothing less. 

Nothing more, more nothing more, even more nothing more. 
Nothing but, more nothing but, even more nothing but. 

Splinters, more splinters, even more splinters. 
Selfie madness, more selfie madness, even more selfie madness. 
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Watching, more watching, even more watching. 
Hysteria, more hysteria, even more hysteria. 

Perspectives, more perspectives, even more perspectives. 
Holy shit, more holy shit, even more holy shit. 

Trial and error, more trial and error, even more trial and error. 
Inner narration, more inner narration, even more inner narration. 

Genomic sequencing, more genomic sequencing, even more genomic sequencing. 
Human poppycock, more human poppycock, even more human poppycock. 

Subtlety, more subtlety, even more subtlety. 
Titles, more titles, even more titles. 

Travesty, more travesty, even more travesty. 
Irrationality, more irrationality, even more irrationality. 

Banality, more banality, even more banality. 
Naps, more naps, even more naps. 

Processing, more processing, even more processing. 
Dittyfesting, more dittyfesting, even more dittyfesting. 

Mirages, more mirages, even more mirages. 
Dreamtime, more dreamtime, even more dreamtime. 

Discord, more discord, even more discord. 
Dissipation, more dissipation, even more dissipation. 

Distrust, more distrust, even more distrust. 
Disgust, more disgust, even more disgust. 

Development, more development, even more development. 
Distraction, more distraction, even more distraction. 

Terror, more terror, even more terror. 
Gossip, more gossip, even more gossip. 

Nagging, more nagging, even more nagging. 
Already forgotten, more already forgotten, even more already forgotten. 

Torture, more torture, even more torture. 
Just being, more just being, even more just being. 

Doofus, more doofus, even more doofus. 
Stepping back, more stepping back, even more stepping back. 

Sweet surrender, more sweet surrender, even more sweet surrender. 
Celebration, more celebration, even more celebration. 

Boogaloo, more boogaloo, even more boogaloo. 
Nostalgia, more nostalgia, even more nostalgia. 

Empty chatter, more empty chatter, even more empty chatter. 
Phases, more phases, even more phases. 

Hurt, more hurt, even more hurt. 
Zip, more zip, even more zip. 

Moving on, more moving on, even more moving on. 
Pollyanna, more pollyanna, even more pollyanna. 

Hidden treasure, more hidden treasure, even more hidden treasure. 
Yada yada, more yada yada, even more yada yada. 

Intensity, more intensity, even more intensity. 
Revelations, more revelations, even more revelations. 

Preening, more preening, even more preening. 
Chaff, more chaff, even more chaff. 
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Hooey balooey, more hooey balooey, even more hooey balooey. 
Tales of woe, more tales of woe, even more tales of woe. 

Middlemen, more middlemen, even more middlemen. 
Menus, more menus, even more menus. 

Puny thinking, more puny thinking, even more puny thinking. 
Fluff, more fluff, even more fluff. 

Sisyphus, more Sisyphus, even more Sisyphus. 
Joyful curmudgeon, more joyful curmudgeon, even more joyful curmudgeon. 

Memories, more memories, even more memories. 
Wordsmithing, more wordsmithing, even more wordsmithing. 

Reflections, more reflections, even more reflections. 
Magical thinking, more magical thinking, even more magical thinking. 

Gods, more gods, even more gods. 
Deities, more deities, even more deities. 

Impressions, more impressions, even more impressions. 
Th-th-th-that's all folks, more th-th-th-that's all folks, even more th-th-th-that's all folks. 

 
Breadcrumbs 2018 
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The Real is Discovering 
 

The real light is discovering there is no light. 
The real gray is discovering there is no gray. 
The real dark is discovering there is no dark. 

The real point is discovering there is no point. 
The real before is discovering there is no before. 

The real journey is discovering there is no journey. 
The real creation is discovering there is no creation. 
The real universe is discovering there is no universe. 
The real quantum is discovering there is no quantum. 

The real judgment is discovering there is no judgment. 
The real and-so-on is discovering there is no and-so-on. 

The real destruction is discovering there is no destruction. 
The real awareness is discovering there is no awareness. 
The real beginning is discovering there is no beginning. 
The real unknown is discovering there is no unknown. 
The real existence is discovering there is no existence. 
The real beautiful is discovering there is no beautiful. 
The real meaning is discovering there is no meaning. 
The real formless is discovering there is no formless. 
The real mystery is discovering there is no mystery. 
The real purpose is discovering there is no purpose. 
The real religion is discovering there is no religion. 
The real nirvana is discovering there is no nirvana. 
The real eternity is discovering there is no eternity. 
The real process is discovering there is no process. 
The real ecstasy is discovering there is no ecstasy. 
The real known is discovering there is no known. 
The real wealth is discovering there is no wealth. 
The real source is discovering there is no source. 
The real karma is discovering there is no karma. 
The real power is discovering there is no power. 
The real vanity is discovering there is no vanity. 
The real agony is discovering there is no agony. 
The real death is discovering there is no death. 
The real belief is discovering there is no belief. 
The real mind is discovering there is no mind. 
The real space is discovering there is no space. 
The real other is discovering there is no other. 
The real fame is discovering there is no fame. 
The real form is discovering there is no form. 
The real good is discovering there is no good. 
The real right is discovering there is no right. 
The real after is discovering there is no after. 
The real faith is discovering there is no faith. 
The real path is discovering there is no path. 
The real here is discovering there is no here. 
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The real view is discovering there is no view. 
The real goal is discovering there is no goal. 
The real time is discovering there is no time. 
The real ugly is discovering there is no ugly. 
The real now is discovering there is no now. 
The real end is discovering there is no end. 
The real evil is discovering there is no evil. 
The real life is discovering there is no life. 
The real you is discovering there is no you. 
The real why is discovering there is no why. 
The real who is discovering there is no who. 
The real what is discovering there is no what. 
The real when is discovering there is no when. 

The real where is discovering there is no where. 
The real how is discovering there is no how. 

 
Breadcrumbs 2019 

 
 
 

What is the Eternal Mind? 
 

What is the eternal mind? 
A mind that is awareness. 
A mind that is perpetual. 
A mind that is quantum. 
A mind that is timeless. 
A mind that is infinite. 
A mind that is unborn. 
A mind that is undying. 
A mind that is absolute. 
A mind that is immortal. 

A mind that is indivisible. 
A mind that is ever-present. 
A mind that is ever-tranquil. 
A mind that knows nothing. 
A mind that is immaculate. 
A mind that is everlasting. 
A mind that is unbound. 

A mind that is at rest. 
A mind that is clear. 

A mind that is solitary. 
A mind that is sovereign. 

A mind that is no mind at all. 
 

Breadcrumbs 2019 
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Here and Gone 
 

Sounds are here and gone, ever-changing. 
Visions are here and gone, ever-changing. 
Tastes are here and gone, ever-changing. 
Smells are here and gone, ever-changing. 

Touching is here and gone, ever-changing. 
All things are here and gone, ever-changing. 

Only in indivisible awareness does change still. 
 

Breadcrumbs 2019 
 
 
 

The Dance of Duality 
 

Without life, is there death? 
Without good, is there evil? 
Without light, is there dark? 

Without white, is there black? 
Without ecstasy, is there agony? 
Without right, is there wrong? 

Without love, is there hate? 
Without yes, is there no? 

Without either, is there or? 
What is duality but a menagerie 

Of an all but infinite array of possibilities 
In which all dreams of consciousness dance their dance. 

 
Breadcrumbs 2019 

 
 
 

No Rewind, No Excuses 
 

Coulda, shoulda, woulda. 
Coulda, woulda, shoulda. 
Shoulda, coulda, woulda. 
Shoulda, woulda, coulda. 
Woulda, shoulda, coulda. 
Woulda, coulda, shoulda. 

However you might choose to say it, 
Essentially the same no-rewind-no-excuses meaning. 

Essentially the same oh well, so it goes, deal with it, get over it, move on. 
 

Breadcrumbs 2019 
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More or Less 
 

You may be more intellectual than someone else, or they may be more intellectual than you. 
You may be more attractive than someone else, or they may be more attractive than you. 
You may be more powerful than someone else, or they may be more powerful than you. 

You may be more affluent than someone else, or they may be more affluent than you. 
You may be more famous than someone else, or they may be more famous than you. 

What does it matter, really, all the superficial differences, all the superficial judgments, 
The human mind inexorably, with only rare respite, contrives in this absurd little dreamtime? 

 
Breadcrumbs 2019 

 
 
 

What Do You Do? 
 

Do you give? Do you take? 
Do you heal? Do you injure? 

Do you create? Do you destroy? 
Do you nourish? Do you consume? 
Do you think? Do you regurgitate? 

Do you dance? Do you march? 
Do you live? Do you die? 

Were you ever born? 
 

Breadcrumbs 2019 
 
 
 

You Imagine 
 

You imagine you were born. 
You imagine you were a child. 

You imagine you were an adolescent. 
You imagine you spent life as an adult. 

You imagine so many things along the way, 
Including the mortal end yet to come. 

Has any of it really been real? 
 

Breadcrumbs 2019 
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All Across the World 
 

All across the world, the same conversation. 
No matter the geography, no matter the time, no matter the culture, 

No matter the tradition, no matter the politic, no matter the economics, no matter the technology, 
No matter the religion, no matter the philosophy, no matter the language, no matter the dress, 

No matter the gender, no matter the family, no matter the education, no matter the work, 
No matter the war, no matter the sport, no matter the pastimes, no matter anything; 

Each and every human being, males and females of all ages and persuasions, 
Are in every way imaginable, essentially having the same conversation. 

 
Breadcrumbs 2019 

 
 

Every Life Form 
 

Every life form ever born is of the same source. 
Biological organisms sculpted of the same quantum essence. 

No matter how large, no matter how small, none are really different at all. 
For humankind to assert itself distinct or superior in any way, in any shape, in any form, 

Is nothing more than consciousness imagining a collusion of delusion. 
 

Breadcrumbs 2019 
 

Without Judgment? 
 

Awareness is pristine and immaculate and clear of any blemish or stain, 
But is it at all possible for consciousness to be without judgment? 

Is not everything thought one form of judgment or another? 
Opinions, assumptions, stereotypes, conventions, ideals, 

Ethics, principles, labels, laws, pigeonholes, beliefs, 
Conclusions, notions, expectations, values, norms, 

Any patterns, any definitions, any attitudes, whatsoever. 
The roots of pride, of vanity, are saturated with all of the above. 

 
Breadcrumbs 2019 

 
The Roots of All Things Human 

 
All this was set in motion millions of years ago back in the jungles of Africa. 

We are all born of a natural selection process that runs through the core of our DNA. 
No point getting upset about the fact that men do what men do, and women do what women do. 

The contemporary world may make the tango of our species absurdly complex, 
But the fundamental patterning is ever very much the same. 

 
Breadcrumbs 2019 
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Whose Version Are We Talking About? 
 

Whose version of Schopenhauer are we talking about? 
Whose version of Wittgenstein are we talking about? 

Whose version of Lao Tzu are we talking about? 
Whose version of Buddha are we talking about? 
Whose version of Comte are we talking about? 
Whose version of Bacon are we talking about? 

Whose version of Heraclitus are we talking about? 
Whose version of Kafka are we talking about? 
Whose version of Hume are we talking about? 

Whose version of Rousseau are we talking about? 
Whose version of Russell are we talking about? 
Whose version of Hobbes are we talking about? 

Whose version of Machiavelli are we talking about? 
Whose version of Foucault are we talking about? 

Whose version of Plato are we talking about? 
Whose version of Kierkegaard are we talking about? 

Whose version of Krishna are we talking about? 
Whose version of de Beauvoir are we talking about? 

Whose version of Hess are we talking about? 
Whose version of Aquinas are we talking about? 

Whose version of Carneades are we talking about? 
Whose version of Diogenes are we talking about? 

Whose version of Smith are we talking about? 
Whose version of Confucius are we talking about? 

Whose version of Arendt are we talking about? 
Whose version of James are we talking about? 

Whose version of Parmenides are we talking about? 
Whose version of Pascal are we talking about? 

Whose version of Chomsky are we talking about? 
Whose version of Thales are we talking about? 

Whose version of Patanjali are we talking about? 
Whose version of Watts are we talking about? 

Whose version of Ram Dass are we talking about? 
Whose version of Osho are we talking about? 

Whose version of Derrida are we talking about? 
Whose version of Marx are we talking about? 

Whose version of Vonnegut are we talking about? 
Whose version of Wollstonecraft are we talking about? 

Whose version of Descartes are we talking about? 
Whose version of Sartre are we talking about? 

Whose version of Muhammad are we talking about? 
Whose version of Locke are we talking about? 

Whose version of Emerson are we talking about? 
Whose version of Nietzsche are we talking about? 

Whose version of Arendt are we talking about? 
Whose version of Dewey are we talking about? 
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Whose version of Zoroaster are we talking about? 
Whose version of Whitman are we talking about? 

Whose version of Kant are we talking about? 
Whose version of Shankara are we talking about? 

Whose version of Plato are we talking about? 
Whose version of Epicurus are we talking about? 

Whose version of Ashtavakra are we talking about? 
Whose version of Aurelius are we talking about? 
Whose version of Socrates are we talking about? 

Whose version of Jesus are we talking about? 
Whose version of Yogananda are we talking about? 

Whose version of Aristotle are we talking about? 
Whose version of Camus are we talking about? 
Whose version of Voltaire are we talking about? 
Whose version of Spinoza are we talking about? 
Whose version of Thoreau are we talking about? 
Whose version of Hegel are we talking about? 

Whose version of Socrates are we talking about? 
Whose version of Heidegger are we talking about? 

Whose version of Krishnamurti are we talking about? 
Whose version of (fill in the blank) are we talking about? 

 
Breadcrumbs 2019 

 
One in the Same 

 
Awareness is all. 

A moment ago, is forever expired, 
And the next more ungraspable than the farthest star. 

Space and time are the weavers of an inexplicable, imaginary dream, 
Given illusionary reality by the temporal sensory-mind. 

Creation and creator are one in the same. 
 

Breadcrumbs 2019 
 

That Is the Question 
 

The immaculate awareness you truly are, is ever absolutely alone, 
Unbound in the indivisible, indelible, unborn-undying solitude of eternity. 

Your illusory universe will distract the mind you occupy in every way imaginable. 
Fashion every possible hook to every moment, draw you out into its kaleidoscoping theater. 

And as challenging as it may be to realize, to accept, it is ever your choice whether to give in, or not. 
And in every moment, you do acquiesce, in every moment, you do sip the quantum elixir, 

You become but a marionette playing out an ultimately inconsequential dream. 
To believe or not believe, to slumber or awaken, that is the question. 

 
Breadcrumbs 2019  
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Awareness is Awareness 
 

Awareness is awareness. 
What is to intellectualize? 
What is to mythologize? 
What is to dogmatize? 
What is to illuminate? 
What is to symbolize? 
What is to systemize? 
What is to idolatrize? 
What is to translate? 
What is to elucidate? 
What is to canonize? 
What is to ritualize? 
What is to worship? 
What is to convert? 
What is to believe? 
What is to imagine? 
What is to venerate? 
What is to persuade? 
What is to interpret? 
What is to formalize? 
What is to evangelize? 
What is to proselytize? 

What is to propagandize? 
What is to institutionalize? 
What is to traditionalize? 

What is to anything? 
 

Breadcrumbs 2020 
 
 
 

The Genesis of Choice 
 

There are no teachers, no coaches, no masters. 
It is you who chooses to school yourself. 

It is you who chooses to learn, or not to learn. 
It is you who chooses to study, to observe, to realize. 

It is you who chooses to put together an imaginary cosmos. 
It is you who creates the frame of reference in which you will abide. 

 
Breadcrumbs 2020 
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Illusion and Delusion 
 

From nothingness, awareness. 
From awareness, quantum. 
From quantum, chemistry. 
From chemistry, biology. 
From biology, medium. 

From medium, consciousness, 
From consciousness, imagination. 

From imagination, Me and Myself and I. 
From Me and Myself and I, illusion and delusion. 

 
Breadcrumbs 2020 

 
 
 

Nothing 
 

There is nothing more. 
Nothing to achieve. 
Nothing to grasp. 

Nothing to do. 
Nothing to be. 

All but a dream. 
 

Breadcrumbs 2020 
 
 
 

All Things Imaginable 
 

Time is a creation of the human mind. 
The timeless moment is all there is. 
All meaning and purpose is illusion. 

Only the mind moves the clock’s hands. 
Only the mind travels the calendar’s pages. 

Only the mind measures all things imaginable. 
Only the mind imagines its world, its universe, real. 

 
Breadcrumbs 2020 
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Who Was the First? 
 

Who was the first to come down from the trees? 
Who was the first to walk out into the plain? 
Who was the first to gaze up into the skies? 

Who was the first to use a hand signal? 
Who was the first to utter a word? 

Who was the first to stand? 
Who was the first to walk? 
Who was the first to run? 

Who was the first to pursue? 
Who was the first to build a fire? 

Who was the first to throw a stone? 
Who was the first to make a spear? 
Who was the first to make a bowl? 

Who was the first to make a basket? 
Who was the first to tame a wolf? 
Who was the first to tame a cat? 

Who was the first to cook a meal? 
Who was the first to use fire as a weapon? 

Who was the first to write a word? 
Who was the first to build a tool? 

Who was the first to make a bowl? 
Who was the first to make a spoon? 
Who was the first to make a fork? 
Who was the first to make a cup? 
Who was the first to plant a seed? 

Who was the first to create many gods? 
Who was the first to create one god? 
Who was the first to make a canoe? 

Who was the first to dig a canal? 
Who was the first to make an awl? 

Who was the first to make ink? 
Who was the first to make a knife? 

Who was the first to use a club? 
Who was the first to make a needle? 

Who was the first to make cloth? 
Who was the first to color clothing? 
Who was the first to make a sword? 

Who was the first to make a slingshot? 
Who was the first to solve a math problem? 

Who was the first to devise a geometric shape? 
Who was the first to draw a line? 

Who was the first to draw a square? 
Who was the first to draw a triangle? 
Who was the first to draw a circle? 
Who was the first to make paper? 

Who was the first to do a string figure? 
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Who was the first to make music? 
Who was the first to make a flute? 
Who was the first to make a drum? 
Who was the first to make a harp? 

Who was the first to make a harpoon? 
Who was the first to make a fishing pole? 

Who was the first to build a shield? 
Who was the first to devise a currency? 

Who was the first to make a bed? 
Who was the first to enter a cave? 
Who was the first to build a hut? 
Who was the first to make a tent? 
Who was the first to make a sling? 
Who was the first to make a bow? 
Who was the first to ride a horse? 

Who was the first to form a hunting party? 
Who was the first to make a mirror? 
Who was the first to make a comb? 
Who was the first to make a brush? 

Who was the first to use build a home? 
Who was the first to build a boat? 
Who was the first to name a star? 

Who was the first to make first painting? 
Who was the first to design first symbol? 

Who was the first to create a deity? 
Who was the first to conceive good and evil? 

Who was the first to create paint? 
Who was the first to use a stylus? 

Who was the first to make pottery? 
Who was the first to devise cuneiform? 
Who was the first to conceive numbers? 

Who was the first to conceive letters? 
Who was the first to conceive language? 

Who was the first to awaken to Self? 
Who was the first to conceive love? 

Who was the first to conceive romance? 
Who was the first to kill a beast? 

Who was the first to wear clothes? 
Who was the first to make a wheel? 
Who was the first to make a cart? 
Who was the first to make a boat? 
Who was the first to make a sail? 

Who was the first to barter? 
Who was the first to create money? 
Who was the first to make paper? 

Who was the first to create a business? 
Who was the first to chip a stone? 
Who was the first to make an awl? 
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Who was the first to wear jewelry? 
Who was the first to dig for metal? 
Who was the first to make a forge? 

Who was the first to create an explosive? 
Who was the first to make a shield? 
Who was the first to make a rope? 

Who was the first to sew? 
Who was the first to make clothes? 
Who was the first to write graffiti? 
Who was the first to wear a tattoo? 

Who was the first to domesticate an animal? 
Who was the first to swaddle an infant? 

Who was the first to bury a body? 
Who was the first to eat fruit? 

Who was the first to take a hallucinogen? 
Who was the first to make alcohol? 

Who was the first to create a currency? 
Who was the first to smoke tobacco? 

Who was the first to kill another? 
Who was the first to use a pillow? 
Who was the first to float on a log? 

Who was the first to swim across a river? 
Who was the first to make sugar? 

Who was the first to harvest honey? 
Who was the first to kill a tiger? 

Who was the first to ride an elephant? 
Who was the first to make a saddle? 
Who was the first to make a stirrup? 

Who was the first to milk a goat? 
Who was the first to sow a seed? 

Who was the first to create a herd? 
Who was the first to make a blanket? 

Who was the first to make a coat? 
Who was the first to dig a well? 

Who were the first to hunt as a band? 
Who was the first to dam a river? 

Who was the first to discover gold? 
Who was the first to walk a beach? 
Who was the first to milk a cow? 

Who was the first to climb a mountain? 
Who was the first to sail on the ocean? 

Who was the first to wear a dress? 
Who was the first to wear pants? 
Who was the first to make a belt? 
Who was the first to make glass? 

Who was the first to wear underwear? 
Who was the first to milk a horse? 

Who was the first to make a candle? 
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Who was the first to make a stairway? 
Who was the first to build a house? 

Who was the first to make a hammock? 
Who was the first to make a tent? 
Who was the first to catch a fish? 
Who was the first to make a net? 

Who was the first to trap an animal? 
Who was the first to sing a song? 

Who was the first to wear makeup? 
Who was the first to get a haircut? 

Who was the first to tie a knot? 
Who was the first to trim his beard? 

Who was the first to breed an animal? 
Who was the first to harvest a crop? 
Who was the first to rape another? 

Who was the first to steal from another? 
Who was the first to hoard wealth? 

Who was the first to torture another? 
Who was the first to fight a battle? 
Who was the first to bake bread? 

Who was the first to build a castle? 
Who was the first to make up a story? 

Who was the first to see a reflection of their face? 
Who was the first to imagine a sense of self? 

 
And who will be the last? 

 
Breadcrumbs 2021 

 
 
 

In the Stillness of Awareness 
 

In the stillness of awareness, there is no self. 
In the stillness of awareness, there is no birth. 
In the stillness of awareness, there is no death. 
In the stillness of awareness, there is no vanity. 
In the stillness of awareness, there is no duality. 
In the stillness of awareness, there is only here. 
In the stillness of awareness, there is only now. 
In the stillness of awareness, there is only Self. 
In the stillness of awareness, there is only you. 

 
Breadcrumbs 2021  
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Home, Sweet Home 
 

Home, sweet home. 
Peace, sweet peace. 

Silence, sweet silence. 
Solitude, sweet solitude. 

Obscurity, sweet obscurity. 
Awareness, sweet awareness. 
Anonymity, sweet anonymity. 
Realization, sweet realization. 
Emptiness, sweet emptiness. 
Rightness, sweet rightness. 

Serenity, sweet serenity. 
Home, sweet home. 

 
Breadcrumbs 2021 

 
 
 
 

All the Problems 
 

All the problems, the mistakes, the bungles, the panics, the boo-boos, the miscalculations, 
The complications, the faults, the errors, the catches, the slip-ups, the bruises, the oversights, 

The inaccuracies, the disquiets, the bloopers, the gaffes, the muddles, the obstacles, the dilemmas, 
The cuts, the lapses, the tears, the rips, the strains, the riddles, the missteps, the pains, the questions, 

The dreads, the delays, the hitches, the lengths, the tortures, the glitches, the strivings, the nightmares, 
The struggles, the stings, the distresses, the cruelties, the twinges, the anguishes, the slips, the concerns, 
The inconveniences, the setbacks, the drawbacks, the stains, the hiccups, the stoppages, the intricacies, 
The exertions, the adversities, the indiscretions, the horrors, the fears, the fretfulnesses, the nuisances, 
The conundrums, the challenges, the posers, the enigmas, the cautions, the sufferings, the calamities, 

The errors, the bloomers, the misprints, the faux pas, the howlers, the hurts, the aches, the sweats, 
The worries, the anxieties, the strains, the griefs, the predicaments, the quandaries, the frights, 

The phobias, the toils, the alarms, the brainteasers, the angsts, the troubles, the tribulations, 
The apprehensions, the punishments, the afflictions, the snags, the troubles, the blights, 

The obstructions, the difficulties, the blindsides, the bottlenecks, the hindrances, 
The anomalies, the efforts, the trips, the oopsies, the oh-my-gods, the snafus, 

The doubts, the blunders, the botch-ups, the cockups, the fuckups … 
You just have to wrap your head around living with them. 
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More, More, More 
 

More creation, oh boy. 
More waking, oh boy. 
More laundry, oh boy. 
More cleaning, oh boy. 
More preening, oh boy. 

More car washing, oh boy. 
More exercising, oh boy. 
More working, oh boy. 
More errands, oh boy. 
More chores, oh boy. 

More sleeping, oh boy. 
More shopping, oh boy. 
More pleasure, oh boy. 
More reading, oh boy. 
More movies, oh boy. 
More games, oh boy. 
More wine, oh boy. 
More song, oh boy. 
More sex, oh boy. 

More eating, oh boy. 
More drinking, oh boy. 

More wandering, oh boy. 
More mindfulness, oh boy. 
More preservation, oh boy. 
More destruction, oh boy. 
More breathing, oh boy. 

More bother, oh boy. 
More pain, oh boy. 
More bills, oh boy. 
More taxes, oh boy. 

More peeing, oh boy. 
More pooping, oh boy. 

More indigestion, oh boy. 
More Hallmark Holidaze, oh boy. 

More anthropological events, oh boy. 
More, more, more, more, more, more, more … 

 
Breadcrumbs 2021 
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To Be, or Not to Be 
 

To be, or not to be. 
To become, or not to become. 

To doubt, or not to doubt. 
To see, or not to see. 

To share, or not to share. 
To love, or not to love. 

To serenity, or not to serenity. 
To taste, or not to taste. 
To think, or not to think. 

To imbibe, or not to imbibe. 
To give, or not to give. 

To inquire, or not to inquire. 
To hate, or not to hate. 

To eat, or not to eat. 
To still, or not to still. 

To protect, or not to protect. 
To smell, or not to smell. 

To coexist, or not to coexist. 
To kill, or not to kill. 

To tranquil, or not to tranquil. 
To battle, or not to battle. 

To embrace, or not to embrace. 
To know, or not to know. 
To touch, or not to touch. 

To hear, or not to hear. 
To resist, or not to resist. 

To breathe, or not to breathe. 
To revolt, or not to revolt. 
To serve, or not to serve. 
To take, or not to take. 

To hope, or not to hope. 
To live, or not to live. 

To instruct, or not to instruct. 
To die, or not to die. 

To order, or not to order. 
To create, or not to create. 

To preserve, or not to preserve. 
To destroy, or not to destroy. 

To pray, or not to pray. 
To grok, or not to grok. 
To who, or not to who. 

To predator, or not to predator. 
To try, or not to try. 

To wrath, or not to wrath. 
To camouflage, or not to camouflage. 

To covet, or not to covet. 
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To repose, or not to repose. 
To exist, or not to exist. 

To academic, or not to academic. 
To boast, or not to boast. 
To what, or not to what. 
To sow, or not to sow. 

To empathy, or not to empathy. 
To follow, or not to follow. 

To denounce, or not to denounce. 
To torture, or not to torture. 
To enjoy, or not to enjoy. 

To compete, or not to compete. 
To waffle, or not to waffle. 
To grow, or not to grow. 

To ally, or not to ally 
To sojourn, or not to sojourn. 
Th charge, or not to charge. 
To abide, or not to abide. 

To beg, or not to beg. 
To rebel, or not to rebel. 

To permit, or not to permit. 
To mold, or not to mold. 
To join, or not to join. 

To review, or not to review. 
To affiliate, or not to affiliate. 

To dream, or not to dream. 
To waiver, or not to waiver. 

To conquer, or not to conquer 
To win, or not to win. 

To shuffle, or not to shuffle. 
To lose, or not to lose. 

To surrender, or not to surrender. 
To go, or not to go. 

To dive, or not to dive. 
To write, or not to write. 

To discern, or not to discern. 
To propagate, or not to propagate. 

To stop, or not to stop. 
To learn, or not to learn. 

To succeed, or not to succeed. 
To impede, or not to impede. 

To where, or not to where. 
To nurture, or not to nurture. 

To sympathy, or not to sympathy. 
To fail, or not to fail. 
To sit, or not to sit. 

To prey, or not to prey. 
To recline, or not to recline. 
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To lead, or not to lead. 
To victim, or not to victim. 

To innovate, or not to innovate. 
To wander, or not to wander. 

To lie, or not to lie. 
To produce, or not to produce. 

To idol, or not to idol. 
To investigate, or not to investigate. 

To when, or not to when. 
To fall, or not to fall. 

To assert, or not to assert. 
To draw, or not to draw. 

To sheeple, or not to sheeple. 
To understand, or not to understand. 
To collaborate, or not to collaborate. 

To quest, or not to quest. 
To fly, or not to fly. 

To increase, or not to increase. 
To cease, or not to cease. 
To pass, or not to pass. 

To observe, or not to observe. 
To help, or not to help. 
To why, or not to why. 

To speak, or not to speak. 
To extrapolate, or not to extrapolate. 

To symbol, or not to symbol. 
To work, or not to work. 

To narrate, or not to narrate. 
To renounce, or not to renounce. 

To play, or not to play. 
To invent, or not to invent. 

To remind, or not to remind. 
To tolerate, or not to tolerate. 
To contend, or not to contend. 

To feel, or not to feel. 
To contort, or not to contort. 
To fantasy, or not to fantasy. 

To lust, or not to lust. 
To mention, or not to mention. 

To argue, or not to argue. 
To angel, or not to angel. 
To own, or not to own. 

To decrease, or not to decrease. 
To how, or not to how. 
To save, or not to save. 

To journey, or not to journey. 
To trip, or not to trip. 

To rhetoric, or not to rhetoric. 
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To participate, or not to participate. 
To allow, or not to allow. 

To respond, or not to respond. 
To romantic, or not to romantic. 

To analyze, or not to analyze. 
To act, or not to act. 

To complain, or not to complain. 
To passion, or not to passion. 

To walk, or not to walk. 
To challenge, or not to challenge. 

To throw, or not to throw. 
To desire, or not to desire. 

To drudge, or not to drudge. 
To berate, or not to berate. 

To state, or not to state. 
To cast off, or not to cast off. 

To tribe, or not to tribe. 
To teach, or not to teach. 

To true, or not to true. 
To achieve, or not to achieve. 

To drift, or not to drift. 
To maintain, or not to maintain. 

To toss, or not to toss. 
To start, or not to start. 
To rant, or not to rant. 

To disdain, or not to disdain. 
To inflict, or not to inflict. 

To explore, or not to explore. 
To quit, or not to quit. 

To criticize, or not to criticize. 
To spend, or not to spend. 

To buy, or not to buy. 
To rise, or not to rise. 

To sermon, or not to sermon. 
To infinite, or not to infinite. 

To care, or not to care. 
To groupthink, or not to groupthink. 

To heal, or not to heal. 
To condemn, or not to condemn. 

To doublethink, or not to doublethink. 
To address, or not to address. 

To quantum, or not to quantum. 
To extinct, or not to extinct. 

To cooperate, or not to cooperate. 
To rage, or not to rage. 

To party, or not to party. 
To pragmatic, or not to pragmatic. 
To existential, or not to existential. 
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To react, or not to react. 
To false, or not to false. 

To dismiss, or not to dismiss. 
To thoughtcrime, or not to thoughtcrime. 

To remark, or not to remark. 
To grasp, or not to grasp. 

To demon, or not to demon. 
To superstition, or not to superstition. 

To quarrel, or not to quarrel. 
To experiential, or not to experiential. 

To listen, or not to listen. 
To drink, or not to drink. 

To comprehend, or not to comprehend. 
To harangue, or not to harangue. 
To practical, or not to practical. 

To one, or not to one. 
To fix, or not to fix. 

To empirical, or not to empirical. 
To critique, or not to critique. 

To riot, or not to riot. 
To protect, or not to protect. 

To sell, or not to sell. 
To totality, or not to totality. 

To twist, or not to twist. 
To flourish, or not to flourish. 

To zip, or not to zip. 
To cultivate, or not to cultivate. 

To hunger, or not to hunger. 
To vie, or not to vie. 

To paradox, or not to paradox. 
To irony, or not to irony. 

To hint, or not to hint. 
To describe, or not to describe. 

To mature, or not to mature. 
To newspeak, or not to newspeak. 

To zeal, or not to zeal. 
To explain, or not to explain. 

To fish, or not to fish. 
To doublespeak, or not to doublespeak. 

To condone, or not to condone. 
To run, or not to run. 

To reason, or not to reason. 
To anarchy, or not to anarchy. 

To seek, or not to seek. 
To repair, or not to repair. 

To desecrate, or not to desecrate. 
To deride, or not to deride. 

To wise, or not to wise. 
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To comment, or not to comment. 
To kneel, or not to kneel. 

To nest, or not to nest. 
To assist, or not to assist. 

To oppose, or not to oppose. 
To perceive, or not to perceive. 

To defend, or not to defend. 
To witness, or not to witness. 

To thirst, or not to thirst. 
To ask, or not to ask. 

To announce, or not to announce. 
To shield, or not to shield. 

To harvest, or not to harvest. 
To delve, or not to delve. 
To note, or not to note. 

To mayhem, or not to mayhem. 
To fathom, or not to fathom. 
To delight, or not to delight. 

To dig, or not to dig. 
To partner, or not to partner. 

To sally, or not to sally. 
To adapt, or not to adapt. 
To attack, or not to attack. 

To venture, or not to venture. 
To evolve, or not to evolve. 

To chameleon, or not to chameleon. 
To have, or not to have. 

To pretend, or not to pretend. 
To struggle, or not to struggle. 

To endure, or not to endure. 
To wonder, or not to wonder. 

To question, or not to question. 
To be, or not to be. 

 
Those are some questions. 
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The Axis of Evil 
 

Nepotism 
the practice among those with power or influence 

of favoring relatives or friends, esp. by giving them jobs. 
 

Cronyism 
the appointment of friends and associates to positions of authority, 

without proper regard to their qualifications. 
 

Favoritism 
the practice of giving unfair preferential treatment 
to one person or group at the expense of another. 
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The Same Grave 
 

Death is a dispassionate reaper. 
The powerful and the weak, 
The wealthy and the poor, 

The famous and the unknown, 
All find their way to the same grave. 
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To Discern That 
 

You must look very closely, to discern that which cannot be seen. 
You must listen very closely, to discern that which cannot be heard. 

You must smell very closely, to discern that which cannot be smelled. 
You must taste very closely, to discern that which cannot be tasted. 

You must feel very closely, to discern that which cannot be felt. 
Reason very closely, to discern that which cannot be known. 
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Only Consciousness 
 

Only consciousness conceives. 
Only consciousness believes. 
Only consciousness judges. 
Only consciousness cares. 
Only consciousness loves. 
Only consciousness hates. 
Only consciousness wants. 
Only consciousness creates. 

Only consciousness preserves. 
Only consciousness destroys. 
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You Did Not Choose 
 

You did not choose your birth. 
You did not choose your body. 
You did not choose your mind. 

You did not choose your family. 
You did not choose your gender. 
You did not choose your culture. 

You did not choose your tradition. 
You did not choose your language. 

You did not choose your geography. 
You did not choose your education. 
You did not choose your ethnicity. 
You did not choose your customs. 
You did not choose your politics. 
You did not choose your history. 
You did not choose your mores. 
You did not choose your creed. 
You did not choose your status. 
You did not choose your caste. 
You did not choose your time. 
You did not choose your space. 

Have you ever really had any choice, 
In your long and winding journey to destiny? 
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Awareness 
 

Awareness is totality. 
Awareness is indelible. 
Awareness is sovereign. 
Awareness is enigmatic. 
Awareness is indivisible. 
Awareness is inscrutable. 
Awareness is inexplicable. 
Awareness is unknowable. 

Awareness is unfathomable. 
Awareness is incomprehensible. 

Awareness is indecipherable. 
Awareness is unexplainable. 
Awareness is inconceivable. 
Awareness is immeasurable. 
Awareness is impenetrable. 
Awareness is indescribable. 
Awareness is interminable. 
Awareness is immaculate. 
Awareness is everything. 

Awareness is nothing. 
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Just Stop 
 

… Stop believing … 
… Stop believing all you know … 
… Stop believing in the world … 

… Stop believing in the universe … 
… Stop believing in deities and demons … 
… Stop believing you are a human being … 

… Stop believing you are alive … 
… Stop believing you will die … 

… Stop believing you were ever born … 
… Stop believing you are more than awareness … 

… Stop believing you are even awareness … 
… Just stop … 
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You Are Not 
 

You are not your mind. 
You are not your body. 
You are not your mask. 
You are not your nature. 
You are not your nurture. 

You are not your imagination. 
You are not your perceptions. 
You are not your memories. 
You are not your vanities. 
You are not your dreams. 
You are not your hopes. 
You are not your values. 
You are not your history. 

You are not your language. 
You are not your identity. 
You are not your name. 

You are not your ethnicity. 
You are not your gender. 
You are not your family. 
You are not your tribe. 
You are not your caste. 

You are not your culture. 
You are not your country. 
You are not your religion. 

You are not your work. 
You are not your talents. 

You are not your hobbies. 
You are not your things. 

You are not your successes. 
You are not your failures. 
You are not your desires. 
You are not your fears. 

You are not your ecstasies. 
You are not your agonies. 

You are not your time. 
You are not your space. 
You are not your world. 

You are not your universe. 
You are not your dimension. 

You are not anything; you are not everything. 
You are not … You are not … You are not … You are not … 

But the awareness, the indivisibility, the mystery, permeating all … and none. 
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From Dust to Dust 
 

From dust to dust. 
From null to null. 
From void to void. 

From sleep to sleep. 
From abyss to abyss. 

From silence to silence. 
From stillness to stillness. 

From nonbeing to nonbeing. 
From extinction to extinction. 

From nothingness to nothingness. 
From nonexistence to nonexistence. 
From insignificant to insignificant. 
From indivisibility to indivisibility. 
From annihilation to annihilation. 
From detachment to detachment. 
From insentience to insentience. 
From unconcern to unconcern. 
From emptiness to emptiness. 
From obscurity to obscurity. 
From quantum to quantum. 
From inertness to inertness. 
From oblivion to oblivion. 
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You Are 
 

As huge as huge is, as small as small is, you are. 
As strong as strong is, as weak as weak is, you are. 

As kind as kind is, as merciless as merciless is, you are. 
As virtuous as virtuous is, as corrupt as corrupt is, you are. 

As illustrious as illustrious is, as ordinary as ordinary is, you are. 
As something as something is, as nothing as nothing is, you are. 

As abundant as abundant is, as scarce as scarce is, you are. 
As aware as aware is, as ignorant as ignorant is, you are. 

As infinite as infinite is, as finite as finite is, you are. 
As true as true is, as untrue as untrue is, you are. 
As real as real is, as unreal as unreal is, you are. 
As all things are, as all things are not, you are. 
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Un-Imagine 
 

Un-imagine you are this mind-body. 
Un-imagine you are this existence. 

Un-imagine you are this world. 
Un-imagine you are this cosmos. 

Un-imagine you are this dreamtime. 
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What Cosmos? 
 

What cosmos does any creature perceive? 
What cosmos does an aardvark perceive? 
What cosmos does a cockroach perceive? 
What cosmos does an octopus perceive? 
What cosmos does a sparrow perceive? 
What cosmos does a buffalo perceive? 
What cosmos does a giraffe perceive? 
What cosmos does a turtle perceive? 
What cosmos does a trout perceive? 
What cosmos does a tiger perceive? 
What cosmos does a dog perceive? 
What cosmos does a tree perceive? 
What cosmos does a frog perceive? 
What cosmos does a seal perceive? 
What cosmos does a clam perceive? 
What cosmos does an ant perceive? 
What cosmos does a bush perceive? 
What cosmos does a hawk perceive? 
What cosmos does a whale perceive? 
What cosmos does a shark perceive? 
What cosmos does bacteria perceive? 
What cosmos does a human perceive? 
What cosmos does a lobster perceive? 
What cosmos does an oyster perceive? 
What cosmos does a dolphin perceive? 
What cosmos does a penguin perceive? 
What cosmos does a scorpion perceive? 
What cosmos does a kangaroo perceive? 
What cosmos does any creature perceive? 

Perception is a nature-nurture phenomenon. 
All things great to small, very much alone together. 
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Mortal Slime 
 

The smells! The smells! 
The tastes! The tastes! 
The sights! The sights! 

The sounds! The sounds! 
The textures! The textures! 

The thoughts! The thoughts! 
A mystery born of mortal slime. 
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Who Knows? 
 

Who knows who? 
Who knows what? 
Who knows where? 
Who knows when? 
Who knows why? 
Who knows how? 
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Like You Thought It Would? 
 

Does it look like you thought it would? 
Does it sound like you thought it would? 
Does it taste like you thought it would? 
Does it smell like you thought it would? 
Does it feel like you thought it would? 
Or did you even think about it at all? 
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What Would Your World Be? 
 

What would your world be, what would your universe be, without the eyes to see? 
What would your world be, what would your universe be, without the ears to hear? 

What would your world be, what would your universe be, without the nose to smell? 
What would your world be, what would your universe be, without the tongue to taste? 
What would your world be, what would your universe be, without the body to touch? 
What would your world be, what would your universe be, without the mind to think? 
What would your world be, what would your universe be, without all of the above? 
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Fate 
 

The fate of the universe is the fate of the universe. 
The fate of the world is the fate of the world. 

The fate of all life is the fate of all life. 
The fate of you is the fate of you. 

All just aspects of the same mystery. 
No need to make anything more than it is. 
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Plays of Imagination 
 

Is time separate from space? 
Are clouds separate from the sky? 

Are currents separate from the ocean? 
Is consciousness separate from awareness? 

Is one moment separate from any other moment? 
Are you separate from the mystery that is unfathomable? 

All dualistic notions are nothing more than plays of imagination. 
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Who? 
 

Who who’s? 
Who what’s? 
Who where’s? 
Who when’s? 
Who why’s? 
Who how’s? 
Who exists? 
Who dies? 
Who sees? 
Who hears? 
Who smells? 
Who tastes? 
Who feels? 

Who listens? 
Who speaks? 
Who writes? 
Who sleeps? 
Who wakes? 

Who sits? 
Who walks? 
Who runs? 
Who cares? 
Who likes? 
Who longs? 
Who laughs? 
Who yells? 
Who cries? 
Who hopes? 
Who loves? 
Who mates? 
Who dreads? 
Who fears? 
Who hates? 
Who begs? 

Who dreams? 
Who works? 
Who owns? 
Who pays? 
Who saves? 

Who spends? 
Who consumes? 

Who knows? 
Who wonders? 

Who, who, who, are you? 
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Awareness of the Eternal Moment 
 

The awareness of the eternal moment neither creates nor destroys. 
The awareness of the eternal moment neither favors nor opposes. 
The awareness of the eternal moment neither leads nor follows. 
The awareness of the eternal moment neither covets nor limits. 
The awareness of the eternal moment neither moves nor stills. 
The awareness of the eternal moment neither gives nor takes. 
The awareness of the eternal moment neither ebbs nor flows. 
The awareness of the eternal moment neither rises nor sinks. 
The awareness of the eternal moment neither wins nor loses. 
The awareness of the eternal moment neither loves nor hates. 
The awareness of the eternal moment neither comes nor goes. 
The awareness of the eternal moment neither thinks nor acts. 
The awareness of the eternal moment neither begins nor ends. 
The awareness of the eternal moment neither profits nor loses. 
The awareness of the eternal moment neither grasps nor frees. 

The awareness of the eternal moment neither lives nor perishes. 
The awareness of the eternal moment neither succeeds nor fails. 
The awareness of the eternal moment neither accepts nor denies. 
The awareness of the eternal moment neither grows nor shrinks, 

The awareness of the eternal moment neither attacks nor defends. 
The awareness of the eternal moment neither reveals nor conceals. 
The awareness of the eternal moment neither obsesses nor ignores. 
The awareness of the eternal moment neither harshens nor softens. 
The awareness of the eternal moment neither indulges nor abstains. 
The awareness of the eternal moment neither brightens nor darkens. 

The awareness of the eternal moment neither increases nor decreases. 
The awareness of the eternal moment neither appears nor disappears. 

The awareness of the eternal moment neither conquers nor surrenders. 
The awareness of the eternal moment neither consumes nor preserves. 
The awareness of the eternal moment neither condemns nor absolves. 
The awareness of the eternal moment neither ascends nor descends. 

The awareness of the eternal moment neither hopes nor despairs. 
The awareness of the eternal moment neither seeks nor finds. 
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Dualistic Notion 
 

Is time separate from space? 
Are clouds separate from the sky? 

Are currents separate from the ocean? 
Is consciousness separate from awareness? 

Is one moment separate from any other moment? 
Are you separate from the mystery that is unfathomable? 

All dualistic notions are nothing more than plays of imagination. 
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Easier 
 

Easier to glimpse it than it is to see it. 
Easier to listen to it than it is to hear it. 
Easier to devour it than it is to taste it. 
Easier to whiff it than it is to smell it. 
Easier to touch it than it is to feel it. 
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There Are Times 
 

There are times for war, there are times for peace. 
There are times for strategy, there are times for tactics. 

There are times for argument, there are times for diplomacy. 
There are times for replenishment, there are times for scarcity. 

There are times for maneuver, there are times for extermination. 
There are times to press forward, there are times to withdraw. 
There are times to lay seige, there are times to move around. 

There are times for order, there are times for mayhem. 
There are times for victory, there are times for loss. 

There are times to die, there are times to renew. 
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The Same Quantum Mystery 
 

Asleep or drowsy or indolent or awake, 
It is all the same quantum pointlessness, 

It is all the same quantum unfathomability. 
It is all the same quantum unborn-undying. 
It is all the same quantum unknowability. 
It is all the same quantum indivisibility. 
It is all the same quantum dreamtime. 

It is all the same quantum mystery. 
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Was Anyone? 
 

Was Jesus really the Jesus you think he was? 
Was Moses really the Moses you think he was? 

Was Lao Tzu really the Lao Tzu you think he was? 
Was Shankara really the Shankara you think he was? 

Was Muhammed really the Muhammed you think he was? 
Was Zoroaster really the Zoroaster you think he was? 

Was Krishna really the Krishna you think he was? 
Was Buddha really the Buddha you think he was? 
Was anyone really the anyone you think he was? 
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The Same Awareness 
 

All sentient life forms small to great gaze out upon their unique universe, 
Each and every one, the same indivisible, ubiquitous awareness, 

The same indivisible source, the same indivisible mystery. 
Declare the awareness to be one god or many, 

By whatever deific-sounding sounds comes to mind, 
The inscrutable that humankind ever aspires to penetrate, 

Is eternally indifferent to, unaffected by, all conscious endeavors. 
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The Mystery of the Mystery 
 

It is a mysterious mystery. 
It is an absolute mystery. 

It is an immeasurable mystery. 
It is an immaculate mystery. 

It is a sovereign mystery. 
It is an indelible mystery. 

It is an unadulterated mystery. 
It is an indivisible mystery. 

It is an inexplicable mystery. 
It is an ultimate mystery. 

It is an unknowable mystery. 
It is a timeless mystery. 

It is a quintessential mystery. 
It is a spaceless mystery. 

It is an imperishable mystery. 
It is an unfathomable mystery. 

It is a pristine mystery. 
It is an indecipherable mystery. 

It is a seamless mystery. 
It is an interminable mystery. 

It is a baffling mystery. 
It is an unmitigated mystery. 
It is an unspoiled mystery. 

It is an impeccable mystery. 
It is an enigmatic mystery. 

It is an inconceivable mystery. 
It is an untainted mystery. 
It is an ineffable mystery. 

It is an inscrutable mystery. 
It is a precise mystery. 

It is an impenetrable mystery. 
It is an ideal mystery. 

It is a flawless mystery. 
It is an unborn mystery. 
It is an undying mystery. 
It is an eternal mystery. 

It is an unparalleled mystery. 
It is a supreme mystery. 

It is an architype mystery. 
It is a superlative mystery. 

It is an unavoidable mystery. 
It is a creative mystery. 

It is a destructive mystery. 
It is an inventive mystery. 

It is an imaginative mystery. 
It is an unprecedented mystery. 
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It is a singular mystery. 
It is a spectacular mystery. 
It is an unusual mystery. 

It is a novel mystery. 
It is an innovative mystery. 
It is a spontaneous mystery. 

It is a kaleidoscoping mystery. 
It is a unique mystery. 

It is a paradigm mystery. 
It is a metaphorical mystery. 

It is an adamant mystery. 
It is a metaphorical mystery. 
It is an inescapable mystery. 

It is an unchangeable mystery. 
It is a relentless mystery. 

It is an inflexible mystery. 
It is an ironic mystery. 

It is a paradoxical mystery. 
It is a boggling mystery. 

It is an unrivaled mystery. 
It is an unequaled mystery. 
It is an unmatched mystery. 

It is an unsurpassed mystery. 
It is a special mystery. 

It is an outstanding mystery. 
It is a brilliant mystery. 

It is an inexorable mystery. 
It is an exclusive mystery. 

It is an incomprehensible mystery. 
It is a distinctive mystery. 

It is an exceptional mystery. 
It is an inimitable mystery. 
It is a matchless mystery. 

It is a one-off mystery. 
It is an outstanding mystery. 
It is an irreplaceable mystery. 
It is a hypothetical mystery. 
It is a theoretical mystery. 

It is an implausible mystery. 
It is a surreptitious mystery. 
It is an unsolvable mystery. 

It is a cryptic mystery. 
It is a puzzling mystery. 

It is an extraordinary mystery. 
It is a profound mystery. 
It is a ruthless mystery. 

It is a perplexing mystery. 
It is a complex mystery. 
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It is an incomparable mystery. 
It is a peculiar mystery. 
It is a weird mystery. 

It is an audacious mystery. 
It is a cagey mystery. 

It is a fearless mystery. 
It is an intrepid mystery. 

It is a courageous mystery. 
It is a puzzling mystery. 
It is an obscure mystery. 
It is a hidden mystery. 

It is an ambiguous mystery. 
It is an abyss mystery. 
It is an empty mystery. 
It is an obtuse mystery. 
It is a vacuous mystery. 

It is a streaming mystery. 
It is a bottomless mystery. 

It is a shrewd mystery. 
It is a perceptive mystery. 

It is a wise mystery. 
It is a judicious mystery. 
It is an incisive mystery. 

It is an intelligent mystery. 
It is a sensible mystery. 

It is a never-ending mystery. 
It is a limitless mystery. 

It is a boundless mystery. 
It is an effortless mystery. 

It is an unpretentious mystery. 
It is an artless mystery. 

It is an inherent mystery. 
It is an actual mystery. 

It is a predictable mystery. 
It is a foolish mystery. 

It is an instinctive mystery. 
It is a hollow mystery. 
It is a vague mystery. 

It is a vibrating mystery. 
It is a pointless mystery. 

It is a hard-hearted mystery. 
It is a methodical mystery. 
It is an oscillating mystery. 

It is a quantum mystery. 
It is a scientific mystery. 
It is a logical mystery. 
It is a precise mystery. 

It is a detached mystery. 
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It is a forthright mystery. 
It is a natural mystery. 
It is an exact mystery. 

It is a systematic mystery. 
It is a complete mystery. 
It is a definitive mystery. 

It is a state-of-the-art mystery. 
It is a true mystery. 

It is an implacable mystery. 
It is a merciless mystery. 

It is an unbending mystery. 
It is a callous mystery. 

It is an abundant mystery. 
It is an everything mystery. 

It is an unbreakable mystery. 
It is an immortal mystery. 

It is a ground mystery. 
It is a demanding mystery. 
It is a meticulous mystery. 
It is a holographic mystery. 

It is a matrix mystery. 
It is a patternless mystery. 

It is an arcane mystery. 
It is an esoteric mystery. 

It is an untraceable mystery. 
It is a pathless mystery. 

It is an indescribable mystery. 
It is a majestic mystery. 
It is a nothing mystery. 

It is a fastidious mystery. 
It is an unexplainable mystery. 

It is an unyielding mystery. 
It is an infinite mystery. 
It is a bona fide mystery. 

It is a mysterious mystery. 
 

It is … a mystery. 
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Imagination 
 

Imagination, creator of all that is nothing more than quantum illusion. 
Imagination, creator of all that has never been anything more than quantum illusion. 
Imagination, creator of all that will never be anything more than quantum illusion. 

Imagination, only as material as the sensory-born illusion of the given moment. 
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Will It Really Matter? 
 

Will it really matter in one second? 
Will it really matter in ten seconds? 
Will it really matter in one minute? 
Will it really matter in one hour? 
Will it really matter in one day? 

Will it really matter in one week? 
Will it really matter in one month? 
Will it really matter in six months? 
Will it really matter in one year? 
Will it really matter in two years? 
Will it really matter in five years? 
Will it really matter in ten years? 

Will it really matter in twenty years? 
Will it really matter in one hundred years? 
Will it really matter in five hundred years? 
Will it really matter in one thousand years? 
Will it really matter in ten thousand years? 

Will it really matter in twenty thousand years? 
Will it really matter in one hundred thousand years? 

Will it really matter in one million years? 
Will it really matter in ten million years? 

Will it really matter in one hundred million years? 
Will it really matter in one billion years? 
Will it really matter in ten billion years? 
Will it really matter in one trillion years? 

Will it really matter in one gazillion years? 
 

Did it really ever matter at all? 
 

Vanity, vanity, all is vanity. 
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The Mind Is, the Mind Is Not 
 

The mind is, the mind is not, a dream. 
The mind is, the mind is not, a delusion. 

The mind is, the mind is not, a habit. 
The mind is, the mind is not, a truth. 

The mind is, the mind is not, a practice. 
The mind is, the mind is not, a trance. 

The mind is, the mind is not, a fixation. 
The mind is, the mind is not, an obsession. 
The mind is, the mind is not, a fondness. 
The mind is, the mind is not, a tendency. 

The mind is, the mind is not, a bent. 
The mind is, the mind is not, a fabrication. 

The mind is, the mind is not, a lie. 
The mind is, the mind is not, a pretense. 

The mind is, the mind is not, a chameleon. 
The mind is, the mind is not, a hope. 

The mind is, the mind is not, a reality. 
The mind is, the mind is not, a passion. 
The mind is, the mind is not, a reverie. 

The mind is, the mind is not, a hallucination. 
The mind is, the mind is not, a leaning. 
The mind is, the mind is not, a desire. 

The mind is, the mind is not, an aspiration. 
The mind is, the mind is not, an idea. 
The mind is, the mind is not, a notion. 
The mind is, the mind is not, a mirage. 
The mind is, the mind is not, a custom. 

The mind is, the mind is not, a preference. 
The mind is, the mind is not, a memory. 
The mind is, the mind is not, an irony. 

The mind is, the mind is not, a paradox. 
The mind is, the mind is not, a figment. 

The mind is, the mind is not, a daydream. 
The mind is, the mind is not, a wish. 

The mind is, the mind is not, an ambition. 
The mind is, the mind is not, a pattern. 
The mind is, the mind is not, a frame. 

The mind is, the mind is not, a nightmare. 
The mind is, the mind is not, a trick. 

The mind is, the mind is not, a tradition. 
The mind is, the mind is not, a thought. 
The mind is, the mind is not, a window. 

The mind is, the mind is not, a fear. 
The mind is, the mind is not, a template. 
The mind is, the mind is not, an artifice. 
The mind is, the mind is not, a custom. 
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The mind is, the mind is not, a convention. 
The mind is, the mind is not, a chimera. 

The mind is, the mind is not, a projection. 
The mind is, the mind is not, an impression. 

The mind is, the mind is not, a goal. 
The mind is, the mind is not, a pipedream. 

The mind is, the mind is not, a wont. 
The mind is, the mind is not, a deception. 
The mind is, the mind is not, a fantasy. 

The mind is, the mind is not, an addiction. 
The mind is, the mind is not, a problem. 

The mind is, the mind is not, a mold. 
The mind is, the mind is not, a character. 

The mind is, the mind is not, a liking. 
The mind is, the mind is not, an inclination. 

The mind is, the mind is not, a matrix. 
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How Can You Ever Describe It? 
 

How can you ever describe a sound? 
How can you ever describe a sight? 
How can you ever describe a taste? 
How can you ever describe a smell? 

How can you ever describe a feeling? 
How can you ever describe anything? 

And yet we are ever linguistic acrobats. 
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What is Genesis? 
 

What is Genesis but a wind propelling its own sail. 
What is Genesis but a brush frolicking upon its own canvas. 
What is Genesis but a hammer pounding upon its own nail. 
What is Genesis but a wave heading toward its own shore. 
What is Genesis but a flame burning in its own darkness. 
What is Genesis but a particle drifting in its own space. 
What is Genesis but a dream floating in its given mind. 
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Only Vanity Believes 
 

Only vanity believes it is real. 
Only vanity believes it is important. 

Only vanity believes in gods and demons. 
Only vanity believes in ghosts and monsters. 
Only vanity believes in messiahs and saints. 
Only vanity believes it is harbor to change. 
Only vanity believes in more, more, more. 
Only vanity believes nil is not an option. 
Only vanity believes imagination exists. 

Only vanity believes itself immortal. 
Only vanity believes belief is true. 
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So It Goes 
 

So many sights you will never see, 
So many sounds you will never hear, 
So many scents you will never smell, 
So many flavors you will never taste, 
So many textures you will never feel, 

So many thoughts you will never think, 
So many things you will never own. 
So many things you will never do. 
So many things you will never be. 

So it goes. 
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Only as Real as You Imagine Them 
 

Differences are only as real as you imagine them. 
Conclusions are only as real as you imagine them. 
Assumptions are only as real as you imagine them. 
Speculations are only as real as you imagine them. 
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How Can You Look, and Not See? 
 

How can you look at this mystery, and not see it is you? 
How can you look at any other, and not see it is you? 

How can you look at a mountain, and not see it is you? 
How can you look at a plant, and not see it is you? 

How can you look at a stream, and not see it is you? 
How can you look at a rock, and not see it is you? 
How can you look at a table, and not see it is you? 

How can you look at an insect, and not see it is you? 
How can you look at a bird, and not see it is you? 
How can you look at a fish, and not see it is you? 

How can you look at a horse, and not see it is you? 
How can you look at a man, and not see he is you? 

How can you look at a woman, and not see she is you? 
How can you look at a child, and not see it is you? 

How can you look at the ocean, and not see it is you? 
How can you look at a cloud, and not see it is you? 
How can you look at the sky, and not see it is you? 

How can you look at the moon, and not see it is you? 
How can you look at the sun, and not see it is you? 

How can you look at the stars, and not see they are you? 
How can you look at a particle of dust, and not see it is you? 

How can you look at the space between all, and not see it is you? 
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What Difference? 
 

To be, or not to be, what difference? 
To see. or not to see, what difference? 

To hear. or not to hear, what difference? 
To taste, or not to taste, what difference? 

To smell. or not to smell, what difference? 
To touch, or not to touch, what difference? 
To think, or not to think, what difference? 
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Regarding Intelligence 
 

Somebody came up with eight types of intelligence: 
bodily kinesthetic (body smart) 

interpersonal (people smart) 
verbal linguistic (word smart) 

logical-mathematical (logic smart) 
naturalistic (nature smart) 
intrapersonal (self smart) 

visual-spatial (picture smart) 
musical (music smart) 

 
Another collection also lists eight, with slight variations: 

mathematical (number smart), 
musical (music smart), 
linguistic (word smart), 

naturalistic (nature smart), 
intrapersonal (self smart), 

interpersonal (people smart), 
body-kinesthetic (body smart), 

visual (picture smart) 
 

Another fellow, named Mark Vital, stoked it up to nine: 
naturalist (understanding living things and reading nature) 

musical (discerning sounds, their pitch, tone, rhythm, and timbre) 
logical-mathematical (quantifying things, making hypotheses and proving them) 

existential (tackling the questions of why we live, and why we die) 
interpersonal (sensing people’s feelings and motives) 

bodily-kinesthetic (coordinating your mind with your body) 
linguistic (finding the right words to express what you mean) 

intrapersonal (understanding yourself, what you feel, and what you want) 
spatial (visualizing the world in 3D) 

 
Likely many, if not most, fall into at least one of the above categories. 

 
And what sort of intelligence is required to be any other life form, any other earthling, 
On this spinning rock some humans call Earth, in a cosmos some call the Universe? 
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Yesterday & Tomorrow 
 

Who was yesterday? Who will be tomorrow? 
What was yesterday? What will be tomorrow? 

Where was yesterday? Where will be tomorrow? 
When was yesterday? When will be tomorrow? 
Why was yesterday? Why will be tomorrow? 
How was yesterday? How will be tomorrow? 
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Ultimate Reality 
 

Ultimate reality is well prior to, and well beyond, all visions. 
Ultimate reality is well prior to, and well beyond, all sounds. 
Ultimate reality is well prior to, and well beyond, all tastes. 
Ultimate reality is well prior to, and well beyond, all smells. 
Ultimate reality is well prior to, and well beyond, all touch. 
Ultimate reality is well prior to, and well beyond, all senses. 
Ultimate reality is well prior to, and well beyond, all minds. 
Ultimate reality is well prior to, and well beyond, all minds. 
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Before All Beginnings, After All Ends 
 

When did imagination begin? And who was it before? Who will it be after it ends? 
When did imagination begin? And what was it before? What will it be after it ends? 

When did imagination begin? And where was it before? Where will it be after it ends? 
When did imagination begin? And when was it before? Where when it be after it ends? 

When did imagination begin? And why was it before? Why will it be after it ends? 
When did imagination begin? And how was it before? How will it be after it ends? 
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Existence is Enough 
 

Existence is enough. 
The moment is enough. 

It does not require stories. 
It does not require philosophies. 

It does not require deities or dogmas. 
It does not require more, more, ever more. 

It does not require meaning, it does not require purpose. 
It does not require power or wealth or celebrity. 

It does not require pedestrian groupthink. 
It does not require political sanction. 

It does not require consciousness. 
It does not require knowledge. 
It does not require anything. 
Not even the illusory you. 
The moment is enough. 

Existence is enough. 
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Water Does Not 
 

Water does not battle the rock. 
It does not disobey gravity. 
It does not resist the sun. 
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Just Another 
 

Just another sound. 
Just another sight. 
Just another taste. 
Just another smell. 
Just another touch. 

Just another thought. 
Where is the space? 
Where is the time? 
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The Garden of Dualistic Notion 
 

The Garden of Life and Death. 
The Garden of Good and Evil. 
The Garden of Desire and Fear. 
The Garden of Sweet and Bitter. 
The Garden of Black and White. 

The Garden of Sound and Silence. 
The Garden of Kind and Callous. 
The Garden of Full and Empty. 
The Garden of Hot and Cold. 

The Garden of Ones and Zeros. 
The Garden of Dualistic Notion. 
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Ever the Same You 
 

You are ever the same You. 
Everything is ever the same You. 

There is nothing that is not the same You. 
No matter the dimension. 
No matter the quantum. 
No matter the matrix. 

No matter the universe. 
No matter the galaxy. 

No matter the star. 
No matter the world. 
No matter the space. 
No matter the time. 

No matter the culture. 
No matter the language. 

No matter the mind-body. 
No matter the dream. 
No matter the gender. 

No matter the costume. 
No matter the vocation. 
No matter the dogma. 
No matter the politics. 
No matter the attitude. 

No matter the whatever. 
You are ever the same You. 
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What is Hope? 
 

To hope, or not to hope, that is the question. 
 

What is hope? 
 

What is hope, but: 
Hope is to: 

Hope is: 
Hope: 

 
Go back to the drawing board 

Beat around the bush 
That ship has sailed 
Go down in flames 

Have eyes bigger than one's stomach 
Fly in the ointment 

A dime a dozen 
A bitter pill to swallow 

Call it a day 
Take with a grain of salt 

Cutting corners 
All thumbs 

Get your act together 
Break a leg 

It's not rocket science 
Make a long story short 

Wild goose chase 
Straw that broke the camel's back 

Miss the boat 
No horse in this race 
Hook, line and sinker 

Couch potato 
Heard it through the grapevine 

At the drop of a hat 
Barking up the wrong tree 

A hot potato 
By the seat of one's pants 

Chink in one's armor 
Bird brain 

Cut somebody some slack 
My two cents 

Kill two birds with one stone 
Bed of roses 

Pull someone's leg 
Pull yourself together 

Speak of the devil 
Time flies when you're having fun 
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By the skin of one's teeth 
Two a penny 

Elephant in the room 
Don't count chickens before they hatch 

No dog in this fight 
To make matters worse 

For a song 
Pushing up daisies 

Trip the light fantastic 
We'll cross that bridge when we come to it 

Shoot the breeze 
Throw under the bus 

Wrap your head around something 
Screw the pooch 

Your guess is as good as mine 
You can say that again 
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What Happened 
 

What happened to the Egyptians, 
What happened to the Persians, 
What happened to the Chinese, 
What happened to the Greeks, 
What happened to the Spanish, 
What happened to the French, 
What happened to the English, 

What happened to the Germans, 
What happened to the Russians, 
What happened to the Aztecs, 
What happened to the Incas, 
What happened to the Zulus, 

What happened to the Romans, 
Is what happens to all robust tribes. 

Everything that rises, sooner or later falls. 
That is the statistical certainty of all manifestation. 

Including this genesis, this matrix, and any and all creations prior and hence. 
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Blobs Everywhere 
 

Blobs everywhere. 
Some with eyes. 
Some with ears. 

Some with noses. 
Some with mouths. 
Some with fingers. 

Some with toes. 
Some with legs. 
Some with arms. 
Some with tails. 

Some with muscles. 
Some with fat. 

Some with wings. 
Some with feelers. 

Some with fins. 
Some with flesh. 
Some with hair. 

Some with scales. 
Some with wit. 

Some with folly. 
Some with … 
Some with … 
Some with … 

Some with whatever. 
All blobs, nonetheless. 
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What is Left? 
 

What is left, after you stop imagining you are the body? 
What is left, after you stop imagining you are the identity? 

What is left, after you stop imagining you are all these memories? 
What is left, after you stop imagining you are all these relationships? 

What is left, after you stop imagining you are anything at all? 
What is left, but the still, pure awareness, you ever are, 

That to which all manifestation is but a dream. 
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Only as Real as You Imagine It 
 

Reality is only as real as you imagine it. 
Space is only as real as you imagine it. 
Time is only as real as you imagine it. 

History is only as real as you imagine it. 
Science is only as real as you imagine it. 

Mathematics is only as real as you imagine it. 
Music is only as real as you imagine it. 

Art is only as real as you imagine it. 
Philosophy is only as real as you imagine it. 

Industry is only as real as you imagine it. 
Technology is only as real as you imagine it. 
Architecture is only as real as you imagine it. 

Existence is only as real as you imagine it. 
Stuff is only as real as you imagine it. 
Other is only as real as you imagine it. 
Nature is only as real as you imagine it. 
Gaia is only as real as you imagine it. 

Genesis is only as real as you imagine it. 
Dreamtime is only as real as you imagine it. 
Everything is only as real as you imagine it. 

God is only as real as you imagine it. 
Awareness is only as real as you imagine it. 

Self is only as real as you imagine it. 
You are only as real as you imagine it. 
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The Same You 
 

Through all times, 
Through all spaces, 

The same genesis in all, 
The same unknown in all, 

The same consciousness in all, 
The same imagination in all, 
The same awareness in all, 
The same moment in all, 
The same mystery in all, 

The same voice in all, 
The same You in all. 
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Who Really Knows? Who Really Cares? 
 

How many really know, really care, what Schopenhauer thought? 
How many really know, really care, what Wittgenstein thought? 

How many really know, really care, what Lao Tzu thought? 
How many really know, really care, what Buddha thought? 
How many really know, really care, what Comte thought? 
How many really know, really care, what Bacon thought? 

How many really know, really care, what Heraclitus thought? 
How many really know, really care, what Kafka thought? 
How many really know, really care, what Hume thought? 

How many really know, really care, what Rousseau thought? 
How many really know, really care, what Russell thought? 
How many really know, really care, what Hobbes thought? 

How many really know, really care, what Machiavelli thought? 
How many really know, really care, what Foucault thought? 

How many really know, really care, what Plato thought? 
How many really know, really care, what Kierkegaard thought? 

How many really know, really care, what Krishna thought? 
How many really know, really care, what Mill thought? 

How many really know, really care, what de Beauvoir thought? 
How many really know, really care, what Hess thought? 

How many really know, really care, what Aquinas thought? 
How many really know, really care, what Carneades thought? 
How many really know, really care, what Diogenes thought? 

How many really know, really care, what Smith thought? 
How many really know, really care, what Confucius thought? 

How many really know, really care, what Arendt thought? 
How many really know, really care, what James thought? 

How many really know, really care, what Parmenides thought? 
How many really know, really care, what Pascal thought? 

How many really know, really care, what Chomsky thought? 
How many really know, really care, what Thales thought? 
How many really know, really care, what Sina thought? 

How many really know, really care, what Patanjali thought? 
How many really know, really care, what Watts thought? 

How many really know, really care, what Ram Dass thought? 
How many really know, really care, what Osho thought? 

How many really know, really care, what Derrida thought? 
How many really know, really care, what Marx thought? 

How many really know, really care, what Vonnegut thought? 
How many really know, really care, what Wollstonecraft thought? 

How many really know, really care, what Descartes thought? 
How many really know, really care, what Sartre thought? 

How many really know, really care, what Muhammad thought? 
How many really know, really care, what Locke thought? 

How many really know, really care, what Emerson thought? 
How many really know, really care, what Nietzsche thought? 
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How many really know, really care, what Arendt thought? 
How many really know, really care, what Dewey thought? 

How many really know, really care, what Zoroaster thought? 
How many really know, really care, what Whitman thought? 

How many really know, really care, what Kant thought? 
How many really know, really care, what Shankara thought? 

How many really know, really care, what Plato thought? 
How many really know, really care, what Epicurus thought? 

How many really know, really care, what Ashtavakra thought? 
How many really know, really care, what Aurelius thought? 
How many really know, really care, what Socrates thought? 

How many really know, really care, what Jesus thought? 
How many really know, really care, what Yogananda thought? 

How many really know, really care, what Aristotle thought? 
How many really know, really care, what Camus thought? 
How many really know, really care, what Voltaire thought? 
How many really know, really care, what Spinoza thought? 
How many really know, really care, what Thoreau thought? 
How many really know, really care, what Hegel thought? 

How many really know, really care, what Socrates thought? 
How many really know, really care, what Heidegger thought? 

How many really know, really care, what Krishnamurti thought? 
How many really know, really care, what you think? 

Never hurts to get over yourself anytime soon. 
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What Will Your Death Be Like? 
 

What will your death, your departure, your exodus, be like? 
Will it be passionate or peaceful? Painful or painless? 

Will it be expected or unexpected? Quick or slow? 
Will you be all alone or surrounded by others? 

Will you be whimpering or unconcerned? 
Will you be pleading to some deity? 

Or already at home in the abyss? 
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Real Friendship 
 

Real friendship does not change. 
Real friendship does not judge. 
Real friendship does not betray. 
Real friendship does not detract. 
Real friendship does not thieve. 

Real friendship does not intimidate. 
Real friendship does not envy. 

Real friendship does not manipulate. 
Real friendship does not deny. 

Real friendship does not overwhelm. 
Real friendship does not attack. 
Real friendship does not cling. 

Real friendship does not dissolve. 
Real friendship does not differentiate. 

Real friendship does not desert. 
Real friendship does not ridicule. 
Real friendship does not labor. 

Real friendship does not diminish. 
Real friendship does not dogmatize. 

Real friendship does not malign. 
Real friendship does not abandon. 
Real friendship does not deceive. 

Real friendship does not hurt. 
Real friendship does not destroy. 

Real friendship does not turn away. 
Real friendship does not end. 

 
Is there such a thing as a real friend? 

 
Or is it just a lot of yada-yada, comparable to fallacious notions of family and flag? 
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Nothing More to Be 
 

Stop wishing you were some other place. 
Stop wishing you were some other time. 
Stop wishing you were some other life. 
Here You are … right here, right now. 
Awareness … pure, simple, absolute. 
Ineffable, inexplicable, unfathomable. 
Nothing more to be, nothing else to be. 
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You Are the Awareness 
 

You are not the self. 
You are not the mind. 
You are not the body, 
You are not the world. 

You are not the cosmos. 
You are the awareness. 
You were never born. 
You will never die. 
Let go all dreams. 

Let go all illusions. 
Let go all delusions. 

Let go all attachments. 
Pay attention to the moment. 

Be free of space, be free of time. 
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Without the Mind-Body 
 

Without the mind-body, 
What is wet, what is dry? 
What is hot, what is cold? 

What is loud, what is quiet? 
What is sweet, what is bitter? 

What is pleasure, what is pain? 
What is coarse, what is smooth? 
What is harsh, what is gentle? 
What is any now-soon-then? 
Without illusion its game? 
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Work on Imagining 
 

Work on imagining who you really are, and are not. 
Work on imagining what you really are, and are not. 
Work on imagining where you really are, and are not. 
Work on imagining when you really are, and are not. 
Work on imagining why you really are, and are not. 
Work on imagining how you really are, and are not. 
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Regarding Free Will 
 

You really believe you have free will? 
Could you be free of your time? 
Could you be free of your space? 

Could you be free of your genetics? 
Could you be free of your body? 
Could you be free of your face? 
Could you be free of your eyes? 
Could you be free of your ears? 
Could you be free of your nose? 

Could you be free of your tongue? 
Could you be free of your touch? 

Could you be free of your language? 
Could you be free of your ethnicity? 
Could you be free of your gender? 
Could you be free of your status? 

Could you be free of your knowledge? 
Could you be free of your memories? 

Could you be free of your beliefs? 
Could you be free of your wealth? 
Could you be free of your religion? 
Could you be free of your politics? 
Could you be free of your feelings? 

Could you be free of your emotions? 
Could you be free of your prejudices? 
Could you be free of your reflections? 

Could you be free of your insights? 
Could you be free of your appetites? 
Could you be free of your family? 
Could you be free of your friends? 

Could you be free of your acquaintances? 
Could you be free of your adversaries? 

Could you be free of your heritage? 
Could you be free of your tribe? 
Could you be free of your work? 
Could you be free of your habits? 
Could you be free of your foods? 

Could you be free of your liquids? 
Could you be free of your pleasures? 

Could you be free of your pains? 
Could you be free of your sexuality? 

Could you be free of your things? 
Could you be free of your hobbies? 
Could you be free of your loves? 
Could you be free of your likes? 
Could you be free of your hates? 

Could you be free of your reactions? 
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Could you be free of your banter? 
Could you be free of your algorithm? 

Could you be free of your world? 
Could you be free of your cosmos? 
Could you be free of your moment? 
Could you be free of anything at all? 

The human paradigm is as fixed as any. 
It may seem a complex, superior pattern, 

In which consciousness reigns over instinct, 
But you are as caught in it, as any jellyfish is its. 

Even your most unpredictable actions are predictable. 
Free will looking forward, fate looking back. 

Your destiny awaits your arrival. 
Die to it now, if you can. 
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The Moment is Now 
 

The moment is now. 
Not before, not after. 
There is no who in it 
There is no what in it. 
There is no where in it. 
There is no when in it. 
There is no why in it. 
There is no how in it. 
The hustle misses it. 
The bustle misses it. 

The mind cannot grasp it. 
The moment is right here, right now. 

Discern the moment, discern the moment you are. 
The moment you have ever been, the moment you will ever be. 

The moment you are not, never were, will never be. 
Abide in the awareness, witness to it all. 
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How Domesticated Are You? 
 

How domesticated are you. 
How domesticated are you? 
How domesticated are you! 
How domesticated are you!? 
How domesticated are you?! 
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The Envy of Fellow Earthlings 
 

Why would an elephant envy you? 
Why would a snail envy you? 
Why would a tree envy you? 
Why would an ant envy you? 
Why would a bear envy you? 

Why would a mouse envy you? 
Why would a sparrow envy you? 
Why would an eagle envy you? 

Why would a jellyfish envy you? 
Why would a tiger envy you? 

Why would a dolphin envy you? 
Why would a salmon envy you? 

Why would a cockroach envy you? 
Why would a snail envy you? 

Why would a monkey envy you? 
Why would a deer envy you? 
Why would a crab envy you? 

Why would a badger envy you? 
Why would a rose envy you? 
Why would a weed envy you? 

Why would a salamander envy you? 
Why would a snake envy you? 

Why would an alligator envy you? 
Why would a microbe envy you? 
Why would a butterfly envy you? 

All life forms are masters of their given worlds. 
Why would any fellow earthling ever envy any human? 

Why would any ever want to be anything other than what it is? 
Only human beings are at all dissatisfied with their roles, 
The parts, into which the genetic lottery has cast them. 
All existence plays whatever fate has been ordained. 
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As Intangible as Intangible Can Be 
 

Awareness cannot be seen. 
Awareness cannot be heard. 
Awareness cannot be tasted. 

Awareness cannot be smelled 
Awareness cannot be touched. 
Awareness cannot be thought. 

Awareness is as intangible, 
As intangible can be. 
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Worms Do Not Care 
 

Die wealthy, die poor. 
Die powerful, die weak. 

Die known, die unknown. 
Die brave, die coward. 
Die loved, die hated. 
Die happy, die sad. 
Worms do not care. 
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What Choice? 
 

What choice has anyone ever had in anything, really? 
Nature-nurture, the genetic lottery, coupled with the given backdrop – 

History, culture, politics, religion, language, wealth, status, gender, and whatever else – 
Fashion all, as surely, as deftly, as a mold does any lump of quantum terra-cotta. 

Human consciousness may vainly, in so many ways, deem itself superior,  
To the churning instinctual algorithms of all its fellow earthlings, 

But primordial instinct is the underlying operating system, 
That has been running this state of so-called existence, 

Since long before the first hint, the first tethers, of imagination. 
Destiny is, each and every timeless moment, choreographing your arrival. 
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Waiting for Jesus 
 

Waiting for Schopenhauer. 
Waiting for Wittgenstein. 

Waiting for Lao Tzu. 
Waiting for Buddha. 
Waiting for Comte. 
Waiting for Bacon. 

Waiting for Heraclitus. 
Waiting for Kafka. 
Waiting for Hume. 

Waiting for Rousseau. 
Waiting for Russell. 
Waiting for Hobbes. 

Waiting for Machiavelli. 
Waiting for Foucault. 

Waiting for Plato. 
Waiting for Kierkegaard. 

Waiting for Krishna. 
Waiting for Mill. 

Waiting for de Beauvoir. 
Waiting for Hess. 

Waiting for Aquinas. 
Waiting for Carneades. 
Waiting for Diogenes. 

Waiting for Smith. 
Waiting for Confucius. 

Waiting for Arendt. 
Waiting for James. 

Waiting for Parmenides. 
Waiting for Pascal. 

Waiting for Chomsky. 
Waiting for Thales. 
Waiting for Sina. 

Waiting for Patanjali. 
Waiting for Watts. 

Waiting for Ram Dass. 
Waiting for Osho. 

Waiting for Derrida. 
Waiting for Marx. 

Waiting for Vonnegut. 
Waiting for Wollstonecraft. 

Waiting for Descartes. 
Waiting for Sartre. 

Waiting for Muhammad. 
Waiting for Locke. 

Waiting for Emerson. 
Waiting for Nietzsche. 
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Waiting for Arendt. 
Waiting for Dewey. 

Waiting for Zoroaster. 
Waiting for Whitman. 

Waiting for Kant. 
Waiting for Shankara. 

Waiting for Plato. 
Waiting for Epicurus. 

Waiting for Ashtavakra. 
Waiting for Aurelius. 
Waiting for Socrates. 

Waiting for Jesus. 
Waiting for Yogananda. 

Waiting for Aristotle. 
Waiting for Camus. 
Waiting for Voltaire. 
Waiting for Spinoza. 
Waiting for Thoreau. 
Waiting for Hegel. 

Waiting for Socrates. 
Waiting for Heidegger. 

Waiting for Krishnamurti. 
Might be best not to hold your breath. 
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So, You’re in Love With a Blob, EH? 
 

So, you’re in love with a blob, eh? 
What’s your favorite part? 

Nerves or arteries? 
Brain or body? 

Heart or spleen? 
Clitoris or ovaries? 

Mouth or anus? 
Lungs or liver? 
Eyes or ears? 

Nose or tongue? 
Penis or testicles? 

Legs or arms? 
Knees or elbows? 
Flesh or womb? 

Big toes or thumbs? 
Belly button or buttocks? 

Imagine kissing and licking them all. 
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What Matter? 
 

Here you are, now. 
What matter, who? 
What matter, what? 
What matter, when? 
What matter, where? 
What matter, why? 
What matter, how? 
Here you are, now. 
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The Same Answer 
 

Who are you in there? 
What are you in there? 
Where are you in there? 
When are you in there? 
Why are you in there? 
How are you in there? 

Is not the truest answer, 
The same for one and all? 
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First and Last 
 

This is the first and last breath, breathe it. 
This is the first and last sight, see it. 

This is the first and last sound, hear it. 
This is the first and last taste, taste it. 

This is the first and last smell, smell it. 
This is the first and last touch, touch it 

This is the first and last breath, breathe it. 
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What Point? 
 

No point changing what cannot be changed, 
Journeying that which cannot be journeyed, 
Preserving that which cannot be preserved. 
Criticizing that which cannot be criticized. 
Revealing that which cannot be revealed, 
Traveling that which cannot be traveled. 
Advising that which cannot be advised. 
Creating that which cannot be created, 
Pushing that which cannot be pushed, 
Chasing that which cannot be caught, 
Pulling that which cannot be pulled, 
Loving that which cannot be loved, 
Hating that which cannot be hated, 
Mending that which cannot be torn, 
Seeking that which cannot be found, 
Solving that which cannot be solved, 
Sharing that which cannot be shared, 

Beginning that which cannot be begun, 
Finishing that which cannot be finished, 

Destroying that which cannot be destroyed. 
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When More is Never Enough 
 

The deeper meaning. 
The greater buzz. 
The higher high. 
The bigger big. 
The fuller full. 
The nth degree. 
The larger large. 

The farthest shore. 
The greater purpose. 

The grander whatever, 
Where more is never enough, 

And forever never ends. 
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The Same Mystery in All 
 

Do the engineering. 
Do the architecture. 

Do the language. 
Do the science. 
Do the math. 
Do the art. 

Do the music. 
Do the history. 

Do the athletics. 
Do the humanities. 

Do the good, the bad. 
Do whatever you please, 

The same mystery is in all. 
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Infinity: Everything and Nothing 
 

Infinity is not a number. 
Infinity is not a word. 
Infinity is not a time. 
Infinity is not a space. 

Infinity is not an image. 
Infinity is not a sound. 
Infinity is not a sight. 
Infinity is not a taste. 
Infinity is not a smell. 

Infinity is not a sensation. 
Infinity is not great. 
Infinity is not small. 

Infinity is not a distance. 
Infinity is not a concept. 
Infinity is not an image. 

Infinity is not an emotion. 
Infinity is not a thought. 
Infinity is not anything. 
Infinity is everything. 

Infinity is nothing. 
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The Horror! The Horror! 
 

The sights! The sights! 
The sounds! The sounds! 
The smells! The smells! 
The tastes! The tastes! 

The textures! The textures! 
The thoughts! The thoughts! 

The vanity! The vanity! 
The hunger! The hunger! 

The algorithm! The alsorithm! 
The division! The division! 

The creativity! The creativity! 
The greed! The greed! 

The hypocrisy! The hypocrisy! 
The sorrow! The sorrow! 

The discordance! The discordance! 
The subtlety! The subtlety! 
The laziness! The laziness! 

The love! The love! 
The paradox! The paradox! 

The wealth! The wealth! 
The poverty! The poverty! 

The loneliness! The loneliness! 
The disparity! The disparity! 
The dullness! The dullness! 
The violence! The violence! 
The obesity! The obesity! 

The pain! The pain! 
The disharmony! The disharmony! 

The genetics! The genetics! 
The novelty! The novelty! 

The ambition! The ambition! 
The stress! The stress! 

The predictability! The predictability! 
The ugliness! The ugliness! 

The brilliance! The brilliance! 
The dogma! The dogma! 

The monotony! The monotony! 
The matrix! The matrix! 

The bullshit! The bullshit! 
The wisdom! The wisdom! 

The stupidity! The stupidity! 
The boredom! The boredom! 

The hate! The hate! 
The tradition! The tradition! 
The suffering! The suffering! 

The bother! The bother! 
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The corruption! The corruption! 
The loyalty! The loyalty! 
The worry! The worry! 

The rigidity! The rigidity! 
The cacophony! The cacophony! 

The deceit! The deceit! 
The pleasure! The pleasure! 

The viciousness! The viciousness! 
The irony! The irony! 

The repetition! The repetition! 
The conflict! The conflict! 
The beauty! The beauty! 

The harmony! The harmony! 
The insanity! The insanity! 

The tribalism! The tribalism! 
The cruelty! The cruelty! 

The industry! The industry! 
The emptiness! The emptiness! 

The drama! The drama! 
The inanity! The inanity! 

The absurdity! The absurdity! 
The horror! The horror! 
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Destroy! Destroy! Destroy! 
 

Destroy all the knowledge. 
Destroy all opinions. 

Destroy the other. 
Destroy the world. 

Destroy the cosmos. 
Destroy all the creation. 

Here You are, right here, right now. 
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All Blobs the Same 
 

Some blobs are slimy. 
Some blobs are gooey. 
Some blobs are chewy. 

Some blobs are crunchy. 
Same quantum essence, all. 
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The Mystery Is All 
 

I am mystery. 
You are mystery. 

We are all mystery. 
Everything is mystery. 

Every no-thing is mystery. 
There is nothing not mystery. 

Give up all attempts to know it. 
Let go all that you think you know. 

Inhale the timeless-spaceless moment. 
It is the integrity, the virtue, you truly are. 
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What Would Your Frame of Reference Be? 
 

Imagine having never smelled a smell. 
Imagine having never tasted a flavor. 
Imagine having never seen an image. 
Imagine having never heard a sound. 
Imagine having never felt a sensation. 
Imagine any combination of the above. 

What would your frame of reference be? 
What would your world, your universe, be? 
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What Is the Universe of a Bee? 
 

What is the universe of any life form? 
What is the universe of a bee? 

What is the universe of a hawk? 
What is the universe of a sparrow? 

What is the universe of a cockroach? 
What is the universe of a tiger? 
What is the universe of a virus? 
What is the universe of a frog? 

What is the universe of a dandelion? 
What is the universe of a crow? 
What is the universe of a shark? 

What is the universe of an elephant? 
What is the universe of a bat? 
What is the universe of an ant? 

What is the universe of a butterfly? 
What is the universe of a whale? 
What is the universe of a deer? 

What is the universe of a microbe? 
What is the universe of a snake? 
What is the universe of a spider? 
What is the universe of a plant? 
What is the universe of a moth? 

What is the universe of a lobster? 
What is the universe of a bear? 

What is the universe of a seagull? 
What is the universe of a minnow? 

What is the universe of a clam? 
What is the universe of a dolphin? 

What is the universe of a tree? 
What is the universe of a snail? 
What is the universe of a seal? 

What is the universe of a buffalo? 
What is the universe of a cow? 

What is the universe of a chicken? 
What is the universe of a pig? 

What is the universe of a salmon? 
What is the universe of a badger? 

What is the universe of an octopus? 
What is the universe of a kangaroo? 

What is the universe of a panda? 
What is the universe of a gnat? 
What is the universe of a pike? 
What is the universe of a rat? 

What is the universe of a worm? 
What is the universe of a guppy? 
What is the universe of an owl? 
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What is the universe of a tarantula? 
What is the universe of a sloth? 
What is the universe of a wolf? 

What is the universe of a giraffe? 
What is the universe of a starfish? 
What is the universe of an otter? 

What is the universe of a penguin? 
What is the universe of an alligator? 
What is the universe of a mushroom? 
What is the universe of a salamander? 

What is the universe of any human being? 
No matter the form, no matter the sensory input, 

We are all walking the same stage in different universes. 
Every organism, absolutely unique; all, the same timeless mystery. 
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Where Is Your Face? 
 

Where is your face? What does it really look like? 
What about the back of your noggin? Or either side view? 

What about your back? Or the back of your neck? Or your shoulders? 
Or your derrière, without a mirror? What do others see, when you are walking away? 

Discerning the matrix vista, that state of awareness, prior to consciousness – 
Detached, relativistic, indivisible, timeless, spaceless, boundless – 

Is ample proof, if You are fated to achieve such a feat, 
That you are indeed the mystery, unto Self. 
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How Can You Prove Anything? 

 
How can you prove now; why should you have to? 
How can you prove time; why should you have to? 
How can you prove space; why should you have to? 

How can you prove infinity; why should you have to? 
How can you prove quantum; why should you have to? 
How can you prove anything; why should you have to? 

How can you prove everything; why should you have to? 
How can you prove awareness; why should you have to? 

How can you prove eternity; why should you have to? 
How can you prove naught; why should you have to? 
How can you prove You; why should you have to? 

And as for some God, what would be the point? 
 

Breadcrumbs 2022  
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Will That Be the Last Time? 
 

Will that be the last time you think that? 
Will that be the last time you say that? 
Will that be the last time you do that? 
Will that be the last time you see that? 
Will that be the last time you hear that? 
Will that be the last time you taste that? 
Will that be the last time you smell that? 
Will that be the last time you feel that? 
Will that be the last time you read that? 
Will that be the last time you write that? 

Will that be the last time you discern that? 
Will that be the last time you wonder that? 

Will that be the last time you manipulate that? 
Will that be the last time you calculate that? 

Will that be the last time you draw that? 
Will that be the last time you paint that? 
Will that be the last time you sculpt that? 
Will that be the last time you paint that? 
Will that be the last time you paint that? 
Will that be the last time you dance that? 
Will that be the last time you play that? 
Will that be the last time you covet that? 
Will that be the last time you like that? 
Will that be the last time you love that? 
Will that be the last time you hate that? 

Will that be the last time you travel there? 
Will that be the last time you walk there? 
Will that be the last time you run there? 
Will that be the last time you sit there? 
Will that be the last time you eat that? 

Will that be the last time you cook that? 
Will that be the last time you trade that? 
Will that be the last time you print that? 
Will that be the last time you yell that? 

Will that be the last time you whisper that? 
Will that be the last time you create that? 

Will that be the last time you preserve that? 
Will that be the last time you destroy that? 

Will that be the last time you anything that? 
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A Short List of Modern Entitlements 
(Not necessarily in order of importance) 

 
Food and drink 

Security 
Running water 
Septic systems 

Garbage collection 
Retirement homes 

Pensions 
Social security 

Disability 
Unemployment 

Welfare 
Satellites 

Building codes 
Electricity 

Weights and measures 
Oil 

Glass 
Metals 
Plastics 
Clothing 
Ovens 

Refrigeration 
Air conditioning 

Heating 
Air filtration 

Financial systems 
Education 
Science 

Technology 
Military services 
Police services 
Fire services 

Health services 
Doctors 
Nurses 

Paramedics 
Hospitals 

Ambulances 
Medications 

Dentists 
Jails and prisons 

Bars and nightclubs 
Coffee shops 

Service organizations 
Religious organizations 
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Insurance 
Computers 

Phones 
Mobile phones 

Televisions 
Internet 
Wi-Fi 

Touch screens 
Casinos 

Bluetooth 
Streaming 

Online banking 
Online gaming 

Lightbulbs 
Batteries 
Vehicles 
Lotteries 

Scratchers 
Showers and bathtubs 

Roads and freeway 
Sidewalks 
Stop lights 
Streetlamps 

Retail outlets 
Restaurants 

Bicycles 
Public transport 
Water drainage 

Inventions 
Tools 

Weapons 
Architecture 

Building codes 
Building materials 

Toys 
Games 
Debt 

Machines 
Democracy 
Rule of Law 

Monetary system 
Graphics 

Fans 
Media 
Music 

Software 
Algorithms 

Consumables 
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Office supplies 
Toilets and urinals 
Kitchen utensils 

 
And who knows how long a more detailed list would be? 
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You 
 

The word is not the thing. 
The note is not the melody. 

The number is not the actuality. 
The imagination is not the awareness. 

The moment is not the perception. 
The thought is not the now. 

Truth is not a concept. 
You are not you. 
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Of Rises and Falls 
 

Every life form has its rise and fall. 
Every tribe has its rise and fall. 

Every culture has its rise and fall. 
Every nation has its rise and fall. 

Every boulder has its rise and fall. 
Every mountain has its rise and fall. 

Every world has its rise and fall. 
Every star has its rise and fall. 

Every galaxy has its rise and fall. 
Every universe has its rise and fall. 

The mystery is all, the mystery permeates all. 
The awareness, every moment, indelible witness to all. 

There is no other; only the quantum matrix, and its eternity of appearances, 
Kaleidoscoping a most excellent dream of space and time, that only the rarest minds discern unto Self. 
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You Are the Ephemeral 
 

You are the ephemeral sentience. 
You are the ephemeral awareness. 

You are the ephemeral intelligence. 
You are the ephemeral astuteness. 

You are the ephemeral compassion. 
You are the ephemeral twinkling. 
You are the ephemeral sensitivity. 
You are the ephemeral right now. 
You are the ephemeral awakeness. 
You are the ephemeral here now. 
You are the ephemeral alertness. 
You are the ephemeral absurdity. 
You are the ephemeral madness. 

You are the ephemeral discrimination. 
You are the ephemeral keenness. 

You are the ephemeral shrewdness. 
You are the ephemeral foolishness. 

You are the ephemeral intuition. 
You are the ephemeral moment. 

You are the ephemeral judiciousness. 
You are the ephemeral sagacity. 
You are the ephemeral fluidity. 
You are the ephemeral wisdom. 
You are the ephemeral acumen. 

You are the ephemeral flexibility. 
You are the ephemeral instant. 
You are the ephemeral insight. 

You are the ephemeral now. 
You are the ephemeral acuity. 
You are the ephemeral jiffy. 

You are the ephemeral sagacity. 
You are the ephemeral wisdom. 
You are the ephemeral acumen. 

You are the ephemeral shrewdness. 
You are the ephemeral judiciousness. 

You are the ephemeral sensitivity. 
You are the ephemeral here. 

You are the ephemeral perception. 
You are the ephemeral discernment. 
You are the ephemeral discernment. 

You are the ephemeral present. 
You are the ephemeral passion. 

You are the ephemeral dexterity. 
You are the ephemeral sentience. 

You are the ephemeral perceptiveness. 
It you are thinking it, you are not being it. 
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What Will History Call It? 
 

What will history call it? 
The Great Reckoning 
The Great Alignment 
The Great Adjustment 

The Great Fall 
The Great Devaluation 

The Great Collapse 
The Great Extinction 

The Great Disintegration 
The Great Annihilation 

The Great Extermination 
The Great Decline 

The Great Termination 
The Great Correction 
The Great Cascade 

The Great Avalanche 
The Great Retrenching 
The Great Meltdown 

The Great Dissolution 
The Great Downfall 
The Great Demise 

The Great Andropocene 
The Great Difference 

The Great Exodus 
The Great Depression 

The Great Retreat 
The Great Articulation 

The Great Descent 
The Great Apology 

The Great Reduction 
The Great Plummet 

The Great Repression 
The Great Extinction 
The Great Desolation 
The Great Undoing 
The Great Departure 

The Great Awakening 
Step right up, folks! 

Time machines for sale! 
Get ‘em while they’re hot! 
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Just This Moment 
 

There is just this timeless moment. 
 

Sometimes it is ecstasy, sometimes it is agony. 
Sometimes it is true, sometimes it is false. 
Sometimes it is full, sometimes it is empty. 
Sometimes it is happy, sometimes it is sad. 

Sometimes it is known, sometimes it is unknown. 
Sometimes it is life, sometimes it is death. 

Sometimes it is pleasant, sometimes it is noxious. 
Sometimes it is fast, sometimes it is slow. 

Sometimes it is clear, sometimes it is foggy. 
Sometimes it is tangible, sometimes it is intangible. 

Sometimes it is rich, sometimes it is poor. 
Sometimes it is on, sometimes it is off. 

Sometimes it is white, sometimes it is black. 
Sometimes it is large, sometimes it is small. 

Sometimes it is real, sometimes it is imaginary. 
Sometimes it is smart, sometimes it is stupid. 

Sometimes it is straight, sometimes it is crooked. 
Sometimes it is punctual, sometimes it is late. 

Sometimes it is busy, sometimes it is slow. 
Sometimes it is reassuring, sometimes it is scary. 
Sometimes it is serene, sometimes it is bustling. 
Sometimes it is beautiful, sometimes it is ugly. 

Sometimes it is sharp, sometimes it is blunt. 
Sometimes it is day, sometimes it is night. 

Sometimes it is bright, sometimes it is gloomy. 
Sometimes it is loving, sometimes it is hateful. 

Sometimes it is simple, sometimes it is complex. 
Sometimes it is icy, sometimes it is tepid. 

Sometimes it is friendly, sometimes it is hostile. 
Sometimes it is young, sometimes it is old. 

Sometimes it is energetic, sometimes it is lethargic. 
Sometimes it is colors, sometimes it is gray. 
Sometimes it is right, sometimes it is wrong. 

Sometimes it is interesting, sometimes it is boring. 
Sometimes it is close, sometimes it is distant. 

Sometimes it is right, sometimes it is left. 
Sometimes it is same, sometimes it is different. 

Sometimes it is exact, sometimes it is approximate. 
Sometimes it is similar, sometimes it is different. 

Sometimes it is in, sometimes it is out. 
Sometimes it is sweet, sometimes it is sour. 
Sometimes it is early, sometimes it is late. 
Sometimes it is soft, sometimes it is rough. 
Sometimes it is tasty, sometimes it is bland. 
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Sometimes it is fragrant, sometimes it is smelly. 
Sometimes it is yin, sometimes it is yang. 

Sometimes it is inhale, sometimes it is exhale. 
Sometimes it is smooth, sometimes it is rough. 

Sometimes it is wavy, sometimes it is flat. 
Sometimes it is round, sometimes it is square. 

Sometimes it is up, sometimes it is down. 
Sometimes it is excellent, sometimes it is mediocre. 

Sometimes it is rich, sometimes it is poor. 
Sometimes it is silent, sometimes it is noisy. 

Sometimes it is expensive, sometimes it is cheap. 
Sometimes it is male, sometimes it is female. 

Sometimes it is happy, sometimes it is depressed. 
Sometimes it is good, sometimes it is bad. 

Sometimes it is reasonable, sometimes it is absurd. 
Sometimes it is near, sometimes it is far. 

Sometimes it is sane, sometimes it is insane. 
Sometimes it is light, sometimes it is dark. 
Sometimes it is hot, sometimes it is cold. 
Sometimes it is dry, sometimes it is wet. 

Sometimes it is here, sometimes it is there. 
Sometimes it is now, sometimes it is then. 
Sometimes it is this, sometimes it is that. 

Sometimes it is born, sometimes it is dying. 
Sometimes it is unborn, sometimes it is undying. 

Sometimes it is beginning, sometimes it is ending. 
Sometimes it is everything, sometimes it is nothing. 

 
But it is always the same timeless moment. 
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The Human Pyramid Scheme 
 

The human pyramid scheme in a nutshell: 
 

One-Percent One-Percent One-Percent One-Percent One-Percenters 
One-Percent One-Percent One-Percent One-Percenters 

One-Percent One-Percent One-Percenters 
One-Percent One-Percenters 

Onc-Percenters 
Five-Percenters 

Twenty-Percenters 
Overseer overseer overseer overseer overseer overseer overseer overseer overseer overseers 

Overseer overseer overseer overseer overseer overseer overseer overseer overseers 
Overseer overseer overseer overseer overseer overseer overseer overseers 

Overseer overseer overseer overseer overseer overseer overseers 
Overseer overseer overseer overseer overseer overseers 

Overseer overseer overseer overseer overseers 
Overseer overseer overseer overseers 

Overseer overseer overseers 
Overseer overseers 

Overseers 
Régime slaves 

Self-Employed slaves 
Middlemen slaves 

Rancher slaves 
Farmer slaves 
Salary slaves 
Wage slaves 
Intern slaves 
Future slaves 

Homeless slaves 
All-purpose slaves 
Not yet dead slaves 
Not yet born slaves 
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The Grand Theater 
 

You are the unfathomable, playing fathomable. 
You are the immutable, playing mercurial. 
You are the indivisible, playing divisible. 

You are the infinite, playing limited. 
You are the timeless, playing time. 

You are the ineffable, playing effable. 
You are the infinitesimal, playing huge. 

You are the changeless, playing changing.  
You are the neverborn, playing existence. 

You are the indelible, playing delible. 
You are the flexible, playing inflexible. 
You are the interminable, playing finite. 

You are the everlasting, playing transient. 
You are the perpetual, playing temporary. 

You are the unknown, playing known. 
You are the unutterable, playing utterable. 

You are the absurdity, playing logic. 
You are the unborn, playing life. 

You are the undying, playing death. 
You are the constant, playing irregular. 

You are the impenetrable, playing penetrable. 
You are the intangible, playing tangible. 
You are the intrinsic, playing acquired. 
You are the unending, playing destined. 
You are the unceasing, playing sporadic. 
You are the irrational, playing rational. 

You are the inexpressible, playing expressible. 
You are the enduring, playing short-lived. 

You are the ageless, playing age. 
You are the abyss, playing shallow. 

You are the indefinable, playing definable. 
You are the immortal, playing mortal. 
You are the eternal, playing transience. 

You are the unspeakable, playing speakable. 
You are the unchangeable, playing changeable. 

 
You are the You, playing you. 
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Same Old Bubble 
 

Same old bubble of misinformation. 
Same old bubble of deception. 
Same old bubble of contention. 
Same old bubble of conspiracy. 

Same old bubble of fraud. 
Same old bubble of treachery 

Same old bubble of dishonesty. 
Same old bubble of artifice. 
Same old bubble of stories. 

Same old bubble of invention. 
Same old bubble of tall tales. 

Same old bubble of falsehoods. 
Same old bubble of lies. 

Same old bubble of notions. 
Same old bubble of absurdity. 

Same old bubble of debate. 
Same old bubble of belief. 

Same old bubble of trickery. 
Same old bubble of controversy. 
Same old bubble of argument. 

Same old bubble of shams. 
Same old bubble of subterfuge. 

Same old bubble of claims. 
Same old bubble of excuses. 

Same old bubble of half-truths. 
Same old bubble of propaganda. 

Same old bubble of spin. 
Same old bubble of fabrication. 
Same old bubble of duplicity. 
Same old bubble of cheating. 
Same old bubble of opinion. 

Same old bubble of strife. 
Same old bubble of dispute. 

Same old bubble of disagreement. 
Same old bubble of whatever. 
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Tabula Rasa 
 

Does tabula rasa think itself tabula rasa? 
Does a microbe think itself a microbe? 
Does a squirrel think itself a squirrel? 
Does a salmon think itself a salmon? 
Does a spider think itself a spider? 
Does a turtle think itself a turtle? 
Does an ant think itself an ant? 
Does a frog think itself a frog? 

Does a squid think itself a squid? 
Does a lobster think itself a lobster? 

Does a sparrow think itself a sparrow? 
Does a newborn think itself a newborn? 
Does awareness think itself awareness? 

Does cosmos think itself cosmos? 
Does now think itself now? 
Does Self think itself Self? 

Do You think yourself You? 
Does mystery think itself mystery? 
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Almost 
 

Almost like you never did it. 
Almost like you never saw it. 

Almost like you never heard it. 
Almost like you never tasted it. 

Almost like you never smelled it. 
Almost like you never sensed it. 

Like it never happened at all. 
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Maybe Does Not Mean Yes 
 

That answer is yes. 
That answer is no. 

That answer is maybe. 
Maybe does not mean yes. 
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The Attributes of Good Health 
 

The attributes of mental and physical health 
Have many aspects, many characteristics, many points of view: 

 
Acuity 

Adroitness 
Agility 

Alertness 
Athleticism 

Balance 
Brawniness 

Cardio 
Tone 

Concentration 
Coordination 

Core 
Drive 

Energy 
Dexterity 
Discipline 
Durability 
Dynamism 

Ease 
Efficiency 

Effortlessness 
Élan 

Endurance 
Energy 

Equilibrium 
Fitness 

Flexibility 
Fluidity 
Force 
Grit 

Gumption 
Hardiness 

Healthiness 
Ingenuity 
Litheness 
Liveliness 

Might 
Muscularity 
Nimbleness 

Poise 
Potency 
Power 

Proficiency 
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Quality 
Quickness 
Reaction 

Resilience 
Resoluteness 
Robustness 

Self-Assurance 
Sharpness 

Skill 
Slickness 

Speed 
Spryness 
Stability 
Stamina 

Staying Power 
Steadiness 
Strength 

Sturdiness 
Suppleness 
Swiftness 
Toughness 
Velocity 

Verve 
Vigor 

Vitality 
Vivacity 

Willpower 
 

Best not leave well-being to chance if you wish to live long and well. 
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Be the Nothingness 
 

See the nothingness. 
Hear the nothingness. 
Taste the nothingness. 
Inhale the nothingness. 
Feel the nothingness. 
Be the nothingness. 
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Le Théâtre Absurde 
 

It is an omnipresent theater. 
It is an omnipotent theater. 
It is an omniscient theater. 
It is an elemental theater. 
It is a dreamtime theater. 
It is a morphing theater. 
It is an illusory theater. 
It is a quantum theater. 
It is a timeless theater. 
It is a worldly theater. 
It is an eternal theater. 
It is a sensory theater. 
It is a cosmic theater. 
It is a mirage theater. 
It is a matrix theater. 
It is a mortal theater. 
It is a neural theater. 
It is a dreamy theater. 
It is a fleeting theater. 
It is a manifest theater. 
It is a vibrating theater. 

It is a space-time theater. 
It is an imaginary theater. 
It is a monotonous theater. 
It is a touchy-feely theater. 
It is an immaculate theater. 

It is a Shakespearian theater. 
It is an unborn-undying theater. 

It is an incomprehensible theater. 
It is a three-dimensional theater. 
It is an extemporaneous theater. 
It is an ever-churning theater. 
It is an ever-changing theater. 
It is an immeasurable theater. 
It is a kaleidoscoping theater. 
It is an unfathomable theater. 
It is a monkey-mind theater. 
It is an orchestrated theater. 
It is an unknowable theater. 
It is an incalculable theater. 
It is an inexplicable theater. 
It is a never-ending theater. 
It is an astounding theater. 
It is an impromptu theater. 
It is a time-bound theater. 
It is an indivisible theater. 
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It is a predictable theater. 
It is a narcissistic theater. 
It is an expansive theater. 
It is an immortal theater. 
It is a Darwinian theater. 
It is an indelible theater. 
It is an ineffable theater. 
It is an immense theater. 
It is a hedonistic theater. 
It is a ceaseless theater. 
It is a pointless theater. 
It is an esoteric theater. 
It is a temporal theater. 
It is a majestic theater. 
It is a magical theater. 
It is a mystery theater. 
It is an empty theater. 
It is the grand theater. 
It is le théâtre absurde. 
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No Need for Anything 
 

No need for deities. 
No need for dogma. 
No need for priests. 
No need for belief. 
No need for prayer. 
No need for saints. 
No need for ghosts. 
No need for angels. 

No need for demons. 
No need for idolatry. 
No need for worship. 

No need for scriptures. 
No need for superstition. 
No need for cathedrals. 
No need for anything. 

Awareness is all. 
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Disappear 
 

Disappear right-here-right-now; continuity is illusion. 
Disappear into this twinkling; continuity is illusion. 
Disappear into this moment; continuity is illusion. 
Disappear into this instant; continuity is illusion. 
Disappear into here-now; continuity is illusion. 
Disappear into eternity; continuity is illusion. 
Disappear into oblivion; continuity is illusion. 

Be the eternal beingness, the eternal awareness, 
Be the timeless beingness, the timeless awareness, 

You truly are, You have always been, and will ever be. 
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What is an Elephant? 
 

What is an Elephant? 
Is it a wall? 
Is it a spear? 
Is it a snake? 
Is it a tree? 
Is it a fan? 
Is it a rope? 

Only to the blind. 
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No Thought About It 
 

Truth, is not in any thought about it. 
What is, is not in any thought about it. 

Awareness, is not in any thought about it. 
Quantum, is not in any thought about it. 
Mystery, is not in any thought about it. 
Reality, is not in any thought about it. 
Space, is not in any thought about it. 
Time, is not in any thought about it. 
Here, is not in any thought about it. 
Now, is not in any thought about it. 
You, are not in any thought about it. 
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Who Created This World? 
 

It was not Alexander or Genghis Khan or Napoleon or Hitler that conquered. 
From the beginning, it was the toolmakers – the scientists, the engineers, the architects, 

The miners, the metal and wood and stone and glass craftsmen – that made any of it at all possible. 
 

They created the short-range weapons: 
Rocks, sticks, knives, blades, clubs, axes, swords, spears, halberds, pikes, lances. 

 
They created the firearms: 

Revolvers, rifles, shotguns, semi and fully automatic guns, machine guns. 
 

They created the explosives: 
Acetylides, fulminates, nitro, nitrates, amines, peroxides, oxides, 

elements and isotopes, and a variety of mixtures and sundry miscellaneous. 
 

They created the defensive equipment: 
Armor, chainmail, shields, bulletproof vests, flak jackets, bulletproof glass. 

 
They created the long-range weapons: 

Spears, slings, crossbows, bolos, flamethrowers, grenades, bows and arrows, 
boomerangs, cannons, torpedoes, land mines, naval mines, 

depth charges, rockets, missiles, lasers. 
 

They created the battle gear: 
Armor, chainmail, uniforms, helmets, boots, 

saddles, bridles, reins, bits, stirrups, horseshoes, wheels, chariots, 
rope, whips, chains, climbing gear, boats, sails, parachutes, pontoons, bridgeworks. 

 
They created the defensive fortifications: 

Castles, forts, walls, towers, moats, trenches, bunkers, earthworks. 
 

They created the siege equipment: 
Siege towers, battering rams, siege engines, catapults, ballistas, 

onagers, trebucheta  helepolises, siege hooka, 
sambucas, scorpios, mangonels. 

 
They created the communications systems: 

Hand signals, codes, semaphore flag signaling systems, 
signal lamps, telegraphs, radios, computers. 

 
They created means to scout adversaries from afar: 

Binoculars, cameras, radar, sonar, spy planes, satellites. 
 

They created the vehicles for land, water, air, space: 
Tanks, trucks, airplanes, submarines, warships, drones, spaceships. 

 
They created the chemical weapons: 
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Nerve agents, vesicant (blister) agents, hydrogen cyanide blood agents, 
tear gas, pepper spray 

 
They created the biological weapons: 

Biological toxins or infectious agents: bacteria, viruses, insects, fungi. 
 

They created the nuclear weapons: 
Nuclear fission (“atomic”) bombs, nuclear fusion (“hydrogen”) bombs, 

radiological elements (uranium, plutonium, etc.). 
 

They created the emergency medical system: 
Medical research and devices, hospitals, medicines, first aid gear, ambulances. 

 
They created the execution and torture devices: 

Ropes and chains, racks, strappados, wooden horses, breaking wheels, 
water tortures, electric shock devices, chemical dependency, hangman’s gallows, 

guillotines, electric chairs, lethal injection, gas chambers. 
 

As well as all the logistical networks and processes and equipment upon which warfare depends: 
Supply chains, animals (horses, mules, oxen, pigeons), wagons, trucks, trains, ships, planes. 

 
Alexander and Genghis Khan and Napoleon and Hitler are in the history books, 

but it was the supporting cast who put them there. 
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Discerning Self 
 

See your Self, see eternity; see eternity, see your Self. 
Feel your Self, feel eternity; feel eternity, feel your Self. 

Hear your Self, hear eternity; hear eternity, hear your Self. 
Taste your Self, taste eternity; taste eternity, taste your Self. 

Smell your Self, smell eternity; smell eternity, smell your Self. 
Discern your Self, discern eternity; discern eternity, discern your Self. 
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You Are, You Are Not 

   
You are the observing; You are not the observing. 

You are the tasting; You are not the tasting. 
You are the feeling; You are not the feeling. 
You are the hearing; You are not the hearing. 

You are the smelling; You are not the smelling. 
You are the discerning; You are not the discerning. 

 
Breadcrumbs 2023 & Beyond  
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The Underlying Mystery 
 

You are the underlying formlessness. 
You are the underlying shapelessness. 

You are the underlying amorphousness. 
You are the underlying preposterousness. 
You are the underlying meaninglessness. 
You are the underlying ineffectiveness. 
You are the underlying senselessness. 
You are the underlying nothingness. 
You are the underlying uselessness. 
You are the underlying emptiness. 
You are the underlying nonbeing. 
You are the underlying oblivion. 
You are the underlying fluidity. 
You are the underlying nihility. 
You are the underlying cavity. 
You are the underlying space. 
You are the underlying void. 
You are the underlying hole. 
You are the underlying dross. 
You are the underlying abyss. 
You are the underlying nullity. 

You are the underlying vacuum. 
You are the underlying absence. 
You are the underlying unreality. 

You are the underlying hollowness. 
You are the underlying incongruity. 
You are the underlying irrationality. 

You are the underlying ineffectuality. 
You are the underlying pointlessness. 
You are the underlying worthlessness. 
You are the underlying nonexistence. 
You are the underlying nonduality. 
You are the underlying absurdity. 
You are the underlying mystery. 
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How Much More Anything? 
 

How much more creation? 
How much more preservation? 
How much more destruction? 

How much more desire? 
How much more pain? 

How much more suffering? 
How much more sorrow? 

How much more fear? 
How much more dread? 

How much more hunger? 
How much more assumption? 

How much more bother? 
How much more anticipation? 
How much more generosity? 

How much more greed? 
How much more compassion? 

How much more violence? 
How much more empathy? 
How much more sympathy? 

How much more low? 
How much more high? 

How much more breadth? 
How much more depth? 

How much more derision? 
How much more judgment? 

How much more hate? 
How much more love? 
How much more joy? 

How much more despair? 
How much more depression? 
How much more anticipation? 

How much more time? 
How much more timelessness? 

How much more eternity? 
How much more misery? 

How much more solution? 
How much more grief? 

How much more argument? 
How much more agreement? 
How much more insanity? 
How much more inanity? 

How much more dissolution? 
How much more derision? 

How much more birth? 
How much more death? 
How much more gain? 
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How much more loss? 
How much more attachment? 
How much more detachment? 

How much more torture? 
How much more horror? 

How much more absurdity? 
How much more thought? 
How much more feeling? 
How much more passion? 
How much more insight? 

How much more pity? 
How much more tragedy? 
How much more pathos? 

How much more dreaming? 
How much more debate? 
How much more power? 
How much more value? 

How much more subjugation? 
How much more arrogance? 

How much more consequence? 
How much more significance? 

How much more meaning? 
How much more purpose? 
How much more profit? 

How much more mockery? 
How much more esteem? 
How much more treasure? 

How much more pestilence? 
How much more merit? 

How much more usefulness? 
How much more achievement? 

How much more quantity? 
How much more attraction? 
How much more distraction? 
How much more assessment? 

How much more insignificance? 
How much more regard? 
How much more scorn? 

How much more ridicule? 
How much more tolerance? 

How much more intolerance? 
How much more pride? 
How much more vanity? 

How much more completion? 
How much more accomplishment? 

How much more conclusion? 
How much more division? 
How much more infinity? 
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How much more infinitesimal? 
How much more dreamtime? 
How much more similarity? 
How much more difference? 

How much more duality? 
How much more nonduality? 
How much more foreverafter? 

How much more whateverafter? 
How much more noteverafter? 
How much more everything? 
How much more anything? 
How much more nothing? 
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The Past is Streaming 
 

The past is streaming before your eyes. 
The past is streaming before your ears. 
The past is streaming before your nose. 

The past is streaming before your tongue. 
The past is streaming before your fingertips. 

The past is streaming within your consciousness. 
And where are you in all this streaming? 
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No Other 
 

What are You, really, but an observer, observing? 
What are You but an onlooker, onlooking? 

What are You but a viewer, viewing? 
What are You but a witness, witnessing? 
What are You but a spectator, spectating? 

What are You but a bystander, bystanding? 
What are You but an eyewitness, eyewitnessing? 

What are You but the centerstage eye, centerstaging? 
The observer is the observed; the observed is the observer. 

Awareness is all, Self is all, You are it, it is You, there is no other. 
 

Breadcrumbs 2023 & Beyond 
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How Many Times? 
 

How many times have you pontificated? 
How many times have you masticated? 
How many times have you intoxicated? 
How many times have you abbreviated? 
How many times have you delineated? 
How many times have you fornicated? 
How many times have you obliviated? 

How many times have you demarcated? 
How many times have you illustrated? 
How many times have you delineated? 
How many times have you fabricated? 
How many times have you arbitrated? 

How many times have you anticipated? 
How many times have you abrogated? 

How many times have you demonstrated? 
How many times have you mediated? 

How many times have you differentiate? 
How many times have you discriminated? 

How many times have you obliterated? 
How many times have you isolated? 

How many times have you segregated? 
How many times have you obfuscated? 
How many times have you expatriated? 

How many times have you situated? 
How many times have you pulsated? 

How many times have you pontificated? 
How many times have you subjugated? 

How many times have you matriculated? 
How many times have you decimated? 
How many times have you abridgiated? 
How many times have you decimated? 

 
How many times have you done something to the -ated degree? 

 
Words that end in -ated 

https://www.thefreedictionary.com/words-that-end-in-ated 
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You Are Self, Be Self 
 

You are ineffable, be ineffable. 
You are indivisible, be indivisible. 

You are immaculate, be immaculate. 
You are unfathomable, be unfathomable. 

You are oblivion, be oblivion. 
You are flawless, be flawless. 
You are solitary, be solitary. 

You are indelible, be indelible. 
You are unknowable, be unknowable. 

You are witness, be witness. 
You are intangible, be intangible. 

You are intrinsic, be intrinsic. 
You are immortal, be immortal. 

You are indifferent, be indifferent. 
You are irrational, be irrational. 

You are emptiness, be emptiness. 
You are unborn, be unborn. 

You are blameless, be blameless. 
You are undying, be undying. 

You are inexpressible, be inexpressible. 
You are overwhelming, be overwhelming. 

You are indefinable, be indefinable. 
You are observer, be observer. 

You are deep, be deep. 
You are timeless, be timeless. 

You are unspeakable, be unspeakable. 
You are indefinable, be indefinable. 
You are untroubled, be untroubled. 

You are spectator, be spectator. 
You are solo, be solo. 

You are nihility, be nihility. 
You are imaginary, be imaginary. 

You are ineradicable, be ineradicable. 
You are enduring, be enduring. 

You are permanent, be permanent. 
You are indiscernible, be indiscernible. 

You are impalpable, be impalpable. 
You are obscure, be obscure. 
You are faultless, be faultless. 

You are mundane, be mundane. 
You are alone, be alone. 

You are unstained, be unstained. 
You are average, be average. 

You are onlooker, be onlooker. 
You are matchless, be matchless. 

You are unique, be unique. 
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You are peerless, be peerless. 
You are unspeakable, be unspeakable. 

You are void, be void. 
You are unutterable, be unutterable. 

You are absolute, be absolute. 
You are supreme, be supreme. 

You are unimaginable, be unimaginable. 
You are unicity, be unicity. 
You are whole, be whole. 

You are incessant, be incessant. 
You are inconceivable, be inconceivable. 

You are unfastened, be unfastened. 
You are infinite, be infinite. 
You are endless, be endless. 

You are infinitesimal, be infinitesimal. 
You are rational, be rational. 

You are undeniable, be undeniable. 
You are watcher, be watcher. 

You are detached, be detached. 
You are nothingness, be nothingness. 

You are perfect, be perfect. 
You are unrivaled, be unrivaled. 

You are inimitable, be inimitable. 
You are incomparable, be incomparable. 

You are spotless, be spotless. 
You are unbiased, be unbiased. 

You are impeccable, be impeccable. 
You are everlasting, be everlasting. 

You are perpetual, be perpetual. 
You are unconcerned, be unconcerned. 

You are ceaseless, be ceaseless. 
You are ageless, be ageless. 

You are priceless, be priceless. 
You are impersonal, be impersonal. 

You are absurdity, be absurdity. 
You are aloof, be aloof. 

You are mysterious, be mysterious. 
You are nonexistent, be nonexistent. 

You are fictional, be fictional. 
You are interminable, be interminable. 

You are eyewitness, be eyewitness 
You are carefree, be carefree. 

You are enigmatic, be enigmatic. 
You are inscrutable, be inscrutable. 
You are unreadable, be unreadable. 

You are inexplicable, be inexplicable. 
You are indecipherable, be indecipherable. 

You are incomprehensible, be incomprehensible. 
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You are unintelligible, be unintelligible. 
You are meaningless, be meaningless. 

You are inconsequential, be inconsequential. 
You are anonymous, be anonymous. 

You are nameless, be nameless. 
You are ordinary, be ordinary. 

You are lasting, be lasting. 
You are perceiver, be perceiver. 
You are engrained, be engrained. 

You are impenetrable, be impenetrable. 
You are imperceptible, be imperceptible. 

You are eternal, be eternal. 
You are Self, be Self. 
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You Do Not Really Exist 

 
You do not really exist. 

Your mind-body is energy. 
Your perceptions are illusions. 

Your ideas and beliefs are delusions. 
Your possessions have no reality, either. 

So it goes, deal with it, get over it, move on. 
Party on, in your Yellow Brick Road walkabout, 

Or get a shotgun, and leave a Rorschach on some wall. 
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An Infinite Cosmos 
 

In times not all that long ago, 
A person's geography determined their world. 

If you were born in the mountains, that was all you knew. 
If you were born on an island, that was all you knew. 
If you were born in a valley, that was all you knew. 
If you were born on a plain, that was all you knew. 
If you were born by the sea, that was all you knew. 
If you were born on a mesa, that was all you knew. 
If you were born in a forest, that was all you knew. 
If you were born in a desert, that was all you knew. 

If you were born in a wetland, that was all you knew. 
But these modern times subscribe to an infinite cosmos. 

And in all these differences, the relativity of all is ascertained. 
 

Breadcrumbs 2023 & Beyond 
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The Rise (and Fall?) of Imagination 
 

How did imagination begin but through very gradual evolution, very gradual natural selection, 
That is estimated to have begun 140 million years-ish ago in the jungles of Africa. 

Something to do with memory cells gradually gaining enough oomph, 
To start working together to counterfeit a sense of identity, 

And the rest is the chaos of vanity and greed, 
Given the name history, for the lack of a better word. 

 
On the evolution of imagination, from Wikipedia: 

 
Phylogenetic acquisition of imagination was a gradual process. 

 
The simplest form of imagination, REM-sleep dreaming, 

evolved in mammals with acquisition of REM sleep 140 million years ago. 
 

Spontaneous insight improved in primates 
with acquisition of the lateral prefrontal cortex 70 million years ago. 

 
After hominins split from the chimpanzee line 6 million years ago 

they further improved their imagination. 
 

Prefrontal analysis was acquired 3.3 million years ago 
when hominins started to manufacture Mode One stone tools. 

 
Progress in stone tools culture to Mode Two stone tools by 2 million years ago 

signify remarkable improvement of prefrontal analysis. 
 

The most advanced mechanism of imagination, prefrontal synthesis, 
was likely acquired by humans around 70,000 years ago 

and resulted in behavioral modernity. 
 

This leap toward modern imagination has been characterized by paleoanthropologists 
as the "Cognitive revolution", "Upper Paleolithic Revolution", and the "Great Leap Forward". 

 
And where is this cognitive revolution, this upper-paleolithic revolution, this great leap forward, 

Irrevocably taking we two-leggeds, and many if not all, of the life forms in this world, 
But down an ever-accelerating-exponential path to a very dystopian extinction. 

To survive what it has through human consciousness over millions of years fashioned, 
Imagination would need to, and rather quickly, mutate a wholistic, less individualistic platform. 

Whether that is possible in this snail-paced, naturally-selective garden, seems more than a little unlikely. 
And thus, will the rise of consciousness in this tiny iota of the mystery, fall upon its own sword, 

And the vain hope that humankind might somehow shine its light across the cosmos, 
Be forever dashed upon the austere reality, that it never really mattered, 

That it was never more than a fallacious blip of absurdity. 
And the eternal abyss, will eternally abyss, as it eternally does. 

 
Breadcrumbs 2023 & Beyond 
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Awareness Does Not 
 

Awareness does not think. 
Awareness does not see. 
Awareness does not hear. 
Awareness does not taste. 
Awareness does not smell. 
Awareness does not feel. 

Awareness does not desire 
Awareness does not dread. 
Awareness does not fear. 

Awareness does not recall. 
Awareness does not hate. 
Awareness does not care. 

Awareness does not hesitate. 
Awareness does not suffer. 
Awareness does not anger. 

Awareness does not unhappy. 
Awareness does not distress 
Awareness does not happy. 

Awareness does not joy. 
Awareness does not elate. 

Awareness does not gloomy. 
Awareness does not regret. 
Awareness does not divide. 
Awareness does not discern. 
Awareness does not surprise. 
Awareness does not disgust. 
Awareness does not happy. 
Awareness does not sorrow. 

Awareness does not joy. 
Awareness does not choose. 
Awareness does not content. 

Awareness does not bliss. 
Awareness does not exult. 

Awareness does not accept. 
Awareness does not deny. 
Awareness does not love. 

Awareness does not passion. 
Awareness does not evolve. 
Awareness does not change. 

This dream is entirely quantum faire. 
The universe but a matrix born of the imaginary mind. 

Awareness is the clear endless sky, the mystery in its entirety, You truly are. 
It does not participate, it does not regulate, it does not adjudicate, it does not concern its Self, in any way, 

But without it, none of it would be possible. 
 

Breadcrumbs 2023 & Beyond 
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Eternal Nature 
 

The ineffable, eternally ineffable. 
The indivisible, eternally indivisible. 

The immaculate, eternally immaculate. 
The unfathomable, eternally unfathomable. 

The oblivion, eternally oblivion. 
The flawless, eternally flawless. 
The solitary, eternally solitary. 

The indelible, eternally indelible. 
The unknowable, eternally unknowable. 

The witness, eternally witness. 
The intangible, eternally intangible. 

The intrinsic, eternally intrinsic. 
The immortal, eternally immortal. 

The indifferent, eternally indifferent. 
The irrational, eternally irrational. 

The emptiness, eternally emptiness. 
The unborn, eternally unborn. 

The blameless, eternally blameless. 
The undying, eternally undying. 

The inexpressible, eternally inexpressible. 
The overwhelming, eternally overwhelming. 

The indefinable, eternally indefinable. 
The observer, eternally observer. 

The deep, eternally deep. 
The timeless, eternally timeless. 

The unspeakable, eternally unspeakable. 
The indefinable, eternally indefinable. 
The untroubled, eternally untroubled. 

The spectator, eternally spectator. 
The solo, eternally solo. 

The nihility, eternally nihility. 
The imaginary, eternally imaginary. 

The ineradicable, eternally ineradicable. 
The enduring, eternally enduring. 

The permanent, eternally permanent. 
The indiscernible, eternally indiscernible. 

The impalpable, eternally impalpable. 
The obscure, eternally obscure. 
The faultless, eternally faultless. 

The mundane, eternally mundane. 
The alone, eternally alone. 

The unstained, eternally unstained. 
The average, eternally average. 

The onlooker, eternally onlooker. 
The matchless, eternally matchless. 

The unique, eternally unique. 
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The peerless, eternally peerless. 
The unspeakable, eternally unspeakable. 

The void, eternally void. 
The unutterable, eternally unutterable. 

The absolute, eternally absolute. 
The supreme, eternally supreme. 

The unimaginable, eternally unimaginable. 
The unicity, eternally unicity. 
The whole, eternally whole. 

The incessant, eternally incessant. 
The inconceivable, eternally inconceivable. 

The unfastened, eternally unfastened. 
The infinite, eternally infinite. 
The endless, eternally endless. 

The infinitesimal, eternally infinitesimal. 
The rational, eternally rational. 

The undeniable, eternally undeniable. 
The watcher, eternally watcher. 

The detached, eternally detached. 
The nothingness, eternally nothingness. 

The perfect, eternally perfect. 
The unrivaled, eternally unrivaled. 

The inimitable, eternally inimitable. 
The incomparable, eternally incomparable. 

The spotless, eternally spotless. 
The unbiased, eternally unbiased. 

The impeccable, eternally impeccable. 
The everlasting, eternally everlasting. 

The perpetual, eternally perpetual. 
The unconcerned, eternally unconcerned. 

The ceaseless, eternally ceaseless. 
The ageless, eternally ageless. 

The priceless, eternally priceless. 
The impersonal, eternally impersonal. 

The absurdity, eternally absurdity. 
The aloof, eternally aloof. 

The mysterious, eternally mysterious. 
The nonexistent, eternally nonexistent. 

The fictional, eternally fictional. 
The interminable, eternally interminable. 

The eyewitness, eternally eyewitness 
The carefree, eternally carefree. 

The enigmatic, eternally enigmatic. 
The inscrutable, eternally inscrutable. 
The unreadable, eternally unreadable. 

The inexplicable, eternally inexplicable. 
The indecipherable, eternally indecipherable. 

The incomprehensible, eternally incomprehensible. 
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The unintelligible, eternally unintelligible. 
The meaningless, eternally meaningless. 

The inconsequential, eternally inconsequential. 
The anonymous, eternally anonymous. 

The nameless, eternally nameless. 
The ordinary, eternally ordinary. 

The lasting, eternally lasting. 
The perceiver, eternally perceiver. 
The engrained, eternally engrained. 

The impenetrable, eternally impenetrable. 
The imperceptible, eternally imperceptible. 
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Rich Man’s Life on a Dime 

 
Rich man's life on a dime, is how this life has spun. 

Why go to all that work, when the pearl was there for the taking. 
Of course, being content to merely be, remaining single, never going into debt, 

And being happy to sleep on a couch, or in a van, were key enablers in my unplanned epoch. 
All the monotony it would have taken to become rich and famous and powerful, 

Would have been far too toxic, far too boring, for this plebeian spirit. 
Far more interesting to swing from adventure to adventure. 

To let the mystery set this destiny’s mortal course. 
And somehow, it has reached this moment, 

This keyboard, this cup of coffee. 
How could I not be content? 
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The Genetic Lottery 

 
Every life form in the six kingdoms is the same indivisible, indelible, timeless quantum matrix mystery. 

Every life form in the six kingdoms plays out the nature-nurture of its genetic lottery algorithm. 
An archaebacterium plays out its archaebacterium nature-nurture genetic lottery algorithm. 

An eubacterium plays out its eubacterium nature-nurture genetic lottery algorithm. 
An animalia plays out its animalia nature-nurture genetic lottery algorithm. 

A protista plays out its protista nature-nurture genetic lottery algorithm. 
A fungi plays out its fungi nature-nurture genetic lottery algorithm. 

A plantae plays out its plantae nature-nurture genetic lottery algorithm. 
And the inert players – earth, wind, water, fire – the clay of all existence. 

Stardust come unto life, stardust born of mystery; natural selection its chisel. 
All ever vibrating away simultaneously; all dancing their given places in the sun. 

All ever creating, ever preserving, ever destroying; all ever indivisibly unborn-undying. 
All ever the same ineffable quantum matrix mystery; all ever the same ineffable eternal moment. 
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Every Possibility 
 

Why wouldn't the mystery want to experience every possibility? 
Why wouldn’t the mystery want to experience anything and everything? 
Why wouldn’t the mystery want to experience being a particle of dust? 

Why wouldn’t the mystery want to experience being a universe? 
Why wouldn’t the mystery want to experience being a world? 
Why wouldn’t the mystery want to experience being an ant? 
Why wouldn’t the mystery want to experience being a sloth? 

Why wouldn’t the mystery want to experience being a raccoon? 
Why wouldn’t the mystery want to experience being a clam? 
Why wouldn’t the mystery want to experience being a rock? 
Why wouldn’t the mystery want to experience being a snake? 
Why wouldn’t the mystery want to experience being giraffe? 

Why wouldn’t the mystery want to experience being fly? 
Why wouldn’t the mystery want to experience being a tree? 

Why wouldn’t the mystery want to experience being a weed? 
Why wouldn’t the mystery want to experience being a flower? 

Why wouldn’t the mystery want to experience being wave? 
Why wouldn’t the mystery want to experience being chimpanzee? 
Why wouldn’t the mystery want to experience being a dinosaur? 

Why wouldn’t the mystery want to experience being slug? 
Why wouldn’t the mystery want to experience being a bird? 
Why wouldn’t the mystery want to experience being frog? 
Why wouldn’t the mystery want to experience being brick? 

Why wouldn’t the mystery want to experience being an automobile? 
Why wouldn’t the mystery want to experience being a chair? 
Why wouldn’t the mystery want to experience being cloud? 

Why wouldn’t the mystery want to experience being a mountain? 
Why wouldn’t the mystery want to experience being a gopher? 
Why wouldn’t the mystery want to experience being a pencil? 

Why wouldn’t the mystery want to experience being a computer? 
Why wouldn’t the mystery want to experience being a spider? 

Why wouldn’t the mystery want to experience being deer? 
Why wouldn’t the mystery want to experience being a tiger? 

Why wouldn’t the mystery want to experience being a whale? 
Why wouldn’t the mystery want to experience being a garbage dump? 

Why wouldn’t the mystery want to experience being submarine? 
Why wouldn’t the mystery want to experience being a satellite? 
Why wouldn’t the mystery want to experience being a lobster? 

Why wouldn’t the mystery want to experience being a beer can? 
Why wouldn’t the mystery want to experience being a salamander? 

Why wouldn’t the mystery want to experience being a microbe? 
Why wouldn’t the mystery want to experience being a urinal? 
Why wouldn’t the mystery want to experience being a virus? 

Why wouldn’t the mystery want to experience being fireplace? 
Why wouldn’t the mystery want to experience being a taxi? 

Why wouldn’t the mystery want to experience being a dewdrop? 
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Why wouldn’t the mystery want to experience being a tank? 
Why wouldn’t the mystery want to experience being a missile? 

Why wouldn’t the mystery want to experience being a log? 
Why wouldn’t the mystery want to experience being a fence? 

Why wouldn’t the mystery want to experience being an island? 
Why wouldn’t the mystery want to experience being a bottle? 
Why wouldn’t the mystery want to experience being statue? 

Why wouldn’t the mystery want to experience being a forest? 
Why wouldn’t the mystery want to experience being a mushroom? 

Why wouldn’t the mystery want to experience being a wolf? 
Why wouldn’t the mystery want to experience being a prairie? 

Why wouldn’t the mystery want to experience being a housecat? 
Why wouldn’t the mystery want to experience being an eagle? 
Why wouldn’t the mystery want to experience being antelope? 
Why wouldn’t the mystery want to experience being a kettle? 

Why wouldn’t the mystery want to experience being a tortoise? 
Why wouldn’t the mystery want to experience being piece of lint? 
Why wouldn’t the mystery want to experience being a painting? 
Why wouldn’t the mystery want to experience being a waterfall? 

Why wouldn’t the mystery want to experience being a sword? 
Why wouldn’t the mystery want to experience being a house? 

Why wouldn’t the mystery want to experience being an alligator? 
Why wouldn’t the mystery want to experience being a star? 

Why wouldn’t the mystery want to experience being a shield? 
Why wouldn’t the mystery want to experience being a chimney 
Why wouldn’t the mystery want to experience being an ocean? 

Why wouldn’t the mystery want to experience being a hat? 
Why wouldn’t the mystery want to experience being a volcano? 
Why wouldn’t the mystery want to experience being a moon? 

Why wouldn’t the mystery want to experience being a diamond? 
Why wouldn’t the mystery want to experience being a screwdriver? 

Why wouldn’t the mystery want to experience being a fork? 
Why wouldn’t the mystery want to experience being a guitar? 

Why wouldn’t the mystery want to experience being a buffalo? 
Why wouldn’t the mystery want to experience being a doll? 

Why wouldn’t the mystery want to experience being a peach? 
Why wouldn’t the mystery want to experience being radio? 
Why wouldn’t the mystery want to experience being a drug? 
Why wouldn’t the mystery want to experience being a book? 

Why wouldn’t the mystery want to experience being a building? 
Why wouldn’t the mystery want to experience being river? 

Why wouldn’t the mystery want to experience being a bucket? 
Why wouldn’t the mystery want to experience being desert? 

Why wouldn’t the mystery want to experience being golf ball? 
Why wouldn’t the mystery want to experience being mineshaft? 

Why wouldn’t the mystery want to experience being tractor? 
Why wouldn’t the mystery want to experience being wagon? 

Why wouldn’t the mystery want to experience being a parachute? 
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Why wouldn’t the mystery want to experience being a reef? 
Why wouldn’t the mystery want to experience being a hurricane? 

Why wouldn’t the mystery want to experience being a couch? 
Why wouldn’t the mystery want to experience being pond? 

Why wouldn’t the mystery want to experience being a butterfly? 
Why wouldn’t the mystery want to experience being pile of dung? 

Why wouldn’t the mystery want to experience being anything? 
Why wouldn’t the mystery want to experience being everything? 

Why wouldn’t the mystery want to experience being a human being? 
Why wouldn’t the mystery want to experience being you? 
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Why? 
 

Why do you allow any desire to grip you? 
Why do you allow any fear to grip you? 

Why do you allow any dread to grip you? 
Why do you allow any passion to grip you? 

Unclench the mind, let go all thought. 
Let go all that is but imaginary. 

Be the whole mind. 
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The Real Virtual Reality 
 

This is the real virtual reality, 
Why would you want it to be more? 

Why would you believe it could be more? 
Why would you make-believe it could be more? 

Why would you hope it could be more? 
Why would you pretend it could be more? 
Why would you dream it could be more? 
Why would you fathom it could be more? 
Why would you aspire it could be more? 
Why would you need it could be more? 
Why would you crave it could be more? 
Why would you covet it could be more? 
Why would you fancy it could be more? 

Why would you require it could be more? 
Why would you wish it could be more? 

Why would you suppose it could be more? 
Why would you deem it could be more? 
Why would you judge it could be more? 
Why would you credit it could be more? 
Why would you trust it could be more? 
Why would you plan it could be more? 

Why would you expect it could be more? 
Why would you anticipate it could be more? 

Why would you yearn it could be more? 
Why would you long it could be more? 

Why would you fantasize it could be more? 
Why would you play it could be more? 

Why would you invent it could be more? 
Why would you play-act it could be more? 

Why would you feign it could be more? 
Why would you divine it could be more? 

Why would you measure it could be more? 
Why would you sound it could be more? 
Why would you gauge it could be more? 
Why would you probe it could be more? 

Why would you promise it could be more? 
Why would you understand it could be more? 

Why would you comprehend it could be more? 
Why would you grasp it could be more? 

Why would you demand it could be more? 
Why would you insist it could be more? 
Why would you claim it could be more? 

Why would you petition it could be more? 
Why would you mandate it could be more? 

Why would you plea it could be more? 
Why would you command it could be more? 
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Why would you order it could be more? 
Why would you stipulate it could be more? 

Why would you exact it could be more? 
Why would you assert it could be more? 

Why would you contend it could be more? 
Why would you swear it could be more? 
Why would you aver it could be more? 
Why would you vow it could be more? 
Why would you hold it could be more? 

Why would you construct it could be more? 
Why would you engineer it could be more? 

Why would you manufacture it could be more? 
Why would you formulate it could be more? 

Why would you devise it could be more? 
Why would you form it could be more? 

Why would you assemble it could be more? 
Why would you fake it could be more? 

Why would you contrive it could be more? 
Why would you concoct it could be more? 
Why would you invent it could be more? 
Why would you design it could be more? 

Why would you develop it could be more? 
Why would you care it could be more? 
Why would you pray it could be more? 
Why would you sift it could be more? 

Why would you dredge it could be more? 
Why would you seek it could be more? 
Why would you build it could be more? 

Why would you counterfeit it could be more? 
Why would you fabricate it could be more? 

Why would you style it could be more? 
Why would you originate it could be more? 
Why would you declare it could be more? 
Why would you imagine it could be more? 

More, more, more, there is no more. 
It is what it is, that’s all folks. 
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To Whom It May Concern 
 
It is certainly a curious thing to have gone this mystical direction in life. Most definitely a road less 
traveled. As far as discussing it with others goes, I think, as with any specialty, any sphere – science, 
mathematics, music, sports, business, politics, et cetera ad infinitum – that we all tend to search out like 
minds to focus on our interests and passions. Scientists with scientists, mathematicians with 
mathematicians, musicians with musicians, athletes with athletes, businessmen with businessmen, 
politicians with politicians, et cetera ad infinitum. Our little “lost” tribe of seers, being somewhat scattered 
about the globe, are not always easy to run across. You just never know who will be sitting next to you in 
some coffee shop, bar, or park bench. 
 
Personally, I have always been generalist and chameleon enough to enjoy chatting with whoever about 
whatever comes up. There is great freedom in anonymity. Many people I know quite well have very little 
if any clue about what I have done or what I have written. It has just never come up. I may probe and 
plant seeds, but do not worry whether or not they take root. Some minds are fertile; some are barren. It is 
just the way it is. 
 
As far as staying connected with family, friends, and acquaintances goes, we each have to decide what is 
important to us, and it may be for some that burning bridges and moving on alone is only option they 
allow themselves. The high school class of my small rural town origin celebrated our 40th reunion a few 
years back, and those who came had a great time reconnecting and sharing their life journeys. Very few of 
them would ever be at all interested in my thoughts on things – many of them are true believers in one 
dogma or another – and I am okay with that. No point beating yourself over the head over things you 
cannot change. 
 
The big view of it is that I am one of who knows how many awakened eyes in this magical mystery tour, 
as likely are you if you are reading this. Whether anyone else hears the call is something over which none 
of us has any say. Nor does it really matter. We may point the way to a larger vision, but it is each, 
abiding in their own set of capacities and limitations, who must, to whatever degree, wander the pathless 
land very much alone. We are but ephemeral seed crystals, of our own devices, for consciousness to do 
with what it will. 
 
Everything I have written since 1989, except for a couple notebooks that were lost, along with a few other 
oopsie moments on the computer, is my gift to the future, such as it is. It is up to you and others I have 
befriended through the years to pass it on if you deem it to have merit. It has been an interesting pastime 
to give so much of my time over to it: to think it, to scribble it, to transcribe and edit it, to throw it about 
like Johnny did apple seeds. There may be in the neighborhood of five thousand pages worth by the time I 
exit this center stage. And what happens to it is for time to tell. I leave it to you to decide. 
 
So it goes, either way. I played my part, I said my piece, I had my fun. 
 
M 
 
 
P.S. For best viewing online, using the largest screen you have available to explore my little theme park, 
is suggested. Scrolling down and down on a phone screen is just not going to give you the same entrée. 
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P.P.S. Regarding the name Yaj Ekim ... It is just a reverse spelling of the first and middle names ... 
Michael Jay Holshouser ... Mike Jay ... Yaj Ekim. 
 
P.P.P.S. Coincidently, make of it whatever you will, or will not, Yaj is an Indian boy’s name meaning 
worshipper, sacrifice, another name for Shiva, a sage. And Ekim is a Turkish name for October meaning 
“sowing” (of seeds). All kinds of absurdity can be read into that by the many so-inclined – none of which 
was in mind when I came up with the idea to reverse the letters to my name. See P.P.S. for details. 
 
P.P.P.P.S. Yes, I am Shiva. And so are You. No, I am not Shiva. And neither are you. Irony and paradox 
rule. 

 
Conversations, 2018 

 
 
 

Th-Th-Th-That's All Folks! 
 

Pointing to the whole elephant, as entertaining as it has been, has been an interesting lesson in futility. 
Time to close down the show, and move on to an observation of silence mode. 

Fare thee well, adieu, adios, auf wiedersehen, sayonara. 
Regards and best wishes to all. 

 
That said … 

 
 

Stay Tuned 
 

Given how this mind works, likely a few more ditties in the here and there, 
For as long as these temporal lungs are still drawing air, 

So stay tuned, you Wascally Wabbit. 
 
 

Thucydides 
 

My work is not a piece of writing designed to meet the needs of an immediate public, 
but was done to last forever. 

 
Athenian historian and general (c. 460 – c. 400 BC) 

History of the Peloponnesian War 
 
 

Yaj Ekim 
 

Define forever. 
 


